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i RECREATION COMMISSION MEETS 
9a Lower pool rates  ,ould increase use 
• ,~." , m " : ' :  " 
iii SALMON ." 'L, 
".:: i: " / /  !GAMGHT: '~ '~- - "  " " ; ' - -  By ANDREW PETTER . "I'll leave that to the chairman," hewas "just an obeerver." ' : '  / in January 1976, before fees were was r marked by chippy polities as 
Herald S~ffWrlter increased, while only 758 people commission chairman Gerry Martin responded Jolliffe. Before leaving the meeting, Joiliffe 
attended public skating after a pace exchanged barbs 'with alderman Vic At another point Martin cut off the told the Commission: "You think you 
The Terrace Recreation Commission hike. "Jolliffe, chairman of the district district recreation superintendant haven problem with communication 
• ' :: hasendorsedapr~poealealiingfor the A similar drop in attendance also recreation committee. W.E. Casey who was trymg to explain (wlth the council) ... you reaily do have 
• ' .... i Another world record has gone the lowering of fees fdr public use of the occurred with swimming pool use, she At one point JolUffe, who attended that Weatherstone's figures were not a problem." 
i." !~Y of the four minute mile and the community arena andswimming pool. said. the meeting as an observer, muttered correct because there is a family Jolliffe had intended to speak with 
The proposal i put forward by Westhorstone's proposal called for something to a repor~r in the back of swimming rate at the pool. the commission on a number of issues, 
co~loner . , L~,  ey__W~e~,~ne: "That isn't relavent o the issue," 
: .. seven foot high jump. .  - .  put 
',.,.'l'm~ 92 pound spring stamen eaugn~ in ey 
the S~esna River near Terrace in 19~9 
• l~m [~en glorified in record books, saidthatpresentfeesare"prohibitive" 
. .travel brochureshno pace mats as me and discourage the public from using 
~ut  of its kindever caught on sports the facilities. . . . .  . ,. Weatherstone claimed that if the fees 
• ~::~utnomore. i /  were reduced, increased public 
:~."The' .Alaska ~.Fish and Game utilization might increase the overall 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  revenue to the district. 
the district to make family tickets 
available, to reduce fees for children, 
and to institute an across-the-board fee
reduction. 
She suggested that the district 
experiment with the new fee structure 
for two to three weeks to see if it was 
effective in encouraging more people to 
make use of the recreation facilities. [ . -  -Department anno.unced Wednesday She cited figures which showed that • tl~'t 50 year old Howard Rider of . . . .  
• ' ' ~u  smashed the Skeena record by The recreatmn commmsmn meeting i :":: ".' ""ding 2588 people took part in public skating 
.': .~d .  = a 93 pounder .,Friday in Kelp• NTA I0 1' i.B~v'on the eastern sloe of. tmra~ox O R MPP 
... :lhrnortAndrews.directorofthestate . " 
the room. • .- . ' 
"Do ~ou have something you want to 
say, Vie?" Martin demanded sharply. 
"Oh, I . wouldi~'t, dare, Mr. 
Chairman," Jolllff~ shot back. 
When Jolliffe aslbed f f  he was 
permitted to talk with his"'collealp, Ijl* 
m the back of the room, Martin r~-pffMM 
that he:didnot want. the alderman 
being obnoxious: . . . .  : 
stated Martin. 
The commission also decided to write 
a letter to council asking why they have 
been denied the use of council 
chambers for their meetings. 
Commissioner Molly Nattress asked 
Joiliffe for an explanation but the 
alderman, still burning from his spat 
with Martin, refused to answer saymg 
but refrained from doing so after hi~ 
exchangb with Martin. 
The Commission has been unhappy 
with the district for some time 
claiming that council doesn't listen to 
them. 
But Joliiffe says the problem is that 
the Commission doesn't realize that it 
is just an advisory body. 
: . : / 'BupertAndre s,  
"~., .~on of Sport Fish, said he was in ' " " 
...: .'.':lilb:process of having the catch - . 
; .certified by Field and Stream [[mm~ [ [ .  • 
.~ .M#_gazine which maintains sports ~ dP'~'  II ~ ~ d[~s~ ~ 
.. f l~kg records. . 
[ " :Rider said. he hooked the salmon r ~  ~ I ~ ~ ~  ~ t J 
[ ~ ~ _ -  • " a whole herrin as bait on a 3 . ' m m -~-  • ~ ,  ~ v .  . v 
I,'"..,.~,t. H~e aid it took less th~ S minutes ~.  . - • 
' " h " " i.":..tO.l~d the fls . '. a . - 
I' " .-::'He sure made the old reel smoke," Y Iff' t "~ ~ I ~ I I 
[ ~der  said. "But I really didn't know . / i • • I I l l ~ l l 
| ~hathe  was unt ~ I.~ot h im~ the i l k  I I • | ~ .  I • 
[ .... ~e¢.e  ann eaugQ.~a gmnpse. ,t a~nos~ 
' 2 "  • 
:.:~: :~at  s ys~o~ ehieChcha~n~m}~b.~ Julyd~6 and ~drmSore informatiotnngn and " i I " I " I I ' '  I I I : I ' ' '  " " ~ - -  I I IS I • I 
iiil.:.:.,'i~ic'~°"" " " "  p~sibl adeeisionfromtheeourtof B,rtl day party JUSt p o i ~ t t c a l  " ""~"~ '~'" ' ' rated a pea~ by Attorney General Roy . . . .  
, , lmon from supporters as be left the • i"i:kt.'~ 'conservation and sa " ' . . . . . . .  ':'~ 
because fishermen are courtroom and proceeded to the 
tofish more to meet high loan 
mr-requirements," he said. 
ton l icences,  now limitedby the 
d government, are~olds to 
non for ~3,000 a ton, upfrom $500 
a. fi~e-to-ei-i~ht-tbn licence, 
increasing wdh the size of the 
~c said a Study of west coast 
m's I/cencing programs will 
,~ommendations that he hopes 
~e t .~tto effect' by next salmon 
rill name the head of the 
ithin 10 days. 
asked if his deportmentwould 
' 'licencing individuals rather 
~ts, as is done for herring 
m, LeBlanc suggested that was 
y the  sort of subject to be 
courthouse steps. 
He said he was going to get his 
belongings from the jail and would be 
back in the legislature today. A 
prepared statement will be iasued next 
Week, Ziemba said. . 
• Lawyers for Abko Laboratories and 
defendant employees, Dr .  Joseph 
Kohari and Valentine Abersek, and 
Crown counsel objected to the 
adjournment. 
Bryan Finlay, lawyer for Abko, said 
• that if Ziemba bad been allowed to 
answer the three questions relating to 
the identity of his sources and had 
refused to answer, 'he would have 
submitted that assistance was needed 
from the higher courtS. He said Ziemba 
would have had the chance to appeal 
• the decision. . ' ' 
Ziemba was asked who told him of 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Progressive 
Conservatives tried unsuccessfully 
Wednesday to adjourn the Commons 
for the day to protest what they say is a 
pro-gdvernment tone to Canada Day 
celebrations on Parliament Hill. 
Miffed at Commons Speaker James 
Jerome for saying he was not ready to 
rule on a request for intervention i  the 
dispute, Nova Scotia MP Bob Coates 
(PC-Cumberland-Colchester North) 
called for the adjournment. 
The Liberals, with the support of 
Social Credit MP Leonel Beaudois 
(Richmond) defeated the motion 112 to 
69 with six New Democrats and Lon 
Jones (Ind--Moncton) backing the 
Tories. 
The Conservatives and the NDP have 
complained nationally-televised 
Ca~da Day production will include a 
~ eech only by 'P r ime Minister 
udeau.  '~ *:":' . : 
Leaders Joe  ark. lot.the Con- 
servative~ andEd Broadl~nt of the 
New Democrats O ~w.ell as a Social 
Credit rePresad~tive,should a so be 
able to s l~k  to t!ie*~viMon audience, 
the perfle~ have mid;~ 
Tt;udenu is eXp~ .ted:to speak for four 
to five minutee~mthepr~ram, maes 
said Wedges .day;, .' :~"~ 
The opps~iUe" ~ Uy having 
party lesders~/ .~mkw .ould give ~ne 
program a ~~' .appen i  for 
hatfoual imity:.~,i/!.'.~ .:' :i '/: 
The Conser~,atlves .llave been 
pressing the l l~e i i i t  on the issue 
for.the last two ~ i ! I t  has added to a 
. ~rowing Mt in~;  ~'= .the Co mn~ons or. o er TRIO 
matters. :, : ":%, . '  
SCHEDULES DEBATE 
Government House Leader Allan 
MaeEachen said a Commons debate on 
national unity, originally scheduled foi- 
this week, will be heldnext Tuesday 
and Wednesday. 
Conservative House Leader Walter 
Baker immediately asked that the 
government set aside a third day for 
debate as the op~ msition had already 
given one of its d zys for selecting the 
tol~ic of discussio:z t,) the debate. 
MaeEachen said legislation is 
progressing through the Commons too 
slowly for him to promise an extension 
of the debate. 
Baker said extra time is.needed 
because all MPs "should be I~iven an 
opportunity to put their, views on 
record, since the question of Con- 
federation and national unity is one 
which affects every member." 
The testiness is also fueled by 
~ overnment hopes to start the sunuuer reak for MPs .by getting key bills 
paNssed. • 
ova Scotia bflP Bob McCleave 
(PC--Halifax-East Hants) warned he 
might slow down the process if the 
government does not start replying to 
written questions that have been posed 
by several Conservatives. 
Drug 
' c, u Dc, T__TERNA TIVE ' ,.x.. , . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  / / . :  : 
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::,//":; .... Long Beach port would negate 
YANCOUVER (CP) -- The Sun says to winning approval from United States million barrels a day which wiliLongBeachter..~..l,.ll~Ooto.l~,.1,97_6- $~forueweilportsatKitim t, B.C., authorities:~- coast faciliti s to cope wit  t e 1.2 The company fir s~aP l~ledto build a 
.;in WaShington state would become Technical:problems facing the Long eventually flow from the Alaska and Schio's'ap.pu~mo.n n owm_~ms 
~dard Co. of Beach terminal apparently have been pipeline, processea ny tne ' r~_  v°um' id 
gets the approval to build solved between Sohio and the FEARED VAPORS Board spoke.~q!a.9';:~:.~ essasa:. 
'new terminal at Long Beach, California Air Resources Board, the Sohio, which owps more than half of Tuesday .thai ~ , :~Pu~a~fn~ 
,'for Aistskan oil. state agency which is the main hurdle the North Slope oil, previously ran into breai~...t/}rou~,n ~mpa~ ~u~ ,,.? 
I~, evenmg newspaper said the company has to overcome, fierce opposition from possmte franc'el x'~Oe~ween mc 
l~e~da_Y that the proposed oil. A meeting will: be held Friday environmentalists who fear that vapors company and the,b0~rd. ~ . 
, t 
Mlin'southern California is close between board chairman Thomas from unloading tankers would furihar The board .hap ~~at . . i f ,  S o~o 
" ~uinn and Schio president JOseph pollute California air. adds a cermm :om0fui~orpoau-u- , 
,~' Harnett. Sohio spokesman Tom Roth said the air with it~ ~W':!teiminal, the 
paper on Friday The proposals tq ~uild a Kitimat oil Tuesday in a telephone interview from company must gdarant~e ~.remove at 
• . . i~ .  • 9 ? ... , ,  ,port or to expand e~,isting terminals in Los Angeles that authorities now have leas[ an equal a~i0~t'ot ponuuea from ,,i: njoy Canada Day! Washington state--both would link up approved the company's existing'sources.. i . "
i,!.. pipelines to. the U.S. MID+WEST-- environmental statement ann '. ', ~,...:': impact 
~ __: came about becaus~ f lack of west the state environmental report. *. ' , . . . . ,  
MISSING 
Three people are presumed missing 
following a report from Terrace CB 
operators of an SOS message in the 
Douglas Channel Friday at 8:30 p.m. 
According to police the SOS report 
said the people were floundering in 
heavy seas. A Church vessel from 
Butedale searched for the craft that 
evening and Search and Rescue sent 
three vessels out the next day to 
search. 
No sign of the vessel was seen. 
. According to /he SOS, which was 
picked up by Killmat CB operators late 
Friday evening, the vessel's port of 
origin was Oregon. 
Conditions in the Douglas Channel •
were rough Friday and police are still 
seeking some ~ind of identification on 
the missing craft. 
charges 
Six Kitlmat men have been, charged 
with traffieing in drugs following an 
undercover operation that lasted 
several months in Klttmat. 
Charged were Reynold Ramlal 
Gayah, age 28, for trafficking in 
hashish; Frederick Brian Williams, 
age 21, for trafficking in marijuanna; 
Wilfred Murray Wilson, age 24, for 
trafficking in marijuanna; Joseph 
Antonio Silva, age 20, for trafficking in 
marijuanna ndMDA; Norman Angus 
Godfrey, 'age 20, for trafficking in 
marijuanna; and fan Alastair 
MaeAuley, age 23, for" trafficking in 
controlled rugs. 
These men have appeared in 
provincial court and their cases have 
been adjouned to July 7. 
Three other men have been charged 
with trafficking and warrants have 
been issued. 
g 
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A WARDS DAY CEREMONIES 
Caledonia honors leading students 
Caledon ia  Sen ior  
Secondary held its annual 
Awards Day ceremonies 
~sterday  morning,  
noring the students who 
had acSieved high marks 
and shown good leadership 
in the school. 
Awards were presented to
top students in all courses 
and to top students in each 
grade. Awards for 
cit izenship, involving 
participation i community 
and school activities, were 
also given. 
Scho larsh ips  and 
bursaries, sponsored by 
local businesses and 
organ izat ions ,  were 
presented to grade twelve 
students. 
These scholarships are 
available to the students 
only on the condition tha ~t 
they show proof of 
enrollment in an institution 
of pest.secondary learning. 
Some students eemed to 
return time and time again, 
picking up awards for 
academic, athletic, and 
citizenship excellence. All 
award winners received 
warm applause, _ and later 
congratulations from meir 
frieitds and fellow students. 
• Vesta Douglas, a former 
teacher and  principal in 
Terrace schools, had a wore 
to say to the students which 
summarizes the optimism 
and encouragement that 
awards represent. 
"I believe in Go(l, and I 
believe in the youth of this 
country," she said. "And I 
see before me a fine crop of 
youngsters who will do we ;11 
for us in the future." 
'Ane t~aled0nia ~emor 
1977 Bursary Fund t
contained $3,200 which will 
be awarded to twelve 
students during both halves 
of their first year in college 
course. The Fund Selection 
Committee is comprised of 
staff and teachers of 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School who invite enquiries 
from the current and 
~Irospective sponsors at 3605 
unroe Street, Terrace, 
B.C. VgG 3C4. 
The Terrace District 
Teachers'  Association 
provides three scholarships 
of $350 each which are 
awarded and administered 
by the T.D.T.A. The 
T.D.T.A. also awarded a 
theatre scholarship in the 
amount of $112.50 to Holly 
Holly Champoux for tuition 
fees at the University of 
Victoria Summer Thealre 
as well as the second 
instalment ofa University of 
'Victoria Scholarship in the 
amount of $175 to Albert 
Olsoo. 
Jean Beausoleil - co- 
winner of The Terrace Hotel 
Bursary in the amount of 
$150 presented by Mrs. 
Lenora Geeraert and The 
Terrace District Teachers'. 
KerryDelaney - winner of 
the Terrace Lodge of the 
Loyal Order of Moose 
Scholarship in the amount of 
$500 presented by Mr., Bill 
Sturby and the Terrace 
D is t r i c t  Teachers '  
Association. 
Marian Watmough 
winner of The Hans G. 
Muehle Annual Bursary in 
the amount of $300 
presented by Mr. James 
Neale. 
Kerry Delaney is shown here with one of his scholarships., 
He gained top marks in all of his courses this year. and his 
transcripts show a whole llne-op of "A's" for his hard work. 
Fedoruk. 
Ernie Dusdal - winner of 
the Terrace Co-Operative 
Association Bursary in the 
amount of $250 presented by 
Mrs. Ethel Jackson and the 
Terrace District Teaehers'~ 
Ingrid Losch - co-winner 
of The Terrace Hotel 
Bursary in the amount of 
$350 presented by Mrs. 
Lenora Geeraert and the 
Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Bursary in the amount of 
$300 presented by Mr, Vic 
Hawes, President of the 
Kinsmen. 
Yadvinder Garcha - co- 
winner of The Terrace Hotel 
Bursary in the amount of 
$150 presented by Mrs. 
Lenora Geeraert. 
Teresa McIntyre - co- 
winner of The Terrace Hotel 
Bursary in the amount of 
$350 presented by Mrs. 
Lenora Geeraert. 
Cheryl Troelstra - winnel 
of the Medical Staff of Mills 
Annual Bursary in the 
amount of $300 presented by 
Mr. Jim Steele. 
Athletic Awards 
Outstanding Female Athlete 
Award-- Ingrid Loseh 
Outstanding Male Athlete 
Award - Scott Wittre, Ernie 
Froese 
Athletic Service Sward -Bob 
Sheridan 
Most Spor tsmanl ike  
Athletic Award - Lindsay 
Colburn 
Course Awards 
Commercial 
Bookkeeping 11 - Lucy Webb 
Bookkeeping 12 - Bey Baker 
Business Machines 12 - 
Chr i s  Ganley 
typing 9 - Devre Coutt~ 
Typing 10 - Paola Durando 
Typing 11 - Bonnie Potullcld 
Community Services 
Foods 11 - Deanna Cain 
Foods 12 - Diane.Mostad 
Woodwork 9 - Rick 
Sallenback 
Pacific Auto Show 
Pacific Auto Show Award 
Mathematics 
Algebra 11 - Phil Andersen, 
Dave Carson 
Computer Science 11 ~' Phil 
Anderson 
Computer Science 12 - Jolt 
Harley 
Consumer Math 11 - Bruce 
Yeast 
Mathematics 10-  Terry 
Ciarkson, Barb Parr 
Mathematics 12 - Kerry 
-Delaney 
Trade Math 11 - Kevin 
Taylor 
Modern Languages 
French 10 - Paola Durando, 
Daniella Kanneberg 
French 11 - Line Vlenneau, 
Mary Anagnestou, Karen 
McRae 
French 12 - Laurel Spencer, .
Daniella Janda 
Physical Education 
Physical Education 11 - 
Ho l ly  Champoux, Shone 
PaiaMcky, Karen Lamming 
Physical Education 12 - 
Ingrid Losch, Ernte Dosdai 
Community Recreation 12 - 
Cindy Best 
Sciences 
Science I0 - Alan Scales, Inn 
Mitchell 
Biology 11 - Phil Anderson, 
Karea McRae 
Biology 12 - Kerry Delaney 
Chemistry  11 Phi l  
• Anderson, Mani Singh, J im 
Place 
Programme Awards 
Arts and Sciences Award - 
Kerry Detaney 
Commercial Award - Ruth 
Willlamson 
Industrial Education Award 
Ben Graf 
Memorial Awards 
BillBush Memorial Trophy 
Grant Harris 
Run Williams Memorial 
Trophy - Arlene Doell 
Best Grade Ten Student - 
Paola Durando 
Best Grade Eleven Student - 
Phil Anderson 
Rotary Shield for Social 
Responsibility and School 
Citizenship - Kerry Delaney 
General Prof ic iency 
Award - Erde Froese 
CALEDONIA AWARDS 
DAY DONORS 
Bank of Montreal 
Blue Ribbon Bakery 
British Columbia Telephone 
Company 
Bud's Truck & Equipment 
Ltd. • 
Canada Safeway Ltd. 
Canad ian  Ce l lu lose  
Company Limited 
Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce 
L.W. Clay (Notary public) 
Crampton & Brown 
Finning Tractor & 
Equipment Ltd. 
Gim s Restaurant L d. 
Hales Cabinet & Millwork 
Highe Surveys. Ltd. 
Lakeise Phai-fiiacy 
H. Lehmann Jewellers_Ltd. 
Dr. V. A. Lepp 
Leron Muffler Co. Ltd. 
The MacGillis & Gibbs Co. 
Ltd. 
Mountainview Bakery 
Norcanco Distributors 
Northern Sentinel Press 
awards ceremonies. She was presentee wire an awaru Ior 
top m't student and the Non Williams Mem~idal trophy for 
citizenship, as well as the best supportin~:aetress trophy 
awarded her at the Skeena Zone Drama f~iival recently. 
I 
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Secondary Scholarship & 
Bursary Fund administers 
the disbursement of 
bursaries and scholarships 
lodged with the fund• The 
Joy Grilflths -winner of 
The Ukrainian Club of 
Terrace Annual Bursary in 
the amount of $250 
presented by Mr. Ken 
Memorial Hospital Annual 
Bursary in the amount of 
$400 presented by Dr. Lynn 
Kobierski and The Terrace 
and District Credit Union 
The best grade ten student, Paula Durando, is given her trophy and a warm 
handshake from • Jack Cook, chairman of School Board 88. 
MILLWRIGHTS 
HEMY DUTY MECHANIC 
WELDERS 
required by 
NEWMONT MINES LTD 
GRANDUC OPERATING DIV IS ION 
B .C .  CERT IF IED - Surface $8.71 per hr .  
. Underground $8.90 per hr. 
NOT B .C .  CERT IF IED - Surface $8.25 per hr. 
$8.42 per hr.  
• .The Granduc Mine is located 30 mi les N. of Stewart ,  B.C. in pr ime 
f ish ing and hunting surroundings. 
. .  Rental  housing is ava i lab le  in v i l l age  of Stewart• Rent range $74.00 to 
$112.00 per month• 
.. Company representat ive w i l l  be ava i lab le  for  in terv iew through your 
local Canada Manpower  Off ice on July 5, 1977. Please make inquir ies or 
appo intment  through your local office. 
Textiles 11 Cheryl 
Troelstra 
Textiles 12A - Peru Davies 
English 
English I0A Paola 
Durando 
English t0V - June Cranton 
English 11A - Mani Singh, 
Phil Anderson 
Chemistry 12 Dave 
Kumpolt 
Physics 11 - Phil Anderson 
Physics 12 - Kerry Delaney 
Social Studies 
Social Studies .10A - Paola; 
Dnrande 
Social Studies 10V English IIV - Glan Sarhn 
English 12A - Kerry General Business 11 - Chris 
Ltd. 
Northland Communications 
& Electronics 
Northland Delicatessen 
Okanugan Helicopters Ltd. 
Omenica Building Supplies 
Ltd. 
Philpot •Fereslry Services 
Ltd. 
R & H Drive-Ins Ltd. 
Murdoch R. Robertson 
Sandman Inns 
Shan Yan Restaurant 
Construction 11 - Bill Cleve 
Construction 12A - Lloyd 
Etzerza 
Construction 12B-  Dave 
Kumpolt 
Construction 12C Mike 
MacDougali 
Drafting 11 - Phil Anderson, 
Jon Harley 
Technology 12 - Glen Nisyok 
Mechanics 11 - Ernie Freese 
Mechanics 12A Dave 
Kumpolt 
Mechanics 12B - Ralph 
Ripmeester 
Vletal 11 - Mike Hustad, Erie 
,of ruth 
~etal  12A Brock 
Luchotzke 
Ietal 12B - RobertBrinson 
Delaney, Daniela Janda Ganley 
English 12V - Evelyn Kvest General Business 12 - Cindy Skeena Auto Metal Shop 
Literature 12 - Laurel Hurd' , > 16-25 Transport Ltd, 
Spencer = :•:: :: :::Geography:12,,Cindl Agdew: ~keeiia Broad,asters ::.Ltd;.;~:{ 
Industrial Education History 12 - Ernle Dusdal Sknglund Logging Limited 
Law 11 - Fraser McKinnon Spud'a Custom Upholstery 
Dr. D. W. Strangway Social Studies 11 - Fraser 
MeKinnon, Mani Singh, Phil 
Anderson 
Economics 11 - Manl Singh 
Visual and Performing Arts 
Acting 1]. - Deanna Chin 
Acting 12- Holly Champoux 
Stagecraft - Robin MacNell 
Art 11 - Derek Moorehouse, 
Garnet De, ell 
Art 12 - Aline LaPlante 
Drawing and Painting 
Arlene Doell 
And 
Band - Marian Watmoagh, 
Stephen Hales, J. Ryan. 
Jacob J• Talstra 
Telkwa Roofing & Sheet 
Metal 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd. 
Terrace Hotel (1973) IA~ 
Terrace Drugs Ltd. 
Terrace International Truck 
& Equipment 
Time Cleaners Ltd. 
Totem Beverages & 
Dis/ributors 
Trader's Group Limited 
Turkey Holdings Ltd. 
Keith Tucker 
Winterland General Store 
(,., 
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( HELD 6 YEARS TO MATURITY, 
AND COMPOUNDED TWICE YEARLY 
AI8%PERYEAR) .., 
• :- 
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== CERTIFICATES 
[ - a great little investment 
• If you think you need a lot of money before you can make an invest- 
,i_ ment, then here's something that will change your mind . . .  TD 
m_ Savings C~rtificates• " . 
$60,000•00 PLUS will take division, on 1.8 acres, ample 
REDUCED TO $~9,900.00 SMALLER HOME IN TRADE carpet, electric heat, well 
OWNER ANXIOUS 1=O SELL for this 1460 Sq. Ft. four insulated, with drilled well. 
this stately home situated on 5 bedroom florae, 2 full baths, DROP IN FOR MORE i 
• ]acres ,  2 large bedrooms, large bright family kitchen, DETAILS. 
• fireplace up and one down, 14x24 Ivg'r with fireplace and. 
• C~Jallfy carpeting throughout, patio doors to sundeck, .full 
==drop in for more details; basement has large one 
• VIEW BY APPOINTMENT bedroom suite which could be COMMERCIAL OR? Look 
• used as a rec room. MANY into this concrete block : 
$32,000.00 for 3 bedroom older FEATURES we would like to building situated In Woodland 
• home on fairly large parcel show you. CALL ANYTIME Heights. There are two lots 
• just out of the Municipality. FOR APPOINTMENT. 
• Large well built two storey 
• garag~e and workshop, OPEN 
i 
W Jib a frontage area of 125.,~" 
feet. Would make dn Ideal Hi 
location for o stope, laun. I 
dromat, beauty salon or • 
storage warehouse. Priced • 
for quick sale at $34,000. j 
Listed M.L.S. n 
ffi 
6.22 ACRES of undeveloped • 
land within 5 minutes of • 
downtown Terrace. Treed • . 
uneven property Ideal for • 
selective landscaping. • 
PRICED TO SELL S20,000. [] 
[] 
HOME ON ACREAGE Let us 
show you this three bedroom 
home on nearly two acres in 
Kleanza Subdivision. It 
features a full basement, 
carport, large covered patio, 
and a fireplace. Generous 
terms may be available. Try 
your offer, Asking $44,500. 
M.L.S. 
TD Savings Certificates are available for as little' as $15,60'• In six 
years, when they mature, you receive $25 for-each $15.60 invested. 
That represents an attractive guaranteed return of 8%' per year, 
compounded twice a year, on your investment. Of course, you i:an 
cash TD Savings Certificates anytime before they,,,ature, but your 
investment will earn a lower rate of interest• '.~. , 
TD Savings Certificates are an ideal way to help your savings pro: 
gram along. Use your Family Allowance cheques to purchase them 
regularly or buy them whenever you' have a litt(e cash left over at 
the end of the month. And because they're investments there's less 
temptation to cash them before maturity. :.: 
TD Savings Certificates are just one of a wide 'ra,ge of TD Term 
Deposits. Drop in to your nearest TD branch soon and see which one 
best suits your needs. ~.., 
*Effective May ], 1977 and subject to change. :; : • TO OFFERS. 
THREE BEDROOMS, !/2 
BASEMENT Priced at just 
$28,500 ts this home in Cop- 
• perslde with over 1200 sq. ft. 
on main floor. En suite 
plumbing, fireplace, land- 
•scaped grounds. It has to be 
• excellent value and is in 
• immaculate condition. Listed 
am ~n AA, i l t ln l~ 
/'b 
TORONTO DOMINION 
the bank where  people make t~ d i f fe rence .  
I . , .  
• / • : ; 
; /  ' , : 
• SELECTION •TONIGHT 
Miss Kitimat 
contestants 
make speeches 
Nine Kit imat Queen contestants 
spoke to a large crowd in Riverlodge 
Tuesday June 28. 
The Queen's Ball will be held this 
evening at Riverlodge and will 
feature the crowning of this year'.s 
Miss Kit imat as well as the 
presentation of the Citizen of the 
Year award. 
Top notch entertainment will be 
supplied by RCA recording artist 
KennyStockton and Nightlife. The 
evening will be highlighted with a 
fabulous Chuck Wagon Buffet. 
Tickets for this feature Canada 
Day event are available at AI, 
Croziers, City Centre; Sight and 
Sound, Nechako Centre;  Atom 
Motors, Service Centre or from any 
member of the City Merchants 
Fastball Club. 
i 
ANNA MARIA GALAMINI - This Italian 
Canadian contestant spoke on 
friendship. She said friendship is often 
misused or taken lightly and a real 
friend is someone who cares and is 
concerned for the other person. She 
added sometimes a person has to make 
hard decisions when making truthfull 
statements concerning a friend. She 
thought the generation gap could best be 
overcome through the friendship of older' 
people, and younger people. 
Story and Photos 
By BRIAN GREGG 
KARIN MERNAUER - This German 
Canadian contestant spoke on Canada, 
describing it as a country full of love. 
She said we are a nation of nations 
because allpeoples of the world live here 
and our cultural backgrounds make us 
Canadians. She said unlike many other 
countries where children must follow 
their parent's choices for them Canadian 
young people are free to choose their 
own careers. She said Canada has eve~ 
kind of climate a person could want and' 
the whole nation was our baekyard. 
"Happy.  Birthday Canada, "  she 
con@, iu ( le ( I .  . . 
YVONNE MEIR This Kiwanis 
contestant also spoke on friendship and 
got a friend to criticize her speech before 
she delivered it. She said friendship is 
many things that have nopretense or 
sham. When she graduated she looked 
upon all in the class as her friends but 
that as onegrows older one looks for 
closer friendships. She compared 
frien..dshi]~.to a surprise bit. they  pr .e~e. nt 
ana me mseovering m what is msiae. 
When friends part, she said, they should 
lock up each others heart and put away 
the key. "Be a friend and you will make 
friends," abe added. 
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EMILY PERE IRA-  This• Lions 
contestant spoke on being a new 
Canadian. She said when she 
immigrated to Kitim~it at the age of 12 
she found it difficult to understand the 
language but with a lot of help she was 
soon able to become a member of the 
Grade 7 class. She was accepted as an 
average student, she said, and sbe felt/ 
that her jobs after school helped her 
become a good Canadian and a useful 
member of the Kitimat community. 
?. 
CARRIE PAUL - This Gyro contestant 
spoke of responsibility. She said it 
devleops ome men and ruins others. 
John F. Kennedy was a great man who 
met the challenges before him, she said, 
but Richard Nixon, although e thought 
he was doing right, lost touch with his 
responsibility and was asked to leave. 
She said followers are up~ble to accept 
responsibility or they may abuse it and 
where one person shows responsibility in
his work another pe~oq :doesn't;.. :She 
consider~l' herself resp0mible!~t0, Gyro, 
the organizers, the other girls and to 
herself. <: 
SwAN VALLEY FOODS 
Consultant says 
CAROL FUGULIN , This Elks 
contestant spoke on her home town. She 
said she was proud to he born in Kitimat 
and because of the diVersity of its 
members the eommunity was built by 
many united nations in good weather 
and bad weather. When people left their 
origins to come to Kitimat they brought 
then" hopes with them, she said, and 
young people in the community mmt 
now work with .the.same care towards 
NATALIA VIVEIROS - This Rod and 
Gun Club contestant spoke on careers. 
• She said it was an important part of life 
for both men and women. Working as a 
student gained her the knowledge of the 
working world, she said, but many 
young people can equally benefit from 
talking to  people, friends and 
counsellors. She said science has taken 
over most of today's'occupations a d 
every student should recognize and meet 
Kitimat as ~eirr.parent$ did. :!Happy . . . . . .  . thenew responsibilities. 
• birthdayCanada k~id carry on Kitimat," . . . .  
she conc luded . .  " . . .  ;. ~" . 
' ' - • ' ~ ' . " ,  , . , : , ' .  v .  
I 
FIRE FIGHTERS 
NEED TRAINING 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  and fire department act. 
/ 
Ext-" 
BRENDA WI~ITMAN - This Kinsmen 
entrant spoke on recreation. She said it 
has only been in the last 50 years there 
has been more leisure time than time for 
work. She said television has become 
more addicting than cigarettes and 
where children once played outdoors 
they now sit before the TV set and slowly 
loose their imagination. When they get 
into school they become bored because 
they are used to receiving their learning 
through audio-visual equipment. She ,/ 
added~thkt:the~ fadthat  pa~ants are the~ 
. only influence over TV m no answer to 
• this problem. 
• . "  i ' ' .  ; '  . ' 
officers 
to check booze 
,uuu~' - - "~ '  d e s e r v e d  The provincial government These ate our prinrities." V ICTORIA (CP) - -  
must establish a fire college Copeland said the Consumer Affairs Minister 
..... toimprove the quality_offke provmce must insure that Rate Mair has warned 
protection in ur idsn er ' rtm m in VANCOUVER (CP) -- to McDonhld Investmenis to . . . . . . . . . . .  small hre depa en operators of beer parlors, 
t;ommma, um uopemna, B C. are shown proper lounges and other liceneed 
Hugh McDonald, president cover legal, auditing, president of the B.C. Protes- ~echnical trainin~ m fire premises that  the 
of McDonald Investments accounting and travel s iona l  F i re f ighters  prevention - "  government is stepping up 
Ltd., Tuesday defended the expenses, he said. Association said Tuesday ' - ~,...~...~ '. I,,, ~,~,,, ao = He noted that during the its enforcement o f  liquor $375,000 in commissions McDonald . is also ,~,w.=,,-, ," . . . . . . . .  • • past 20 years his regulations. paid to his company by the president of a second Burnaby fn`e eaptam, said • , 
former New Democratic company,  McDonald  u.u. . . . . . . . .  naB me wors~ ure aasocmtion s call• for a fn`e Mair said in a news 
• • college has been ngnored by release Wednesday that his 
Party "government for Research Associates Ltd., record m Canada, wzth fires ,ho ...,..,;.,.;o~ ~o,,m'nm,,nt ministry~hes hired another 
acting as the senior which was on contract as a last year accounting for II0 ..'~;,.~" o"~;;"'~o~ "¢°--:oa" ,  two . full-time liquor 
underwriter in the sale of consultant to Swan Valley deaths, 382 injuries and $77.6 r,:",T'~'.,,=,~" . . . . . . . .  i~specto~ and seven tmi- 
$7.5 million in debentures on Foods from March, 1971, to million in property losses ~i~=.ao~,~.o  o, o ~x versity ~dents ,  who will 
Swan Valley Foods Ltd• December, 1974. " ' ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  work as _~ssistant inspectors th,e,.~ovmce•. _ " : .~ :~~; .  provincial fire "Because of tremendous In the legislature on we oes:re toe same , . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  • , servsces preparea oy ltngn this sum~ner. inflationary rates, we Monday ,  McDona ld  cons:derat:on shown to the ~-.~.~...o..~..  . . . .  u . ,  He ~t i  three additional 
considered that a fair Research Associates was ,~. . . . , ,  ~,.~:o.a ~,,za tho ~,~,-~,,,,,~, . . . .  ,~ . . . . .  v--=~, -'"~" . . . . . . . . .  u..a . . . . .  ~..; - . . . .  fulltln~e !inspectors will be commiss ion ; ! '  sa id  identifled as the company to annual genera] meeting of "~ ' " '~" ' ; "~ ' " " "  • reetu i~ in-the near future. McDonald in an interview, which the debenture sale the B.C. Safety Council. The $24,500 report said 
"It was commensurate with commissions were paid, but "We need a fire B.C. had a "deplorable" fire .~'- ' 
market rates at that time." McDonald said this was in- commission, a fire college record. ' ' [~;v - -=  H-  . . . . . .  
Agriculture Minister Jim correct. ' ~ A  
MI  Hewitt said ::ii in the #v ia  
The minister said the: 
manpower increase is 
necessary because of a need. , 
for tougher enforcement of
liquor laws. 
"Suspensions ox liquor li- 
eeneesby the Liquor Control 
Branch ave alniost doubled 
in the past year and a half,". 
Mair said, "indicating that 
some stablishments are not 
ma inta in ing  su i tab le  
standards in their 
operations. 
"We do not intend to 
harass owners or patrons of 
any licenced premises, but 
we do intend to see the 
liquor laws enforced and 
obeyed," he said. 
No. Open legislature Monday the 
debentures were sold " 
three lots of $2.5 million and 
the commissions hould 
have cost the government 
$225,000. 
Hewitt said he is 
concerned that a five-per- 
cent commission was 
agreed upon for all three 
sales, rather' than a rate of 
about two per cent on the 
second two, which be said is 
often the practice. 
• McDonald said his 
company was later asked by 
the NDP government o 
accept a commission of 
three per cent on the third 
sale. But McDonald refused, 
as the contract l~d already 
been signed and he h~d 
commitments to his subcon- 
tractors, he said. 
McDonald emphasized 
that all the $37.5,000 did not 
accrue to his company. 
"Commiss ions were 
shared down the/.line to a 
ndicate created to place 
debentures,'~i he said. 
Another $60,000 was paid 
Attila the• Hun, known 
in German legend as Etzel, 
died in 453 AD. 
The cormorant, a bird 
with no nostrils, breathes 
through its mouth. 
PAINT THE EASY WAW 
W320 Del. 11 V4 oz.IMIn, 
ELECTRIC 
PAINT SPRMERS 
,o, 179"  ILLUSTnATI. D 
fu r  t~vr~l r~ lvK  ~NV rIu~t" U3[  
W 240 Dol, 10Vs Oz,IMIL 
1395° 
W170 Dol,mO oz./MIn. 
79 '0 
I 
TELEPHONE: 
2609 Kalum 8treet -,'-" 
Terrace, s. c, ess-nsL, e 
"'Chinese & Canadian Food 
Free  - Homo deliver/inn INn limit, 
• Delivery Ho:alrs: 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
10% d!eoeHI en IPiok-up erdorr 
638-1946 
Open 7 days a week 
from 10 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
'4430 GREIG,  TERRACE,  B.C. 
PLUMBING B Y 
PLUM~~BI  & HEATING LTD. 
635-9319 
Europe last summer. In Ger~nanv me 
towns bordered on one another so mat :t 
was difficult to determine where one 
ended and the other began. 'She attended 
school with relatives and discovered that 
young people smoke cigarettes in class, 
bold dances outside and inside the school 
at the same time with two hands 
performing and have their favourito 
hang out places. She spoke of World War 
II shrines in Europe with the bones of 
dead soliers placed inside ruined 
buildings as a reminder of that horror;i ' 
aild of a dirty old ma~in Paris wh0'blew~ 
• kisses ather While'he d~w her ~atE~i  i 
"It's a nice place to visit but I would 
• rather live in Kitimat," she concluded/ : 
A professional 
8x 10 color portrait lor 88 
iii f 
k / .  
• Choose from our selection of eight scenic and 
colour backgrounds. ': 
• Select additional portraits and save up to 1/3 
compared to 1975 prices. 
• See our new large Decorator Portrait• 
• Your complete satisfaction guaranteed or your 
money cheerfully refunded. 
No obligation to buy additional portraits 
A Great Way to Remember 
Those You Love 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. 
July 7, a, 9 
Thurs. & Fr i . .  10.8 Sat. 10.5 
SHOPPERS 
DRUG NIAR'II:./ 
One sitting per subject-$1 per subject Ior 
additional subjects, groups, or individuals in 
the same lamily. Persons under 18 must be 
accompanied by parent or guardian.. 
i" 
" :  " i  
i i , i 
'~i~ . i/ 
i 
I! 
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Garbage food 
requires tax? 
Speaking in Vancouver earlier this week Federal 
Health Minister Marc Lalonde told the Canadian 
Public Health Association that Canada should 
consider either placing a tax  on junk food or 
providing financial incentives for companies. 
manufacturing nutritional food products. 
In support of these suggestions, Lalonde quoted 
statistics that  reaff i rm the adage "An ounce of 
prevention (nutrition);is a pound of cure (drugs)." 
Whether or not government should interfere in 
the selling of garbage food by the bastions of the 
free enterprise system is a moot point. On one 
hand, it can be argued the tax would hit those least 
able to afford i t ,  for research indicates the worst 
diets exist among the poor. Of course, it's a cynical 
argument, for it is suggesting that poor people 
should have equal opportunity with the well-off to 
fill themselves up with synthetic, valueless junk in 
place of food. 
On the other hand, we already pay tax on Iuxury 
items in this country and since a food without 
nutritional value cannot logically be considered a
staple, it must be something akin to a luxury. 
But more significant is the fact that government 
at every level have waited so long to make a motion 
in this direction. It is significant because it 
illustrates the naivete and futility of looking to 
politicians for leadership. Politicians lead only 
those people who are less sensitive then themselves 
and in this field, that leaves precious few to be led. 
For 10 years and more, nutritionists have been 
denouncing the mass production of simulated, non- 
nutritional food, as well as the cavalier use of 
chemical preservatives, flavors and dyes. For as 
many years the establishment, including the 
medical profession has been discredit ing 
nutritionists categorically, while supporting tacitly 
or otherwise, the manufacture, advertising and 
sale of worthless junk. 
Nonetheless, whole or real foods have steadily 
gained in popularity. Natural food stores, once 
branded "r ip-off  jo ints" ,  have burgeoned 
throughout the continent as more and more people 
of diverse backgrounds and lifestyles are "cleaning 
up" their diets. 
The reason for the success of the natural food 
phenomenon is perhaps imply its appropriateness. 
Without the use of trans-continental television air 
space, and wholesale distribution in major 
supermarket chains, natural foods have cast a long 
shadow of doubt over Twinkles, Coco-Puffs and 
wonderful Wonderbread. 
Mter all, food without nutritional value is a 
contradiction i terms and the term health food is a 
redundancy. Perhaps it was always only a matter 
of time before, people saw through the shallow 
tr ickery of manufacturers  who gradual ly 
processed the food out of food and replaced it with 
glib advertising slogans and bright packaging to 
fool the natives. 
Well, thanks Mr. Lalonde, but you and your 
colleagues are a trifle late. You are followers not 
leaders. 
THE LITTLE WOMAN 
~' ,..:,, ~{rne we invite al l  the penple we F,,,.,, 'her,,' ; 
~l, r,. ,I for ~nybody we like." 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
No eyebrows rose when a 
Republcan U.S. senator 
recently referred casually 
to the "commonality of 
interest between China and 
the United States." 
The remark, made by 
Charles Percy of Illinois as 
the . U.b. Senate foreign 
V. ':Y c :,nmittee discussed 
Interpreting the news 
Since Richard Nixon 
made his well-publicized 
visit to China in 1972, that 
diplomatic fiction has all but 
disappeared. 
Internal turmoil in China 
last year and the U.S. 
election campaign slowed 
the  U .S . -Ch ina  
rapprochement, but the 
Carter administration is 
U.S. firming up relations with China 
would " be implicitly and has no' such. com. 
promising to refrain from 
attacking Taiwan but would 
not formally be accepting permanently. 
limits on its "internal" The biggest problems: 
however, may come after 
U.~,. ~ :ions with China, moving steadily toward 
I?ass~u almost unnoticed, cutting formal U.S. ties with 
just one more sign of how Taiwan and establishing full 
much U.S. attitudes have . diplomatic relations with 
changed on that subject. Peking. 
Once, U.S. politicians and The closer relationship 
Congressmen from farm 
states also are pushing for 
U.S. government credits to 
China so the Chinese can 
bu~ U.S. wheat, a 
development that would 
stiffen competition for 
Canadian and Australian 
wheat salesmen. 
But serious problems t;lit 
remain. 
Politically, the U.S. 
government faces questions 
from those who fear 
cancellation of the U.S.- 
Taiwan defence treaty 
would lead to a Chinese in- 
vasion of the island. 
The Chinese refuse to give 
formal assurance that 
Taiwan will not be invaded. 
They say Taiwan is part of 
historical China and any 
such action would be an 
internal matter. They say 
full U.S.-China diplomatic 
relations must wait until the 
United States cancels the 
defence treaty, ends formal 
diplomatic relations with 
Taiwan and withdraws the 
2,000 U.S. military 
personnel there. 
U.S. officials hope some 
way can be found to protect 
Taiwan while meeting the 
Chifiese requirements. One 
possible solution might .be 
the suggestion made 
recently by a junior Chinese 
official who said that the 
United States might add to a 
U.S.-China statement an ex- 
pression.of its concern for 
peace ]n the Western 
Pacific. 
The theory behind that 
suggestion is that by 
agreeing to inclusion of such 
a U.S. statement China 
diplomats routinely used 
"China" to refer to the 
nationalist government on 
Taiwan that claims to 
represent China, describing 
the real China as "mainland 
China" or "Comlnunist 
China." 
has moved far beyond sport 
and cultural exchanges; 
trade is increasing and both 
countries are reviewing 
policies that inhibit sales of 
sophisticated U.S. tech- 
nology to China. 
SEEK CREDITS 
Looking .up the rotunda at Simon Fraser University...the VanCouver institution 
now provides regular summer tours. 
FIRED EDUCA TOR 
GETS SETTLEMEN  
VICTORIA (CP) -- Dr. Stanley Knight, 38, t~e 
education;st fired by the former New Democratic 
Party government, told a news conference Wednesday 
he has received an out-of-court cash settlement and 
has had his name and reputation cleared in B.C. 
Knight would not disclose the amount of the 
settlement but did say it also provided for his 
reinstatement followed by his immediate voluntary 
resignation in order to clear his name in the Public 
Service Commission records. 
He also revealed that a similar settlement was 
reached with the five persons who worked with him in 
his research division and were fired shortly after him. 
The settlement came 2~.~ years'after Knight was 
fired from his position as director of the Research and 
Development Division of the department of education, 
then under Education Minister Eileen Daftly. 
Knight's firing raised a storm of protest and a 
Supreme Court suit for wrongful dismissal was filed. 
Knigi~t said that a week before the final court date of 
June 6 to 8 the gorernment finally agreed to make him 
a firm offer. The settlement was made final on 
Tuesday. 
Knight .~aid the cash settlement was "equitable" 
and agrucd that it might be close to five months pay', 
about St2,uo0. 
actions. 
DEBATE ISSUE 
• Whether such diplomatic 
devices are acceptable to 
the United States is a 
question ow being debated 
as the administration 
conducts an intensive re- 
view of its China policy. 
Leonard.  Woodcock, 
Carter's choice as chief U.S. 
:representative in Peking, 
made clear to the senate 
committee that the 
admin is t ra t ion  i s  
committed to establish 
normal relations with China 
mitment to keeping the 
Taiwan defence treaty. 
relations are normalized. 
Carter--or his successor-- 
then will have to decide 
whether to allow the Chinese 
to buy U.S. military equip- 
mont. 
One of the world's largest 
concentrations of military 
force is along the Soviet. 
Chinese border and the 
Chinese government  
appears to he waking up to  
the fact tha.t its mlii~ry 
equipment is far inferior to 
that of the Russians. 
Report from Ottawa 
Summer work 
for members 
By IONA CAMPAGNOLO 
M.P., Skeena 
I am sure many of you are 
planning for family 
vacations at this time. Quite 
a few of you have planted 
your vegetable gardens and 
generally, the annual 
relaxation time for most 
Canadians has begun. 
Parliament will likely 
continue well into the 
summer this year, as the 
government sti l l ,  has 
approximately 14more bills 
to present for legislation. 
In the meantime, I will be 
visiting varioqs points in 
northwestern British 
Columbia. 
A few weeks ago, I visited 
Prince George, and 
Vanderhoof where I had a 
very good meeting with the 
S inkut  Mounta in  
Cattlemen's Association. 
Recently, I saw many of you 
in Terrace, Kitwanga and 
Prince Rupert. 
Tenders for Schools 
Meanwhi le,  Guran 
Construction Company- 
Limited of Langley has been 
awarded a contract in the 
amount of $746,880 for the 
construction fa Day School 
at the Kulkayu Indian 
Reserve in Hartley Bay. As 
well, I shall very shortly be 
announcing the succeesful 
bidder for construction of 
the school at Port Simpson. 
Grain Elevator Workers 
Studied 
A study of respiratory 
abnormalities among grain 
elevator workers will begin 
this summer and will 
involve some 13,000 
individuals in our province. 
Dr. Stefan Grzybowski of 
the University of British 
Columbia will conduct he 
study. He will examine the 
effects of exposure to grain 
dust and will probably 
suggest, in his project 
summary, that an 
Occupational Lung Disease 
Unit be established in the 
rOVince, using experts 
om a number of U.B.C. 
departments; 
Agrantof $84,9D9 from the 
Department. of National 
Health and Welfare has 
made this project possible, 
and I sincerely hope that all 
of you who 'have an 
opportunity -will offer 
assistance in this research. 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
Discusses Commonwealth 
Games 
As many of you know, 
Canada will' host the 
iTTSmmonwealth Games in 
, in Edmonton, Alberta. " 
The federaFgovernment, 
and particularly, Fitness 
and Amateur Sport Branch, 
for which I am responsible, 
has been heavily involved in 
planning for these Games, 
and we are making every 
effort to ensure they will be 
a success. 
Specifically, a great deal 
of effort has gone into 
emuring there will be full 
participation in the Games 
by ; all Commonwealth 
nations, and that political 
differences do not in any 
way mar this sporting 
event. 
One political problem that 
has threatenedthe Games 
has been the South Mr;can 
policy of Apartheid - or, that 
country's separation of 
black and white peoples. As 
you know, all 
Commonwealth countries 
have boycotted South Africa 
as a protest toward 
apartheid, and Canada has a 
clearly defined policy for all 
sporting contacts with South 
Africa which I have 
enunciated in a letter to all 
Canadian sport bodies... 
New Zealand, however, 
sent a rugby team to play a 
South African team last 
year, and the Prime 
Minister of New Zealand has' 
since proclaimed that i~_ 
would not prevent citizens of 
his country from taking part 
in sport exchanges with that 
country. 
FOOD COSTS SURVEY' 
Coffee prices still on the rise 
By JUDY CREIGIITON 
CP Family Editor 
Contrary to predictions 
that coffee prices could 
begin to drop this summer, 
Canadian shoppers were hit 
again with price increases 
in June. 
A Cross-Canada Survey of 
the monthly food basket by 
The Canadian Press showed 
that in St. John's, Nfld., a 
pound of coffee rose 71 cents 
to $4.69 and in Charlottetown 
it was up 60 cents to $4.89-- 
the highest price noted-- 
from the previous month. 
In mid-June, Hymen 
Solomon, vice-president of 
marketing for Miracle 
Mart, a division of 
Steinberg's Ltd. of 
Montreal, said there was a 
significent drop in prices 
paid for green coffee roans 
on the New York Stock 
Exchange. 
The decline to.'lowed an 
announcement by Colombia 
that it was cutting the 
export price by 34 cents to 
$2.69 a pound. 
But Bob Tebbutt, a com- 
modity lutures broker in To- 
ronto,'said no one will know 
until at least mid-August 
whether the Brazil coffee 
crop will suffer any damage 
ann a,n~ price decreases 
would take months t0 be 
reflected on retail shelves. 
SUGAR CllEAPER 
In eight of 12 cities 
surveyed, sugar prices were 
lower. 
Potato prices continued to 
fluctuate and In eight cities 
they were up. St. ,John's, 
Nfid,, reported a rise of 80 
cents to $2.79 for a 10-pound 
bag. 
The survey of the 17-item 
monthly food basket is con- 
ducted in the .same super- 
market in each city on the 
last Tuesday of each month. 
It includes one pound each 
of sirloin-tip roast, all-beef 
wieners, centre-cut loin of 
pork, top-grade chicken, 
ground chuck steak, frozen 
cod fillets, top-grade butter, 
tomatoes, frozen green 
peas, drip coffee and apples. 
Also included are one-. 
dozen medium eggs, one 
quart of whole milk, a 24- 
ounce loaf of sliced white 
bread, 10 pounds of first- 
grade potatoes, two kilo- 
grams of white granulated 
sugar and a 28-ounce can of 
halved pears. 
The survey is not intended 
to provide a city-by-city 
comparison because the 
product sampling is small. 
tiowever, it .shows price 
trends in specific stores of 
certain cities for a limited 
number of items many 
families might purchase~. 
llalif~x: Sugar rose 21 
cents to 99 cents, apples 
three cents to 46 cents, 
wieners 21 cents to 89 cents, 
cod 10 cents to $1.49, milk 
one centto 62 cents, potatoes 
four cents to $1.99, tomatoes 
10 cents to 89 cents, peas one 
cent to 46cents. Total cost of 
the basket was $20.95. One 
month ago it was $20.24 and 
one year ago, $15.09 for 12 
items. 
Montreal: Potatoes 
climbed to $2.09--an 
increase of $1.10, pork up 25 
cents to $1.73, bread three 
cents to 47 cents, apples 28 
cents to 59 cents, pears six 
cents to 74 cents, sirloin 
roast $1 to $2.18. Chicken 
was down 20 cents to 69 
cents, chuck 40 cents to 59 
cents, tomatoes 10 cents to 
69 cents, peas six tents to 39 
cents and sugar five cents to 
94 cents. ~ost Of the market 
basket v?~:$~0,61 compared 
with $19.69 in May and $15.90 
for 14 items one year ago. 
Ottawa: Chicken dropped 
47 cents to 59 cents, chuck 30 
cents to 88 cents, potatoes 71 
.cents to 98 cents, tomatoes 
10 cents to 59 cents, peas one 
cent to 44 cents and sugar 
five cents to 94 cents. Pork 
was up 11 cents to $2.09, cod 
23 cents to $i.58, butter 11 
cents to $1.27 and coffee 47 
cents to $4.65. Total coast of 
~o ebasket was $20.42 down 
m $21.14 in May. Cost on e 
year ago was $17.72. 
Toronto: Sirloin roast 
dropped 1O cents to $1.69 and 
tomatoes 10 cents to 89 
cents.-Wieners rose two 
cents to $1.06, pork four 
cents to $1.52, chicken eight 
cents to 96 cents, chuck 15 
cents to $1, cod 16 cents to 
$1,54, potatoes 10 cents to 
$1.99 peas three cents to 54 
cents and apbles 12 cents to 
59 cents. Total cost of the 
food basket  was $21.28 
compared with $20.83 in 
May and $16.57 for 14 items 
one year ago, 
Winnipeg; Coffee rose 54 
cents to $4.23, tomatoes 10 
cents to 69 cents, potatoes 32 
cents to $1.79 bread two 
cents to 39 cents, butter four 
cents to $1.31, eggs two cents 
to 87 cents, c~]"lO cents to 
$1.59, chuck 20 Cents to $1.192 
cents and sug~ir Seeen cents 
to $1.06. Cost of the habket 
was $21.18 compared with 
$20.26 in May. Total one 
~ear ago was $16.45 for 15 
Items. . 
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INDIANS BUMPED OFF FLIGHT 
I • d of ism ne accuse  rac we,.. p,o......rap.,..,,--, • to deny a request from residents of the pu~ose of the present zoning to OTTAWA (CP) -- The "less thanncourteous" 4700 block Lazelle Avenue to consider remdents on the block. Rheaume, the supervisor airline money was refused. 
Native Council of Canada is treatment. An Air Canada told the group that the Rheaume said rules Re oning rezoning their property to Asked b~, tl~. press if counc!I feared 
preparing a law suit against supervisor efused to give airline already had lost require that  airlines Z 'commercial', despite a personal plea that a zomng change now might affect 
kir Canada for allegedly them a clothing and food enough money on them. automatically provide for at Monday night's council meeting the district's case against Johnson, 
pulling 13 native people off a allowance and it took four Later the air.line issued the needs of passengers from Mickey Johnson, whose ski shop Talstra refused to comment. 
scheduled flight Sunday and hours of negotiations to $60 cheques for each of the bumpedRlieaumefrOmaddedflights.that he is located in the area. Asked whether the decision not to 
giving their seats to a group begin to get  the mess natives. The council already request The district is involved in legal action hold a public hearing was based on 
of whites, council president straightened out. had given each person $100 booked the flight for the with Johnson, aUedging that his shop advice received from the district's 
Harry . Dani.els said At one point, said for clothing and food and the Yukon group sometime in does not conform to the present zoning solicitors, Talstra refused to comment. 
Wednesday. :i., May. Some of the members requirements. Asked if council had received legal 
Alderman JackTalstra, chairman of advice on the issue, Talstra again Denials said in an of the group had denied 
interview that.:the suit will ~ ~ ~ reconfirmed their reserve- the district's planning and public works refused to comment. 
seek damages and might Lions Saturday, committee,'said that instead of holding Asked if the move was really a 
involve possible breaches of He said it is not the first a public hearing on rezoning the delaying tactic by council, Talstra 
human rights. : '  . . . . .  ,time that Indians have been property, the district would be replied "I hope not." 
The nat ive people, ~ ' ~ b ~ p  bumped from flights. It 
happens to everyone but 
delegates to the council's ! : ~ w i th  native people " i t  
annual assembly here, were ~"~] l i= . .  
to~ fly from Ottawa to happens too damn 
Wl~iteh0rse, Yukon. They ~ frequently." 
were checked tltrough the 
Ottawa irport::boarded the 
aircraft, then w~re removed By Abigail Van Buren 
iust before the flight was to ~)1977byTheChlcagoTribune.N.Y.NewsSynd.lnc. 
eave, said Denials. DEAR ABBY: I am expecting a baby, and Jan. I is my 
spokesman,GOne RhesuS;said aanCOUnCilAir due date. When I told my husband, he said, Gee, that's . ' / ~ l l l l  I [~'-R-~ 
• tough because I've already ordered tickets for the Rose . . t : . 
Canada official told the Sa le  pr ,ces  e f fec t ,ve  _ . . . :~ . , i  : /1  . == native pe°ple t'l~' the flight B°wl game'" (He and three °f his buddies always g° t° the ~ ~  ' 
had been over~ld and that game.) ' "~ '" ' : I told him he shouldn't plan on going next year, but he June  
their reservatio~.~ had been says hell make plans to go, and if rm not in labor whenit's ~/ ,dml¢ , . -  ! \~..::~,. 
lost in a computer. The time for him to leave'for the game, he'll go. If'I am, he'll 27, 28, 27, 30 
°fficial said they'c°uld n°t cancel his plans and sell his ticket" ONLY 6 
get another :f~ght until Abby. when I had our first baby, my water broke and 
Thursday and ~ "refused to the baby was born within a few hours. 
delay .the aircr.@(t so their I want my husband with methrough everything. Don't 
luggage could :i~, removed, you think being with me should be more important to him 
• Rheaume said that that a football game? 
another gr.o.up of My.mother lives ~earby and she could take me to the / 
passengers, aU;.white, were hospital, but I still want my husband there. What do you 
given the seat~' of the dis- think? " 
placed natives.;~,. MARRIED TO A FINK 
'~They ove'~old the DEAR MARRIED: The Rose Bowl game Is -,, annual s/~'x4'xS' flight," he said.,'~When they ~ Plywood Tongue and Groove 
reaJi~ed and saw the native event. Having a baby (I presume) is not. Also, the game 14°_7 
people they said .'here's a will be'televised, so]he ~,~uld "see" it and be with you, too. You r summer  project 
bunch of dummies that don't I say the birth of the baby takes precedence over the 
know any bette~J" Rose Bowl game. And if your husband complains, kick him. panels. 
Later Wednesday, the in- i. the end zone. ' Planning a building "lg'x4'xS'. 0 47 
. . . .  project this summer? Fir sheathing 
cident was raised in the DEAR ABBY: I am a bachelor who has.been See Buildall for your O sheet Commons by F~ank 0berle corresponding with a lonely widow for several months. It plywood and other (PC-- Prince George-Peace all started when I mnswered a personal ad she placed in a lumber needs. 
River) who sa'fd it may San Francisco newspaper. 
involve "th~ most We have never nlet, but we've talked on the phone 
horrendous ex~fiple of re- several times. I am going to San Francisco to meet her ~ 2' x 4" Studs 
cial discrimin~tmn." Air soon. ~ A terrific bu~ - our around home fix up 3114 " and 21/4 "
Cafiada's treat~imt of the My question. How should I greet her when we meet for lowest price on this projects.'While they , 
group was sha'meful and the first time at the airport? Should I follow my feelings framing lumber, lastl Common Nails D AP Butyl 
discriminatory, i'he added, and kiss her on the lips? Or would a handshake be more Clean, new stock. 50 Ib. cGrton ~ GUtt~ S~ll(r 
AIRLINE Ap~OLOGIZES proper? UNSURE IN S.F. room walls and all • ideal for basement mc 
Air Canada spokesnlan , 3 7 _  Stopswater damage. 
Hugh Riopelle said the For aluminum gutter 
carrier has apologized and DEAR UI~ISURE :Let HER M the signals. If she offers joints and all metal lap 
an .investigation has been you her cheek or llps, a kiss is in order. H she extends her joints. Tough, long 
sta/'ted. He said their flight hand, shake it. (P.S. And don't be too physically lasting rubber based 
had been  b~Sked but aggressive. Assuming you find her appealing and the sealer that assures a
somehow had nfft been con- feeling is mutual, neither of you will need a blueprint to durable watertight 
firmed. "* , ', . . . . . . . . . . .  ). ~ build a relationship.) Erie ~ seal. 
Garden .......... .... 
Ri.d'"~'~'~ '"~'' d~/t ' "  "~""' . . . . . .  * '  ' ;  "'~*' " . . . . .  ' ' '~  pie,Sor " : Wheelbarrow . . . . .  ~ j  " ~l(j|} .~.' , 0 ! [.~q~g.~h~-~. ytDE~/R~:ABBY~;',~I~iS ':i 'not;a question, but a 
was do[ avusea zney were 1 given room  atp  Ottawa information that could save many lives. Popular compact 
NEVER go to sleep with the 'IV turned on. (And caution model has 3 co. ft. #909 
hotel and were  flown to children who have TV's in their rooms to be sure the set is capacity. Baked . 
Vancouver the next day enamel finish, plastic 1 8 7 ~  ~They were lodged by Air turned off before they go to sleep.) The other evening my son was watching TV in his handle grips, all steel 
Canada in Vaffcouver and bedroom when the smoke began to pour from the set. He legs. puncture proof 
flew on to ,~¢ Yukon quickly turned it off and came to our room. By the time we tires. Not assembled. 
Tuesday. .~. got back to his room with the fire extinguisher, flames 
Rheaume, he,beer, .said shooting out of the bottom of the set and noxious 
the native people'~ere given were • fum s from burning insulation and plastic began to fill the 
• room. ~ "~ I ~ A. Level. Die cast Lu f tk |n ' r~eaTh ,. Boy's Axe. 20/,= ,~. :Z': We put out the fire with the fire extinguisher, but it took B . .. aluminum 24" tong. D. #W9210 10' with 28" handle 
:~: a long time (even with the windows open) to clear theairof ~ I .... ' ""II Also graduated as a Proper the fumes. " C ;__ .... _~_.. j ruler (16ths). Pyrex 
If our pen, who is a very sound sleeper, had been asleep glass vials, h 
:t': when this occurred, he probably would have died of smoke  ~ ~  ~'~ ~ #2422 m~77 E #Y312 12'~V ~ ~ J. Camper's Axe.Drop 
r l ra in~ne inhalation before webecame aware ofthe problem. The set ' .each  forged head, rubber 
i..,, , .~  ~;as not old or worn. We later learned it had defective " " B. Rafter Square. 24" each grip. 25 oz. 
• .~ wiring. E x 2" Has Rafter. F. #HSSO 50 Leather sheath 
• ~ :: This may not be a very common occurrence, but if it ~ ' .~&~j .~ Brace and Esse.~ ta- 
desired '. chance that it could save just one life I think it deserves ~ bles, Octagon and happened to us, it could happen to others, and on the ~ ~J~ Hundredths 51ea~ch 6~c,  
Represent~' t ives  of space in your widely read column. H ScaleS.#xB650 &( j~ 21"G" Sandvik Bow SaW.h igh  frequency mer.K" FiberglaSSDrop f rgedHIIm" 
property owners:0n the 4600 ROSEMARY S., PLACITAS, N.M. F -w each #331 --17 head, black rubber 
block of Dayis Street 5 each grip, PVC handle. 16 presented a ~t i t ion  to DEAR ROSEMARY: I agree. Thanks for your concern .... ~ C. Combination • . .:..:'~ oz. Fully guaranteed 
council Mon~y night ~ Square. 12" Iong. H. SandvlkHandSa~__ 
requestingthei""~'trict'd° ~ '  McCOLL  ' ~ ~  ,. K ~ Moveable handle with 26"x8pLNeedsverY6~ 
whatever work x~ necessary locking screw, little sharpening, h . #CS 12/22 . , . ,~  #290 to arrange for the 
installation of proper REAL ESTATE SERVICES 4~a~h 
underground rainage and A.J. McCOLL (Notary Public) 
arrange for the proper l ,  
surface work and paving of 635-6131 3239-A KALUM STREET" 
their block." .-  
The petition "~e it clear ~, 
that the owners ~re  willing ~ Canvas Folding "Redwood" Cau lk ing  Gun 
to pay for the, road work High Back Lawn Chair Rocker 
through a,;'! local Lawn Chair BriQhtly coloured Tye-Sil Rocker 'has 
improvement pr~gram. V(nyl chair features chair has high impact high impact molded Ratchet type gun takes 
The council reYerred the sturdy plastic web- plastic arm rests, plastic slats. 
matter to its planning and bing. standard cartridge. 
oublic works co~nmittee for :~ #313225 Convenient pistol grip. 
" 1" 9 47 27 °7 I t '  ~.onsideration., -;  ,. ~..Frameon concrete blocks. Fully furnished cabin with I Gravity water system, good access via beam station. BLYTH, Ont. (CP)--The Propane stove and lights. Propane light, frldge and 
Blyth Summer' : Festival's Large dock. Bath house, stove. Screened windows. ¢h 
1977. program "~)ill include 110'x400' lot with frontage. Large lot with 80' of lake ~ ~  
t-.vd Original canadian plays Asking $22,000 M.L.S. frontage. $26,000 M.L.S. 
to encourage western On- A.Frame on West side below 3V= aci'es of 1st Ave. Just " "' 
 rio p ,ywr g ts. A SterHite GSW Sted-lite Simm's simm's Lido Rast ic 
adaptionofHarry;J.Boyle's railway track. Acre lot with south of Cia's. Gravel 
A Stimrner B~ng,  and a ' Jumbo Garbage Plastic Pail Marathon Leader 18" Garbage 
revival of last ,year's suc- good frontage. Furnished. driveway and building site. Trash Barrel Can ~o qt, capacity for all 14"Concrete Patio Broom Bags ', your home clean ups. 
cessTheBloodIsStrong, by Owner anxious for a cash Year round creek. Hydroand 16 gallon capacity ' Galvanized steel can Canadian author Lister with lock-tight cover, is rust-resistant and #1138 Broom tle.Made54"Ofhandle.natural I albris" PlastiChandle garbagelarge volumesbags 
Sinclair, have been written offer. Open to bids. M.L.S. phone, available, Asking built in grip handles moisture-proof. Won't 1 27  Made Ifcm solvent re- for patios, sundecks, of outdoor trash, 
espei:ially for the festival and moulded vertical become brittle or sistant syf=thetic fill. basements. Package of 10. 
running from Jttly 1 to Aug. s20,000. SlT,SOo. M.S,L. ribs for extrastrongtl~, crack in freezing I 48" handle, ideal for 
, Built for Ionglasting weather, each garages, service sta- 
20, ':';.: service, tions, patios, etc. 
WELLING, Alta (CP) 75' x 200' lot on Kroyer Road, Large lot with frontage near 
- -Th is  hailS't:.; south of Imperial 
Letlibridgeist"h'e"h°me°f Hydr°andph°neavallable' m°uth°frlver' G°°dr°ad 5 07  7"r/ Magnetic187 3 47. 7Z 
Canada's first, d~J for years Good building site for year access. Well treed with some Broom • 
only, manufact~..~r of built- each each each each kg 
in vact~um s~/.~tems for roundresldence. Ownersopen nice , sized timber. .... -- ' 
homes.  C '~. t ra -F lo  Manufacturing C'o,. moved to to offers. Listed at $7,500 Asking$]2,000 M.L.S. Sign 
Wel|ing in 1962~;and holds M.L.S. posted. 
some of the ¢trst major " 
patents grantedl;to the in- Bonnie Shaw 635.6970' 
dustry in Canac~. and the Bud McColl Ni;~ht [)hoIl~ 635-2662 
.United States. ~ ' -  
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, , ~ | ,=-  ~,, ' S - 3 1  Two Terraceplayers take awards I Spor!:
George won three 4 :, ,',, '~, . . . .  . ' . ,  
~d i~du l  awards in the ' l i ~ - , '~  . 
Kitimat Ladies' Softball , I 1 , ; , .~.~:~,{ . ~,...--- .. 
Tournament last week ~ ~. , ~ . r~. .  ~.~, ; .~, ~ .  
ve  end, while two Terrace ~.~,~ .. • ~I ~ .~-~ -" ', ,., • ~ . . . .  ~-,, 
players were singled I t ,=, , , , . ,  , . ,  , a ,  , , , . .  . . ,  . .  . .  r _  
OUL 
Terrace Dog and Suds - ~ . ' i~  o~ . . . .  J . L ,A  I.~ ~ A  ~ 
p layers ,  L inda  /.~..,. _ : i Hlfl .r.  [rl  I JUUt  
"McDonald and Linda ~ ,~ ~ ,e i~-~t- .~ ~ W"f' .M_ ~ ' - -~ i~, ,  . .  ~mwi  , .~ , .  . . ,~ .~, . , - -v  .. 
Juba won honors as best .... ~. .=~, . -~ ~ . . i ~  • .~  ~ ' -~/  ~ -"- i~ f  Nik ~'~.~"~ --~. . . . . . 
~ " ~ , ~ Y tCP) L, ancas[er  s[arteo catcher and best ~ ~ ~ ~ .'~ i~ ~ CALGAR -- . 
infielder respectively. ~ ~ 1%~" '~ ~ ~r l~_  ~IIP % i ~ # ~  '" ~ Ca lgary  S tampeders  working on _tlhe~,nCalsg2rrY t ( Tne t'rince ueorge ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ ~v)  #, -~ ~ .: ~ , ~ I  ~. o overcame a 17-16 first-nall ae~ense, ct.~p~c ~~; - r t 
players who received [!.| ~ ~ ' ~  ~ ~ ~ , "~ deficit and went on to passes.zo,  vemr~en, ano 
awards were Max [~|! ~ . .  ~ .. ! ~l ~? - .  ~ humiliate Saskatchewan Larry ~nony ~eore ~ctJee 
Kimball - best ~ ~ i  ~/~"  / "  L[. ~ ~ .,.~' • , ~ |  w I Roughriders 46-17 in a ro,mp.ed.45 yards up, the 
out f ie lder ,  Mary  !i~ ..... " .  ~ j ~ J ~ • ~ _.. " ~ ~ ~ Western  Footba l l  ram.me [op~F ~cougnrmers 
• i~ 'Potskin - best pitcher ~/.~ ....... ~ a~ ~ i~  '¢~t,.- " "  ~ i~;  " ~  ~,,ll ~:h Conference xhibition game onme score~_oara- . . . .  
and Carol Legere - ~ / ~ l l~  [ | ~ . . ~ , - J - ,~ l  " ~I~] T ~I ~'~ Wednesday night belore r.e[ersen .lSrav~uu a ~a- 
• ' , / " / / t '~  yarn pass Item Lancaszer ~gh~t  bat~n~ average. . . ~ , ~ ~,~0 fans. '" ' dded " 
O~er~ophleswent~ i g ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ! ~  ~.~' ;~ Defensive back Abb ~foreMacof l t~a  hls 
Irene Lattie of Kispiox !~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~  ~ ~ I B I ~ , ~  ~, ~' :~ ~ ~ i ~  ~ Ansley recovered a blocked field goal. From tha~. ~inL 
for most valuable " ~ ~ ! ~  ~m~l .  ~ . , J ~ ' ~ ~ ~  ~ " j ~ ] ~ _ .  '~ ount by Saskatchewan .~tampeaers were ame..to 
player and Rose Bergen " i i~ i  ~ ~ ~ - ~ i ~ ~  : - '~ J~ ~ i ~ .  ~ i  ~ ~ '=~~/~ ~ 2  ~icker Bob Macoritti deep in Keep .~asKa~c~ewan o  [ne 
el Burns Lake for most I I ~  ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  ~ i ~ i "  ~ i i ~  the Saskatchewan end zone score.sne.ee[,...  - 
sportsmanlike player. [ ]  ~ ; '  I ti ~ ~ ~ , "  ~ "  ~ ~ ~ l r  ~k~ ~( to give Calgary their second . ,~nc ~u~r~e.~z  over 
Tournament raffle I ~ '  ~ i  - t J  " ~ e  i ~ ~ • ~ i  I - , .  ~ ~ ,  _ . _~ ~nmt~eestar~.Themss  srom.Lancaawrm ,..mu'q 
winners were W, [ ]  ~ ~ ~'  ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~I  ]~d ] ": ~; f , ,  ~ ~ .;k.,d wasSaskatchewan's third in quarter PUt was Unname.m 
• " " ~ .  "~ ' ~ • I ~ ~'~ move me Ui~.  ~a caster Charney of Kitmnat and .:~ ~ ~ ' , ~ , ~ . . . . . .  a row, •. 
.,It McCreary of l ~ l i ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ '  ~:A  ~ ' l  : ~ s ~ ~ ~ , , ~  : : "  ~ Macor i t t i  had been returned laS~.~ l..n tl~_ fourth 
• " " ,~  ' ' ' =" "g~ ' • one armr nu~ uatgary nao SmiUmrs. ~::; [ ]  ~: [ ~  ~ ~ ~ d ~  ~ ~ ~ i ' [  ~'-  - ~  ~ ~ L ~ .. "~-:~:=d standing on h~s own - qu . . . .  
Mini raffle winner ~! I mm ~-:~t. 3E ~ .  ~ ~ .  ~ ~  , , :~  ~ ~ ~ ~.~ ll~.~ i ~  yard llne when Calgary comrm. . , , . 
was R. Neufeldt of ~ ~ [ ]  '~"~ i l  l ~ f : ~  " ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~  | i  defensive back Melvin _ua.ums, wno . jomea 
Kitimat l l  , /~  11 I I  ~ ~  L '~ i l  ~ ~ i ! ~ i R ~ ~ ~ ;  ' : ~ I N  ~ I S  Wilson. who was later t; a I g a r ¥ . t r o 
• " • ' :6e "~ , ~ ~ '~ , • ' . Sukatehew , smppee m Prince George won ~ ,,~,. " ~ , : ~' ~ " ~; mured and carried off on. a 09 . 
~ i~ ~ ~"  J the ksck front of Petersen to grab the tournament by ~ Vi" - , , '~ ' ;~  • ~ ' i , ,  ,~-~ stretcher, blocked • , • 
~ ~' ee into lancaster  s [oreed toss and  nar rowly  edgin[~ the  ,':# ~ ,'!~-~i~ ~ , ~ The ball sailed d ;p " . . . 
Terrace club 9-7 in the :il ' / ' /~ '~:~.~ ~r~ . - ~ ~ "' ~ . l ~ ; ~ ~ ~ e J ~ l ] ! i ~  I 1 ~  the Saskatchewan endzone s.camperea...unmoieste.a 
• " ' "  ~/ ~'"~ ,~%'" ~ ~ ~" ; need on it down me slqednes for ms elmmpaonsh_ip contest ,~. ':;'- ,~;.; ~: .  " :~ ~'t:~!"~ '~.~ .~,,~ ~ ~  ~/~ where Amley pou . 
mmaay, we.ace was ~ . ..... ~S  ~ , . ~ ,  ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  . . . . . . . . .  mr the touchdown, touchdown. 
undefeated tothat point Willie Armstead, on a 103- Woodward, playing h~s 
in the tournament, -r" . . . . . . . . .  , _~_~_  : ___  r~. : _ . . . ,  f~  . . . . .  "yard ~)ass and run play, and first game f~ Calgry after 
having won three games I UU[ I l c I I I I~ I I{  U l l~ l t l l [ J IU? l~ " r ' l l i l ( . ; t~  ~L I i ( : J t~  pass interception returns by being o b~in~! fromOttawa 
easily. ' defemive backs Ray Odums ~tough tciael,~ 0t me i~asmrn 
• and Rod Woodward added Conference, demonstrated 
• the other Stampeder his skill as he also picked off 
~. I t -A t  IA I I= I " I  I~  t 1"1"  I~ l lA  /=%r  =" touchdowns, a Lancaster pass and 
I t~ |1  P IM  I I I I  I 11"7  1 I I I I I [V  ~l[ I I P  ~ Cyril McFaU kicked field followed his ~ "blockers into 
~. .  v~. . ,  • • w* • • • ~.~ ~ ~ ,e ,~.~, , .  goals of lg-, 52-,17-. and 2~ ~eend..zonq:Odumspicke~ 
• . yards respectivew ana oft anomer bpncaster pass 
• . added four converts to late in the 80~me to thwart 
• ~ ~ A ~i i  ~ ~ ~ ~ = - I L  A complete Calgary scoring. Roughrider~ attack. : '  Ais passes pounu  rgonau[s Molly McGee, ona45-yard I twas  then announced scamper, and Lief Petersen Wilson had suffered a 
::teraal~qyl~der~?tk f~m hdi21oeat~od l~tkn?#do~!  
a - -  I - - "  ' ds Lancaster  scored  Saskatchewan chalked u 
CP aflve ard ass for the first second and fourth quarters throu hthefourth uarter-- Linebacker Larry Buono for 143 yar . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Hp. TORONTO ( ) - -  " "Y P g q • ' on basxatcnewan's rouen- ~ twst aowm compar~ 
i~ ie  John O'Leary and Montreal touchdown early to provide all the Argonauts was the second loss against hlled m for Wade on ..The game was tough , .I . . . . . .  ss~,,a~itt| had a 12- with 18 for' CalRarv with 
veteran tight end-Pe~r  in. ~e second quarter and scor!ng. . o, . one tie in pre-season p!ay for pu.n!!ng. , . . . . . . . . . .  ~nemen.^ as  .~: ; r~ ~a~/eidg~'l'anda-decTtwo Roughriders hav]'ng-a n~t 
Dalla Rlva caught Marx JacKson, a. rookie. A~er a scoreless llrS[ the Argonauts, . ann. was oh  earys~tupass.cappeu. - la 41- rd drive mm,--~VCyou, Tor0nt0©"'~ O?oetenswe. • co,wr~.'-= . . . . .  "- ' off~nce~ of . 403 ~,ards 
t~own passes and Don from Baylor Umvers~ty, quarter, the Alouettes led 7- Montreal s first v~ctory a five p y .  y . . . . . . . . . . . .  ".^T ; ,~,d.~.d APm~ti~d on.ned se " ~ compared with 376 for 
Sweet kicked two fmld goals connected, on a 14-yarder to 3 at half time extenoed, me~r, after two defeats, mat was, set m mouon wnen mcme .t~""v~.~'~-~' . . . . .  " :': " "--':'-'=-irst:=---uar~er'--°nn~tor o~mpcuc[~.°"--:--'~ -^- ~,,,~,,." . . . .  ~"~'~'°,-~.. 
to lea Montreal Alouettes Dalla Rwa for the second lead to 14 3 m the tbrd In the absence of Sonny ArchmGray ran a punt back defenswe nd Jura o)rr~a~, m me .t .q  . _. ,._., . . . . . .  ..~ . . . . .  ~,.., ...a 
to a d20.6 wctor" y over Montreal TD in the third quarter and added Sweet's Wade, who remained in 26yards, one of a number of suffered leg injuries ana " a~mmpeaerswnenneca'ugntf o uar r k .~u~'u'~,uougn~PH~'me"~'~'s' . , , :~at r .  ual ark 
to behel off the held pass rm q ~e~a Toronto Argonauts in  an quarter, field goals from 20 and 31 Montrealwitha knee injury, good returns by the speedy _ .peal . . . .  :.. --,= .... . .  -=  . . . . . . . . .  rushedfor l~9. ,a rdsan~d 
E a ~ t e rn  Footba l l  Zenon Andrusyshyn was yards in the final cried, the Alouettes used Barnes six-foot . . . . . . . . .  rookie from me .roronto.coacn Leo ~a. m~., jonn :~m .na~..~, :auu.,,rau~r,~on la ~oo~°~~'-p,lUU~.~" #~q,,; o.'' . . .  TM t .,,~,i~7 
Conference pre-season the only bright spot ]n an Thegame, playedPbeforea and Jackson at quar~rback University of W~yommg. st.inseekingasoluUonmn~ aownmesmeanes  aoPa~ 18 yards o,, broken - lays 
me Wednesday " ht otherwise inept Toronto quiet, apparently-bored and they managed just Gray, who may neap me g la r ing  quar te [uacK  ma.~ .c.uvereu ,e,. #"'~'n¢i ~aneaste~ 'and G~ih~" 
~aJoeBames a so~n~omore offence kickin# field ~oals crowd of 39,103--most of enou~h offence to leave no Montreal fans forget Johnny problems, al~r.nated_Ch.uck _McvalJ. m.enbooted 18-a. .~_~.-_^a ¢.. ,m . . . .  letio~: , r ' ° ° • ° On ~-  arc liela oats to lye ~ua,~um~sut ~, w. ,v  . euarterback, hit O'Leary on of 16 and 27 yards in the whom who left m~d-way doubt about the outcome. Rodgers, ran back 10 punts Eal.ey and Mat.mew tree,s..  ~,~Ya..~ao. ~ g ,¢.a 8a~,o tt mnts with -- " "s  m me itrs~ ~. . . .  . .~ . .o~. . . .~  on 38 a e . eacn serle . ~ "' o 
second and fourth quarters going into the second La..ncaster h~wng the fu r  
m • . . mum • a ~ , ,  but neither was able quarter, pmxea on. 
• t lrd and llqers are  r e d  h o t  to, generate an offence. ~  ' ~ ' Rookie Mark Cahill was at 
, quarterback for almost.all. 
v of the third quarmr. DUC I( . . . . . . . .  Ii 
"By THE ASSOCIATED his sixth consecutive The game attracted San Francisco Giants 5-4 in 0-for-24 entering the game, managed to complete only [ r~,4  A I I~T l l ; l~  !1 
PRESS American League baseball 51,745 the largest crowd of 11 innings, scoring the win- collected three hits ann one of five passes. ~' ~i i  IB"~l~k • Bl iNk  
Color Chicago Cubs game, pitching the Tigers to the year at Tiger Stadium. ning run on John Curtis's ~ove in three runs for San The pattern of alternating ]~ TUe J-Jr.-1' ~eU~O~ V E T r L I  
.brown, And color Detroit their fourth consecutive Elsewhere in the National wildpitch. Danuriessenni[ Diego. ' . Ealey and Reed was ~ ,n ,=  ~.re~t ,~rr#nvn,~ aq! .~, ,  M 
Tigers and Mark (The Bird) victory--Detroit s longest League, the West division- a threerun homer for me ' reminiscent of the Cahill- ]~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
e~a~C~eB~s'f°~id~ahem°~: "g "g ~ n e  s~dS!°f~wuYms~ig" the ~a~egi~nS g!tm°Sth~'ceAe~:r~ii" p" RK~S~oN-rYnl~Somers- by Billl eM°~n~s°Aa~'~er~°~a~dL~ii~i~'" " rC :ehe~l~ ~e97G~g~i f~: !  I b y  switching J , WAI.HACHIN | I 
winning streak Wednesday sixth defeat in a row for  Sutton, athreehomerbyBil l  Robinson and Willie Starge l going 2-for-2 with two walks, and Greg Barton on each [ F ~ d a y  Comfort and Safety at § 
mght, pitching the Expos to American League ~:ast Russell and four hits, and a solo shot by Phil raising his batting average series." ~ Economical Rates 
a 5-0 victory. He .scatter.ed leaders, their worst skid !ncluding two solo homers, Garner backed the six-hit to .411, but the Tw.ins were Reed was good on four of ~ - ~ . .  I. . . . . .  ~ ~ . . . . . . . .  § 
seven hits in snaclding me since last July. Dy Steve t~arvey in pitching of Bruce Kison as blanked by ~aiiwauKee 12andEaley on two of six as R ~ ~  wu~ ,~ o,,m m,,,; . . . .  li 
'National League East Fidrych spaced nine hits outslugging Atlanta Braves Pittsburgh Pirates whipped Brewers I-0. Lary Sorenson, the Argonaut passing attack ~ Write: {~ 
leaders, while getting in going all the way for the 13-7. Gary Matthews St. Louis Cardinals 9-1. Bob McClure and Bill Castro ~ained only 99 yards. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  M 
offensive support from seventh time since coming homered and knocked in Stargell's homer was the stopped the Twins on six hits ,°: The Montreal nass offence ~ Bruce ~ennen, 5¢zR, 4m Ave. § 
Andre Dawson, who had off the disabled list May 25. three runs for the Braves. 400th of his career, making and Cecil Cooper's triple !n~tted 167 yards with 8 Prince RoperL B.C. VIII ~8  or 
four hits, drove in one run But he yielded his first Tom Scarer, seeking his him the 17th major leaguer andSal Bando's acrifice lly "B~rnes hitting on eight of 13 g Prone ~4-4637 | 
and scored twice, Warren homer in 69 innings, a solo first victory at Riverfront to reach that figure. 1 . produced the only run', for 109 and Jackson good on • 
Cromartie with three hits shot to Butch Hobson. Jason Stadium in five years, San Diego Padres enaeci Dave Collins' two-run four of I0 for 58 
• ' ' ' ° " ° . . . . .  • ' i and Dave Cash w~th two Them son homered, singled started for Cmcmnah, but an eight-game losing streak single led Seattle Marmers 
batted m nd ~l~ve m three runs for wasn't around at the finish with a 7-4 decision over to a 3 I triumoh over *************************************************************** • a " _ • ' •1  
The colorful Fidrych won Detroit. as the Reds edged visiting Houston AstrOs. Mike Ivie, Chicago White Sex. o • I 
Rico Carty's;  single, : ~ : l  
m m s f~ I • a I double, homer and five runs . ~ ' -~"  ~:*~';~ :1 
. battedin powered Cleveland : . Mel:s snaD b came Iosincl sl:reaK : WHERE :l 
- -  v v over Baltimore ortoms ,n • ~ .  ~, .~.~ ~ ] " ; I  
• NEW YORK (AP) -- a personal two-game losing Valentine singled in the Met over the 371-foot sign in the first game of a : f~-~'~, ( . , ,~ '  ~ A ~ r- '  ~fMr  • . I  
Bobb Valentine scored on string as he set down the first, scoring on Steve leftcentre in the fifth, doubleheader • ~ "]~'*~'~.'.~.~'~ .~ f l _~k  ~_, I U U  *| 
each of his first three trips first 10 batters before the Henderson s double. He The Phdhes scored:lg~the Texas Rangers blanked ; ~ t . . . . .~~~~~'~. '~.  *l 
to the plate, including a Phillies finally threatened, reached base on an error in eighth, then :piq~ea Oakland A's 4-0 behind the • ~ % , ~ ' ~ . ~  m~;%~,."%, / ' - '  UT"r ' IXT f  : |  
home run m the fifth mmn , The lefthander struck out the third, coming home on up their final run in the ~inth sixhit pitching of Gaylord' ; "%.~; '=,~tr .~ , _~._  ".'~ t r r ' . l l  I I~! !  • -I 
as New York Mets snapped six and walked.two before John Stearns single, then on a one-out homer bya~ob Perry in the opener of a . ~F ~,'..~ ,~,,~,~ -'~ •l 
a Six ame losin streak being redevea Dy ~Kip hit his first home run as a l~oone , (~ twinbill • ~.~. ' ~  i~ xr f 'xw r , f~ r.-,~ ".l 
with a 5-3 Natmn~ League Lockwood tn the eighth after l J • [~. ~ ~,~ I *" L I ~ ~ ]f [ ) I  I /~ ~k P~ ;] 
~b~l  victory Wednesday the Phillies scored two runs. ~t~r , ~ ~k~ l~"~ ] .~i * 
ni ht over Philadelphia Jim Lonbor.g, .1-2, wire ~ • . . . . . . . . . . . .  . : 
P~llies. hurled seven innings, took ~ ] ~  : '~* '¢ ,~*~'~¢ . 
Jerry Koosman, 6-8, broke the loss, LLEGE : " 
. . NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  O0 : . 
I - -  l.et;:tnfl in n .{~, ~ • Yel lowhead Trade Dolars  ,,re ava,lable at most progresswe • 
J,/ THE CANADIAN PRESS American League ~ SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR-RECEPT IONIST  : businesses in Tour i s t  R tg ion  G from Jasper  to the Sea : 
East . . 
. . , . . ,  w,  " A k Fo Th / " E,st Boston 41 31 ,569 - -  Applications are invited for the position of Switchboard Operator. : S r em • 
W L Pet. GBL New York 41 33 .554 1 Receptionist for the general office of the College, to start August 1st, 1977. * • 
Chicago 47 23 .671 -- Baltimore 38 35 .521 3~'~ • * • 
St. Lm~ll 40 33 .548 8v~ Cleveland 35 34 .507 41/~ QUALIF ICATIONS:  Applicants must have experience and abil ify todeal ; Sa,,c Ore,- .%,ml ()m, .aml)mqtlu, ~,~,~,~ S/.,,d ().e ; 
PhllndtlpNa 39 32 .549 8V2 Milwaukee 36 38 .486 6 l, intih,d ~,dilion LitnitHI tlm~, * 
h 39 33 .542 9 Detroit 34 38 .472 7 with the Public. Typing must be 40 w.p.m, and good English skills a ; " " . 30 41 .423 17V= Toronto 28 44 .389 13 necessity, • l'un' .ViH,'el. io Phzstic Pouch ('m'ircuhzt,'d " • 
New York 30 42 .417 16 West ee NIm,s,rrd hq: • 
Wett Minnesota 42 32 .568 -: * • • 
Angeles 50 25 ,667 -- Chicago 40 32 .556 1 STARTING SALARY:  $810.00 per month • • . 
Clndnnatl 39 33 .542 9V~ Kansas City 38 3s .521 3,,, : B.C. Yt Iiowh~ad 16 Travel  Asso(iai ion • 
fan Francisco 34 42 .447 ]6V~ Catlfornla 36 35 .S0~ 4,,,~ CO~PET IT ION CLOSES: July 15th, 1977 * • HOU|~ 33 43 .434 17V~ Texas 3,1 37 .479 6", * • Box 1659. l'n'in('t" Gt,orge, B.C. . • 
Sin Diego 32 46 .410 19V~ Oakland 32 40 .464 9 The Principal * * 
Mlmta 27 47 .365 22V" Seattle 34 45 .a30 10~'~ APPLY  TO: ' * • Wednesday Results Northwest Community College, • * 
t.~ntml 5 Chicago 0 Cleveland 11.3 Baltimore e.5 P.O. Box 726, , : Ih'/m/h,I. , Ih~' ,.,,mm,oith's ,,/'. T,m'isl Rr!lio. "(i" h,lcthrr. ** 
• ,f.r i.'.,171 aml ph,asurc, * Leo At~teles 13 Atlanta 7 Texas 4-1 Oakland 0.4 Terrace, B.C. 
Clncln~tl $ San Francisco 4 Detroit 7 Boston 2 • • 
New Vork 5 Philadelphia 3 Seattle 3 Chicago 1 V8G 4C2 . * 
Plthlbgrgh 9 St. L0uls 1 Milwaukee 1 Minnesota 0 * • ooooooo  OooooOoooooo , f l ,o  oooooooooooooo  co  co°coco  ooeoooeege oooe•oe_  
,~ln Diego I Houston 4 California 7 Kansas City 0 . . . . .  .-~:: , 
Terrace swimmers 
to the B.C. finals 
The Terrace boys relay team will travel to New 
Westminster this weekend to compete in the B.C. 
Summer Swimming Championships. " . 
Ty and Trent'Martin, Bob Clarkson and Rick Martin 
will be competing for the first time in a B.C. 
championsjip and in a 50 metre pool. 
The four boys, all 13 and 14 years of age have met a 
qualifying time in order to be eligible for the New 
Westminster meet. 
• The team, sponsored by the Blueback Swim Club set 
two records in Kitimat this spring in the medley and 
free style relays. 
Clarkson and Wright have been with the local 
swimming lcubclub since its inception three years 
ago. The Martin boys joined last fall after moving to ~ 
Terrace from Cranbrook. 
In addition to the relay, Claricson will be competing 
in the 100 metre back crawl and three other events. He 
will also take part in two 400 me~e relays. 
Wright and the Martins will take part in both 400 
metre relay events as well. Ty Martin will compete in 
, nine individual races on top of the relays. He has won 
four aggregate trophies nn competition this year. 
Earlier in the year, he travelled to Fresno, California 
with Northern Swim Team and won nine medals at the 
Sunkist Swim Meet. 
The Canadian Amateur Swim Association~ of which 
the four boys are members will pay half the air fare to 
New Westminster. The local club pays the rest and 
arranges billeting for the swimmers. 
The Blueback Swim Club will have a summer break 
following the B.C. Championships, then registration 
for next year begins in September. 
": .2i II 
Three bedroom, two story Listed on multiple service. 
home on Benner St. Has full 4129 Skogland St. Three 
l lxlsement, carport, sundeck, bedroom ho~pe. Full 
J flreplace and two bathrooms, basement. Two fireplaces. 
A~king S49,s00. Call Frank Built in dishwasher. Call 
S{cidmore for viewing. Frank Skidmore. 
Attractive home with three 
bedrooms, 1080 sq. ft., W.W 
carpeting, fireplace, modern 
kitchen. Basement with extra 
bedroom, rec room, full hath. 
Nicell~ landscaped, or- 
namental trees, fenced, close 
to schools. Hard to find a 
better value at 940,50~. For 
further Information call H. 
Gedli~kt~ld 635.5~7,, ,[, .*~:. 
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E.vert toppled at Wimbledon 
"I have the willpower and 
guts to win this tournament 
and that is what I'm trying 
to do," Wade .said later. "I 
thought it was a fantastic 
match." 
For the first time in the 
tournament, Evert, the 
world's top woman player 
for the last three years, 
~lreplace, then come in and 
kheck this one out. Close to 
the Uplands Elementry School 
~nd on a quiet street. This 
lame on a large lot is ready 
Or your viewing. Call me 
foclay or drop-in to our office 
nd check out the 
f~Rcalscope'" display on this 
home. Kelly Squires 635-7616. 
/ksking $52,500. 
failed to dominate the base 
line play in which she ex- 
cels. 
Whenever possible, Wade 
kept the ball awdy from her 
opponent's feared, two- 
listed backhand and the 
exchanges from the back of 
the court were just about 
even. 
Christine Truman. 
The two-hour contest 
between Wade and Evert, 
the defending champion, 
was brimming with 
superlative t nnis from both 
players but in the end Evert 
admitted: "I think Virginia 
wanted to win more than I 
did." 
I,ONDON (Reuter) -- Wade, 31; the third seed, 
Britain's Virginia Wade won 6-2, 4-6, 6-1 and Stove, 
toppled American No. 1 seed 32, the seventh seed, 
Chris Evert and Betty Stove dumped fourthseeded 
of the Netherlahds beat Sue Barker 6-4, 2-6, 6-4. 
Barker of Britain in another Friday's women's final 
upset in the women's emi- will be the first between two 
finals at the Wimbledon Europeans ince Britain's 
• tennis championships Angels Mortimer won in 
Wednesday. 1961, beating compatriot 
Bronze forPenny and,j'umper Joy 
HELSINKI (CP-AP) -- 
Penny Werthner of Ottawa 
and Greg Joy of Vancouver 
won bronze medals 
Wednesday as track and 
field athletes from 19 
iotmtries competed in the 
11th World Games. 
Werthner took the lead 
from the start in the 
women's 1,500-metre event 
and looked strong until the 
last lap when Finland's 
Sinikka Tyynelai slowly 
began reducing the 
Canadian's 10-metre lead. 
On the last turn the Finnish 
runner kicked passed  
Home for a big family. A 
clean 3 bedroom house 1340 sq. 
ft. only S years old, located In 
a better subdivision, has 3 
fireplaces, modern sauna. 
Priced at 948,500. Call ~. 
Gedlloskl at &19.5397. 
Check it out todayl Three 
A comfortable "starter" for bedrooms Iwo fireplaces and 
the young at heart. Quality 2 family room are Just the 
bedroom home, big kitchen, beginning. Home,is situated 
on a large lot on Benner fireplace, w.w carpeting, big, 
folly, landscaped lot. Asking Street. , Price reduced to 
~m-~l~et' ~FUP' amoi~ltm~nt~/to. ~' $52~d1¢. Call Kelly Sqpires,635-., 
H.'Godlinskl 635.5397. • ' needs. " 
Here's value that speaks for 
itself. Spacious split level 
home with 3 bedrooms, 
fireplace, 2 bathsrooms, 
double garage and many other 
fine features for only .64,500. 
Preferred. neighbourhond. 
Check with me now, Kelly 
Squires 635-7616, or see it on 
' . "Realscope" in our office. 
offers much more than the eye 
can see. Features like 
I=¢soment refreshment area, 
round acorn fireplace and 
dance floor in the roe.room. 
With a king.size master 
dbedroom and large kitchen 
In!ng area on the main floor, 
this home is a must on your 
viewing plans. Give me a call 
A real good buy. Only $59,500 
for a well maintained duplex 
on Kenny St. that can produce 
over 5500 per month revenue. 
Both units have fireplace and 
extra rooms in basement. 
Large fenced and landscaped 
yard. Phone F.R. Skidmore 
Over 2000 sq. ft. all developed. 
S year old 3 bedroom home on 
McConnell. Beautifully ap. 
pointed douse. Sunken living 
room, shake roof, foyer on. 
trance with double doors, 3 car 
garage. Call Frank Skidmore 
and arrange to view. 
See it now. Phone Frank 
Skidmore and arrange to 
view. Lovely bungalow on. 
corner lot. A well kept two 
bedroom home with sund e~,  
carport and fireplace. Asking 
only $37,900 MLS. 
and I'll arrange a convenient 635.4971. Close to schools, and priced 
viewing time for you. Kelly rightl This 3 bedroom home 
Squires 635.7616 or drop in ana has full basement and large 
s#e it on "Realscope". ,,.: landscaped yard, single car 
, ,.,~, . garage. Phone Barb Parfltt 
~ , ' ~ ~ +  :1~"  " ' 4 9 7 t ~ f ° r  appointment to view. 635. 
A home for a small family. 
This I bedroom house has 5 year old starter home with 
~* .... ~ ~ . . . . . . . . .  been recently remodelled. It lots of privacy. Large garden 
'ltevenue home on Graham is situatedon a landscaped ~/= area, large fenced yard. 
kve. P'iced at S47,500 this Double garage. Two bedroom acre lot with fruit trees. 
homefeafores2bedrooms up, Separate garage. Owner Is house with many features. 
I down, plus rental suite with transferred and anxious to Drive by it 2118 Laurel in 
:ffrivate entrance. Try your sell. Askingpriceonly.19,000. Thornhill. For appointment to 
or. Phone for appointment For further information call view, phone Bah Parfitt, 635. 
tQview. Ask for Barb Parfltt H. Godllnski. 635.5397. 4971. 
.63947¢1. 
635-4971 
PARK" AVENUE 
Werthner to win in four 
minutes, 13.5 seconds. 
Aria Virkherg, also of Fin- 
land, was second and 
Werthner third in 4:16.i. 
Gennady Belkov of the 
Soviet Union won the men's 
high jump at 2.21 metres 
(seven feet, three inches). 
American record holder• 
Dwight Stones was second 
at 2.18 and Joy, the Olympic 
silver medallist, third 'on 
2:14. 
• Joy made good on his first 
attempts at 2.10 and 2.14 but 
fated once at 2.18 and twice 
at 2.21. Joy has previously 
jumped 2.26 metres. 
QUAX WINS 
New Zealand's Dick Quax 
ran the world's fastest 5,000- 
metre race of the season 
during the first session of 
the two-day competition at 
Olympic Stadium. - 
Quax, taking the lead with 
some 200 metres left, 
clocked 13:19.4 to beat 
Briton Nick Rose's previous 
top time of the year by 1.2 
seconds. 
Ian Stewart of Britain fin- 
ished second in 13:23.3 and 
France Fava was third in 
13:23.6 for an Italian record. 
Luigi Zarcone, another 
Italian, was one-tenth of a 
second behind in fourth 
place. 
Mike Bolt of Kenya and 
Silvio Leonard of Cuba were 
other impressive winners. 
Bolt clocked 1:44.6 in the 
'800 metres, well ahead of 
Seymour Newman of 
Jamaica and American 
Tom McLean. Each was 
timed in 1:45.2. 
Leonard took the 100- 
metre dash in 10.0 seconds, 
one-tenth ofa second ahead 
of Guy Abrahams of 
Panama, Cbarlie Wells of 
the U.S. and Olympic cham- 
pion Hasley Crawford of 
Trinidad. 
through 
without 
leaving 
your 
livingr0om 
. |1~ ; 
Why waste valuable time I~fti~g at houses that 
one glance tells you aren't fopigou? With REAL- 
SCOPE you see before youl!f~dvel. Your Healty 
World Member Broker phot0~raphs a house eight 
t imes-  Inside and out - -  to show all its points 
of beauty and value. These big, bea ut!ful colour 
photographs ere mounted together to term wnat 
we call REALSCOPE. It s the easy, convenient 
way to look at homes. Do your viewing in our 
offices daytime or evening --  or in the comfort of 
your own living room. 
Remember, only Realty World gives yo~ 
RealScope. 
REALTY WORLD 
I 
4615 Park Avenue ,REALTY LTD 
• 4 
Where Wade held a 
decisive edge was at the net, 
where she unfurled some 
br i l l i ant  vol leys,  and in  
serving. Evert  held her 
serve ovdy five times in 12 
attempts and only once after 
the second set. 
• Wade won the first set 
after taking the first four 
games, but Evert came 
back in. the second and it 
seemed she was on her way. 
But it didn't turn out that 
way. 
The first game of the third 
set was vital and it finished 
with an incident that earned 
Evert the respect of the 
crowd but was possibly the 
turning point. 
At advantage Wade, the 
American insisted that one 
of her shots was not in and 
the umpire, after .calling 
deuce, gave the game to the 
British player. 
(Re dIE 61UE V0U 
RLL THE (0mFORTS 
n;  am;  
~:n°mf°jt:f °:h°fmb'uiT:ker:c°rUratV:nC:~l::h~c~i:sYear ~'  
Its the only way to got 
we have f ine  used camper  t rucks  ava i lab le  now. 
1970 Ford F,O  mper .,,ci.,, v-,..ufo, trans. $189511 i 
F250 4x4 Pickup ] 1974 Ford v,,s..r,. $4695 
• V8 Auto [! 1973 JnmmyBlazer T,,,,. 3795 
1974 Ford,=,. ,,,,,, ,,,,.,, ,,-,,.,,,.,. $3695 
1975 Ford , , . ° , ,  , . , . ,  .d ,  ,,-n,. $4195!' 
r Air3 Dr. 5395 i 1975 Mercu y ,,, Power 
1975 OldScutla, stn. wgn.,e,,.,ster.,.l,,wer $5795'1 
1976 Dodge ¢harger',,o  ,v°, $5495 
1973 $2895 
1976 Ford.d 2door, V.O, auto. trans.,rad,o $5695 
1972 Ford Exp Io rer ~L~r.?.2295 
1973 Toyota $1395 
1976 6ran T0rJn0:::r,'r.  t .d, $4795 
1973 Datsun,,o, 4,,,.,,,,°o.,,0.,. $2596 
1976 $3895 
~ "~:,.~v,",.~_~.~ . Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd, 
4631 Keith 
~635-49ii4 
D00727A 
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thewayup I ) "-"-""'0"'""" ! F I • i ' • , " , " -'"' ~ tnnlsh driver on K iHmet : l , : l , | tyeenh 'e  
Kekc Rosburg, talented F t~y would c!ineh the Wheaton, I11., at Gimli, . ~ . ' ' 
Finnish driver now living in opportunity--.and might Nan., last week in the 
Germany, hopes a strong make his debut in the second event of the national I .... i ' 
in the third leg German Grand Prix in series. He also stands fifth FOVooe c~Ea~EeRa s 
of the Canadian challenge about a month. _ in total points behind Rahal, . 'i. ~' 
auto racing series here this "I wi_'ll keep. racing as long Price Cobb of D.aU..as, Tex., both said they are sorry to short tracks, you d ,, g .i I 
shot at a berth in Formula toward Formula One," Calif., andGilles Villeneuve 
One competition. Rosburg said in an ofBerthierville, Que. Sav ings  Jamb • ; 
Rosburg. 28, a former go- interview. "That's the aim DEBUT SCHEDULED 
carting champion, said in an for all ambitious drivers but Villeneuve, 1976 Formula 
;.,,~,., ;.... w,=a,,,=¢dav he I won't be especially Atlantic tour champion, will 1 
nrob'ab'lv'wiii~b~e~nT~stin~ disappointed ff it doesn't make his Formula One OPO 7' ' "11 
~'~,=~';~a One c=ars nex't havnen right away." debut in the British Grand I ..... 
week'--'a'good showing in the [t~sburg was second Prix at Silverstone. ~i i~osb~i ,d~h~[:? i~ :~tlaap. e"nch involv g ,  WIENERS I 
seen the Speedway track . I just think that l =~, ,  • 
and suggested things might villeneuve had better Thorpe was problem be different here, concenu-amonracing,.no~ I 
Rahal, who has competed on t~king,:' R osbur[~ sakl. i ~ : ~ ~  _'.. '- J  " - - .~  ~'~b~. • ~~-L - -~ l 
once on the international He nas ms r'orm..ma une i 
circuit here, said the small, to feel sorry for him." m m to team says manager track and once on the short chanee lockedupsoitshard BUN  .1 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Vancouver Province and other CFL team picked up 
Wide receiverJimThorpe publisher Paddy Sherman o¢ Thorpe when he was on L i o n s  tr m roster I }1 
on the injured reserve list. W e s t e r n F o o t b a 11 wrote Oct. 25, 1974, in which also said competition in the C°nference in 1973 because Whitehead alleged that Nail°nat F°°tball League is British C°lumbia Li°ns i R ]  i 
his off-field behavior made Thorpe had been "exiledby so stiff that Thorpe's released 'two imports and Ilgenfritz was obtained by VAO 2 PKBS, 
him a problem for the team, the CFL for trafficking in chances of being picked up another retired Wednesday the Lions 0F O 
by the NFL is slim. as the Western Football Toronto Argonauts of the imm(G, i , , -• 
general manager Earl 
Lunsford of the Bombers 
testified Tuesday in British 
Columbia Supreme Court. 
Lunsford told Mr. Justice 
David Verchere that he 
tried several times to trade 
Thorpe to another team in 
the Canadian Football 
League, but was un- 
successful. 
He was testifying in a libel 
action brought by Thorpe 
against sports columnist 
Lunsford denied knowing 
when he released the player 
that Thorpe would not end 
up playing for another 
potential competitor in the 
drugs." 
Thorpe was released by 
Winnipeg four years ago 
after being summonsed on 
drug charges in Ontario and 
later he was convicted of 
possession of drugs. CFL. 
Thorpe's lawyer, Jay 
Clarke, argued in the court In earlier testimony, 
Tuesday that Whitehead's Thorpe said he had been told 
column has cost Thorpe that the Province published 
opportunities to play correction of Whitehead's 
professional football, allegation, but he ~aid he did 
Under questioning from not read the correction at 
defence counsel L. M. the time of its pubUcation n 
__a : J -  • . . . .  c^.A o~;A .,,~ ~ ..~ 1W74_ 
Conference team reduced 
its roster to 42 players 
• following its third exhibition 
game. 
Released were veteran 
offensive guard Edgar Bell 
and rookie defensive end 
Mark Ilgenfritz. Put on the 
retired list was veteran 
defensive back Mike Fink. 
Bell was a regular with . 
the Lions for most of the 1976 
season as a rookie from 
Mew Mexico State. He 
guffered a knee injury late 
last week from 
Eastern Footba l l  
Conference on waivers, but 
saw little action Tuesday in 
a 34-17 loss to Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers of the WFC. 
Fink signed with the Lions 
during the offseason after 
being released late. in the 
1976 season by Edmonton 
Eskimos of the WFC. 
The Lions have lost two of 
their three exhibition games 
and play the Eskimos in Ed- 
monton on Friday. 
Co~PAm" SUNON.OW A DANDY SIZED NEAT, Ct.F.J~ STARTER HON~ 
ATTRACTIVE NATURAL WOOO IN. One of lt~ ~ hom~ I11 ~ sub. / Locat~dce~totowni l lsNol~klx~l~ 
TERROR ~v~l  with ~l l  t0 v, atl ¢ l l~ lng  FAMILY  HOME no I:~m~nt home has v~l  to wit 
Thls2~or.eyhornefeatures2bdrn~on ttlroughout the I l r~  bedrooms and HO66YFARMACREAO~YIL=WAND , cerlmtlng, rec~tlydeaoratedln~ri~',a 
upper ~i~',. llirge L.R. with fireplace, living a ,  Alcoa Siding mderlar, U. 1300 sq. ft. with full basement goed.Qzed laundry am ~ ram, 
D.R.,rnodernldtchm, lergerratr bdrni, shaped Idtohon, carport and the lot Is f in ished.  Ma in  f loor 3 Located on Queam~y In "11~ont1111 the and It b located at a '~l l  lard~.aped, 
w<U doset, vwap-amund sundeck, nlcely f ~  with io~ ~ master has en- property is aR:n0o(Imaffiy 9 acres and erd flmced lot. Full wlce Is S~00.~0. 
WESTERN FAMILY 
FROZEN 
ORANGE 
JU ICE  
:ON C E NTRAT E D UNSWEETENEC 
12.5 OZ. 
FRENOW.S PREPARED 
MUSTARD 
SPICED ~ ...... 
HAM . , ',, 
HAM & TURKEY 1 
BARB.E.QUE • 
HAM & BACON 
LUNCHEON 
MEAT 
6 OZ. 
VACUUM PAK 
I 
160z JAil .51 
i /)':L 
. f  
suite, large kitchen plus a f ro~ m two roads and the river. The To vllM l=hme Rusty Llun0h . 
i another full bthrm., 2rd bdrm end Idt. I Far vle~ng ~ t  Rusty kJorgh. ~" m d~m,c~sl~edasln.lawsult~, Give Lob ~ comfortable living room with h0use ls set back off Ilernodandhas3 ~ • bedrooms, ',"= baselnmt, f l repl~,  at. ~;~ 
' ~ flreplace'Basementlevelhas t~carmrtandmmecametlre' L "*  ............ ' ~ ~  IO i ; '  ! fill ) • ' ' 2 bedrooms large rec room .a are --el out.=|idlng. ~. / ~ ~  '~ #~ 
with wet bar ,  3 p iece  fonclng~dlmSlure, rmt-c~Uarmdo '~ ~/r~ ~ 
bathroom and laundry room creek running tt',rou~ the promW. , ~, ~ ! 
there is an attached garage There is al=o subdlvlslm pm~bllltlm. 
To view PhYla Rusty Llungh ', . " 
and 2 sundecks drive by 4616 ~,L ~ " "~ 
HI I Icresf  and call  Bob ~" :, 
Sheridan. I -" 
3bcmMI bstnt horm In mw awldltkln. 
e,, IC |  
~ .  Natural gas heattre, riced 
yard and landscaped. 4931 Park Ave. ~ 1 
~ ~= ~s. ~,,, ~ , CREAM 
~ ~ ~ ~  / NOVILTI I l i  Pkgof 12 i • 
CHALET STYLE IN CUPPERSIDE 
I ~ ~  ~=~' ! ..t. I ~sr~TeS I f,~ ~00.00 
For vtev~ng Phone Bert L ungh. 
D~JPLEX IN THORNHILL 
Tv~ ~loroy ®plex wi~ full I;~l~l'le~, 
threa Ioe0room~, haro%~oed floors, oil 
furnace, separote meters, h'or~ md 
~ ,  One side presently rented 
S2.%.00 per rn~lh. Each slde Is 
p~eteiy ~r~ted lay a ce~rete 
fire veil. Property Is two lois 66 x 14u 
Is seeded to grass, .For vlew1~v ng 
phone Rusty Llungh. 
APART/WENT INVESTMENT 
An eight unit aperient rowhou~, wlttl 
eoo~ unlt having threa bedroom, I &.'/: 
hatt~, dectrl¢ I~at, laundry area, era a 
gaed parking area In I le rear. Proper~ 
Is centrally located and rmted. F?r 
furlher information phone RUSTy 
tiunoh. 
~ ,..  ~ ___.L.._" 
"'-;;~m- " , ,m. " 
ALL THE EXTRAS BUILT IN 
This homo Is 1296 ~,  ft,, fl~hed up • 
doM1. Fea~rea Include 2 fireplace, :3 
full baths, large carport, sundeck & 
many mere exlres. Full bait  Is flnl .~h~.~ 
Include ~'~, large rurmus rm ~m 
wet har, games rm., I~rm ~ storage 
area plus ful y flni~'ted leumry 8rim, 
~ner ,  w~har, dryer, I:)er fridge. Ca'~ll 
EX~In t-AC~I to  view this ~o~ler~ 
farr~ly t~mle. 
s~ ~ .  ~ " 
flr~.ce, wa. to ~11 carpe~W,!a.~!y 
k.ltd~, dlnt nD ecru, arlo a tlrHa?eo. 
Mmlly r~ 3 PCe. bo l t~ on me 
er¢l launcl~ room lfl mo .t~=mm~..., rw 
property Is nicely Imd~l~ ano mare 
~ m at tac~ carpcrt. 
TO view Plt~e Rusty L1ungh 
ATTRACTIVE HON~ CN OAIR AVE. 
SpaciOus family home with four 
bedrooms, ~oll to veil C~Imllng, a 
brlghf ced;n~ kitchen with Mtlrg arm 
I~JIIt In d l~n~ler ,  fireplace, patio 
off of the dining room, i~ l  8 family 
room, bedroom and mud~oom on the 
tov~" level. ~ wounds are tastefully 
landscaped [no natural wmmy eattlng. 
T vlew ~ Bert L[ur~. 
~,, ~ ~:~.~'~" 
4900 BLOCK SCOTT 
=aved street, close io schools 
large 8~ ft. lot and un- 
derground services, This 3 
bedroom full basement home 
has wal l  to wal l  throughout ,  a 
finished rec room,  bar,  bath 
and fourth bedroom In the 
basement. The grounds are 
fully landscaped with shrubs, 
NEW L IST ING 
2 Bedroom with basement nice 
lot fenced landscaped 
In garden lawns and  trees. 
Neat and tidy very good 
condition $35,000. 2702 Keefer 
Bob Sheridan a cal l .  
3309 Sparks St. dose to downtown f& _ 
sd~ools. Large Sl0drm. home, 1.~sq. t. 
.51h bdrm.,rurnpus rE. & ~d bthrm, in 
bsmt. Also office or study rcenl ml main 
floor. Dbl. carpoed, 261)(29' wired, in. 
su aled & hewed t~'ks~p at rear of 
property. Price has been drastically 
reduced. Call Bob Sheridan . . . .  
F,P.~M~ 
Very slmclous 3 bdrm family home on 
large 7~ x 200' level lot will g~'clm area 
& ~ge s~r~e b~ at back o~ wmFtY.. 
Feature lndlxle heatala~ar flrepl~e, 
large engram fo~',  eec _h~t, dU 
g~md, w-w & vinyl floo~. This 
require minor fl~shlng ~ I~ la 
~ TO sell at $31,500. Call D~th I for aR~oin~mont to view. ' 
LOVELY MOOERN FI~ME WITH ALL 
THE EXTP.A5 
4~drr~ ~dl nlc~y carload, 2 fireplaces, 
ensu~te pi~, off rn~ .er bedroom, lar0e 
kltchm, .r~t nm. _ _ _~ ~emd ~ !lt:i n 
2 storey home with homey interior, 
fireplace, 3 bdrrns., 1//2 bulbs, dbl. 
windows, shake roof &unfinished loft on 
3rd storey. Property is attractively 
landscaped & priced at g~5,500. View 
with Bert Liungh, 
QUALITY BUILT 
3 10drm, full bsmt, 4tll ledrm in bsmt. 
Lovely modern kitchen.. 20'x12' rumpus 
room in bsrnt. Laundry room has built.in 
cabinets. 2 full t~ l th~.  This bsmt 
oo~verls readily to suite as Idf(t~en 
rough.in plumbing and 2~)v cable are 
Installed. convenle~t Iocatim..~ll Bo~ 
~erldan. '~ ~t., .;. 
~Am 
HANDYMAN SPECIAL IN THOR- 
NHILL 
A three bedroom, full ~ home 
will cedar siding, I~tlo 8, deck area, 
e(edrlc heating ar¢l opproxImet~y 1040 
~1. f t ,  located on Paque~e stre~ near 
the Primary School tt~t requires sow~ 
flnl~lng. Full Price ~o0,00  
viewing phone Bert LJurgh, 
I~RA'~D NEW" 
R~.¢~ly f~ occdpancy w~m everylhltQ 
you .'~d. Aflractive sandstone & mar ble 
firevlace, msulte Iolbg. ~ patto.~rs from 
ON THE BENCH 
Good Ilree bedrmm totally home on 
dead end slree~, wtth ~ I I  to wl i  cK- 
retlng, I & V= bat~, eating arm In the 
~Jhd~n ~m o dkdng room end a full 
bmemmt v,4ii on extra bedronm ond 
rumpm r im.  Thare Is a large =dlechod rxpoft ond ~o ~mcop~ ona fm¢~, 
lot Is M x 120, 
For enapmlmmnt to view Photo Bert 
Uunm. 
1~o bedroom home on very large lind. 
sr.aped and fmced lot on quiet, 
~ In "lltar~lll. Cortcr~e f~mdatlon, 
peflo doers to larga sundeck at rer  ~ 
house Wall to ~11. /~ak~ $1&500. 
Drive by 3921 Cre~entvlew Ave and call 
I:~In N¢Ooll to view. 
: 
r i :~y t~Ter ~t¢~ starter home, :~ 
bdrms., 4 pc. bthrr~, cute Idtd~n, 
uttllty rm. end good size living rm, All in 
excellent oondlflen, Yard is fenced. To 
.vlewcalt Bob Sheridan--asking $26,000. I 
CLEAN ~ ~ 
Cenlrally. located Ills three 10edroons 
' hon~ is In good cendltlon, has v~ll to 
wall ¢afp~lng In the I iv:~ morn, • 
a n taloupe "  
Ca lifornia Grown *!~ 
Jumbo 
45 
FRESH - B,O, GROWH 
FRESH 
FRYING 
CHICKEN 
WHOLE 
OANADA GRADE "A" 
2Vs-4 POUNDS 
'~ ,~. .  
• ' .~ : : ;~ . '~  ... . ~ 
• .., . . . .  ~ .~,  . .  -, ~~%."  ?:i ],i.: 
," 
LB,  
. .~  OALIFORNIA 
. .  , ' , .  
-.,~.:,, .;-~/,./,..:',,~,~.:; i '~ OANADA NO 1 SWEET 
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by Brant parker and Johnny hart Crossword I "rHSR~'~ NOT A 
MONUTe A PAY ~ / 
I IoN"l " THINk: @F. / 
"/HE ,JOY OF / 
I Scheme 
" , ,  • S Leather 
• . - . • ,. .' . , . ' .  : ' "  moccasin., 
8 To ravel 
12 Chibchan 
Indian 
13 Artificial 
. • language 
, l i  Network. 
/ OF ,A~KIN~. 
iI. 
I ~ve~,~...:; ) It I 
Catfish by Rog Bollen 
I |  ' : : : : , ,~;,~i~ ~. 
by johnny hart 
B I C  l .  
17"  __ . .  
Hagar the Horrible 
I I~ATTLE CRY-- 
15 Persia 
16 Ending for 
dead or 
dish 
17 Sweetsop 
18 Auto 
repair 
shop 
20 Village in 
Galilee 
I I  Suburb of 
Detroit 
IS Abode of 
the dead 
20 Beam 
30 Cyclades 
island 
31 Imitator 
32 Split 
pulse 
33 A fruit 
34 Dress coin 
edges 
by Eugene Sheffer 
M Shade of 53 Incise. as 9 Advance 
blue a l ine fee (Law) 
37 Half- t54 Start for 10 Consumed 
• .. MIrubby . . . . .  saw.er the :11 Word of 
mint 55 Fencing assent 
40 River in sword , 19 Word with 
Italy DOWN burner or 
41 Gem stone I Punctilious furnace 
45 Extinct " person Zl Some 
bird 2 Zhivago 23 Delineates 
47 Sailor heroine Z4 Aunts, in 
49 Air: comb. 3 Bradley or Spain 
fore Sheriff 15 Time long 
50 Unfold 4 Songbird past 
51 Lamb's 5 "Pay.tbe --" 26 Suspend 
mother 6 Gir l ' snun ie  27 Samoan 
52 Breathe 7 Hide seaport 
with effort 8 French coin 28 Abases 
Avg. soluUon time: 2tmin. 
IA IL IPBBBIE IT IAB IS IE IL IF I  
• I L I i l E I IE IL IA INmEIV IO IE I  
IO IB IO IEBOI I I L I LBK I I IT I  
I~ l~ lG IS l Io I r , l l L IYnE IT l l= l  
35 .Start for 
lap or drop Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
mm 
llli  li 
Illl  il 
inll ll 
inllil  
tiilll l 
ilnl il 
i l l , i l l  
i l l i / i l  
l l t l l® i i  
illll il imnn in 
32 Signifies 
33 List of 
British 
nobles 
35 Lair 
36 Golfer's org. 
38 Male bee 
39 Concur 
42 Atide 
43 Scottish 
Gaelic 
44 European 
shark 
45 June bug 
WWII agcy. 
48 solemn 
wonder 
m 
m 
" 50 
I 
~ 41 
9 lid III 
F I I [~] I [~I  
Dik Browne Cr~;,tci,:ll.iip by 
Y IU JR - IUWRL Y l )  XZC WRRX 
ZX JLRRX CYRO 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- GAY COMEDY DIFFUSED 
MAGICAL MUSICAL MOOD. ' 
~) 1977 King Features Syndicate. Inc. 
Today's Cryptequlp clue: Z equals O 
The Cryptequip is a simple substitution cipher in whLch each 
letter used stands for another. If yo u ~ that X .eq~ls O,.it 
The Amazing SPID 
Fil ly ~ ' I 'REN~TH-"  ' ~  THE "~ 
FA~IN~/ RATTLER ~ ~RPENT 
~, (X~l . .  t_~ETHIN~.o | VENOM °-  IT~ 
~ ~ -  
" .~  - "7 / '~  
• "h 
FEA' 
rATR~O--~" QI.I/CI~/ "~ 
12~N'T I ~'L i CARRY HI~ 're J 
l,//14ORE/ i ~ ~! r- 
.EF ' r - - /  // , ~ M~l,~/,. 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locatlug 
vowels. SoluUon is accomplished by trial and error. 
RES 
Your individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY, 
JUNE 30, 1977 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 
Some awkward situations can 
nowbe worked on successfully; 
an opponent mode an ally; 
Adroit thinking is the answer --  
plus a shrewd bit of diplomacy. 
TA~US t~:~ 
(Apr. ~.l to May ~.1) 
A fine day for artistic, 
literary and social interests. In 
all thiugs, capitalize on your 
(~eati~lty. Romance favored, 
too. 
GEmNI ! !~ 
(May t2 to June 21) 
Talk controversial issues over 
in a businesslike, objective 
fashion, not permltUng per- 
sonalities to enter the fray. Pay 
no attentlun to those who have 
proved unreliable in the past. 
c, Ncui O~ 
(June 21 to July 23) 
Lunar influences favorable;. 
mmurage any number of ac- 
tivities, including new en- 
terprises you have been pbm- 
ning to launch. Sound out the 
competition. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
A day in which to curb your 
innate aggressiveness with 
intelligent self-discipline and 
stress moderation. Ext re~ 
of any kind could alienate 
others. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
You can make headway in 
most matters, but some con- 
cessions may be necessary. Do 
not take on new v'~ntures 
without horough investigation. 
Tlds lsno day for acting blindly. 
urns ~ 
(Sept. 94 to Oct, 23) 
Stellar influences usplclou. 
Tailor moves sagely to fit the 
occasion. If stresses arise, ease 
off sufficiently to think and 
judge more clearly. 
scosP,O' n l , ,~  
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 12) 
This is no time to venture 
forth in search of ,'greener 
pastures." Stick to the tried and 
proven or some things could get 
out of hand. 
ssGrrrARn~s ~,li~ty 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Your ability to see below the 
surface a boon now. You can 
gain by capitalizing en in- 
formation come upon un~- 
pectedly. Don't hesitate to use 
it. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
A renewed interest in a 
previously dropped project 
indicated - -  with greater 
probability of success now. 
Personal relationships and 
travel dshly favored. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Some restraint in ones'; also 
some rechecking of plans. 
Prospects bdghtening in seine 
areas, but foresight a "must." 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Someone in a position to help 
will be a willing listener, so 
outline your goals frankly. But 
be sure they are realistic. 
YOU BORN TODAY are, 
unlike most Cancertam, in- 
i:lined toward extremism and 
can be highly unconv~tienal at .  
times, Uke  them, l lw~m",  you 
have a keenly analytical mind,  
boundless Imagination and 
great versati l ity. You are more 
outgoin~ than many bern under 
your elgn and could shble i l l  a 
salesman, orator or actor. You 
have a decided talent for mnsic; 
could excel as either in- 
strumentaltat or composer. 
Other fields suited to your 
talents: the l aw,  science, 
education and hort icu l ture .  
Likely faults:' tack of self. 
confidence, hypersensitivity 
end Jealousy. girthdate of: 
Susan Hayward, film star; 
lena Home, popular sider. 
i -" school;; out : 
Stock up on Summer  read ing  
. A l l  Ch i ld ren 's  Books  
- A l l  Teen  Books -4  ~ OL  d l i~&& 
• 'All F ic t ion  Books / U TO ~1/  
SOMETHING 
• GOOD 
4617 Laze l le  Ave .  "' 
June 29 & 30-  July 2 
•, • • -...-.-.-.'.'.-.'.'.'.%:,'.;-;.;..;.:.;.;.;~;." ~ :;,..: ~.:,; . . . . . . . .  .....-.-'.-'.'-.'-:.','.'.'.'.'. "-'.'.'.' '.;';'_;'_;'_.'; ; .'.%'-. .'.'.'.-'.'-.'-.'-.'.%-'. .'-."-" .-'.'-.-'.-'.'-. . "-" .'." ." .~ .~.'--'--'-.:.: .:,  :.:-:. :~:~: ":'_ _': _':'_:'L':':.':':':~ :" ': ": ":" :':~:'-:':':'-:~ :" ::::: "-'. :: :::::::;:::--'."-'. ;'.'.';'.'-'.';'.'.'- ;';';', • • :;:;:~ . . . .  
R-MAN . . . .  Today,..on television 
V.. I 
2 3&6 4 9 
l~'_ . . . . . .  "~ '  9 :~0 I . I~ .  ~ .,ll ' $1!~E STaUlT,., 
,l=ilo ~..m__v _~.~1" 10:00 I : l lm~c,~,~.  
10:30 I i i~ i~o i i '  
11:00 I iqRs i t~ l l l f~o~ 
11:30 I ~o i  R ims-  
Jl* I ~ ' . 
.mom. l~ ~ i'i",~li 
. . . . .  l ' l i" lt l i l t t  u~_ ~_M~_ STnml+ 
r :~. ¢ Ic .  ~ 12:30 I ~ ' l l  
l i  I~ I l l  I " I I " I l l  
MtlMILS & ltllll 
'Mi~C 
".~Ioulm Mimr. 
',IMIqNiW Fk.-T"~V 
:IEI,.eCTRi¢ ce. 
,~ " , ~" ~ 'T P ~  ' ' Poc~B,~AM'  ,T'~U~TAP'TV .1 ~ '  ~,~,,_U)=,V_.mOAV s h O0 I mor ro  i : sam( :es~, ,a= 
THE RATTLER'5 ~NKING FACET MAYBE ~ Ou--  ~ O E - "  1:30 I . l '~t°u" ,  . 
TAXI! • HIIIA TC THe KATT-/,~;~I~'o- ~* . . . . . . .  /1  ~. . - -  L .,HA~ HAPPEENI:::P ~ i~ . . . .  ~ AN~,~,~--.--~I3~-, Ln 2 :00  ] F iMAK|NG M'U'$!'C" 
2:30 I ~ .L~N~ ! BREAD • SUT- , I M . ~ .  l lr ' - -"~ F ..~,~'E.-~,,,:/ I 1 A \1 ~. .~~~- - ' "Z i~ l l i l l i  -no,.lol=Nl=~ .',r,=,,,.llls - -  
~ t  ,'-. 11  " i ' '"  / ' ' -  " . . . .  " 3 :00  I ] - - .BEAT I"" ~~ . . - -~~-~ ~ ~  . , ~. . i ,  . i . ,  *~. -  ' 
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14. Business Personal 33. For Sale - Misc.  47. Homes for Rent .49• Homes ' for  S;;!e. • 57. Automobi les  
• : - . . . .  : ..... " ; .  - 
r,,~,,; - - - ' -~ " ' ' ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  bdrms., fireplace & wall to Wall., .~-v u, w=w ,.. ,w ,  = . . . . . . .  Phone 632.5706 • Kltimet Phone 635.5876or 630.1231. (cffl broad selection of flowering i 635.7939. (p-11,16) Must sell 197412x62 with slldlno 
Subscription rates: Single Copy ornamental trees, shrubs carpet on Y= acre ~ school bu~! (cff) ' 1972 Pont. 4 door wgn. V0, auto, glass door, 2.lacy ~shecks., 1 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier evergreens particularly suited Unfurnished 2 Bedroom house, run. Fenced and landscaped, 197"~ Bronco V0 Excollen" Spaclal $1800. Copper Mtn. Eat. finished, wasner, Dryer, triage, 
condltion wlth extras. $3800 635- ,Ltd., 3026 Hwy. 16E. DL00605A stove. $11,500 or best offer. 
(C-22) Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
540.00. Senior Citizens 520.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
~1.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment Qf 
postage in cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
"WelgM W;,ichers m~ting:'he'la 
ever, y Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United ChurCh Hall, 4907 
• Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
will commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will, 
be In room 4, CaledenTa High 
School. Al l  bridge players are' 
Invited to attend. For 
partni~rship or information • 
il~one 635-7356. (cft) 
Thornhlll Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lod;e No 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting. 
held every 2nd and 4th 
.Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. [cft) 
INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at P 
:n the Skeena Health Unit. Fo# 
more information phone 635. 
2847 or635-3023. 
' :" " -  -A-L-'C~HOLtCS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, ~'hur~i~, Saturda',/. 
Phone .'~I~ .... . . .  r - . : :  ~ 
~- 620-1021 
635-7423 
B.C. Heart Foundation• In 
Memorial Donations may I~, 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22 
Terrace, B.C. 
Parents 
in Crisis 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable~ 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely• 
confidential. Phone Mary or 
John - 635-4419 or Jane .. 635-. 
4607. (ctf) 
""~" Ke~rmode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
fiJrther information phone 635- 
3~ 
Meeting - -  Terrace B.P.O.E 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
.'Thursday of month. O.O~R.P. 
(Ladies of the Royal Purpie) - 
'Second and Fourth Monday;" of 
.~onth 
Garage Sale: Saturday July 
2nd. 100.m. 4706 Goulet. (Sav- 
More Subdivision) 635.3401 (P- 
22) 
14. Business Personal 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
Low Rates 
No job too big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
~alntlng, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635.4094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf) 
KII~GREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
scaping, '~ackfllllng, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat. 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(ctf) 
Webb Ref.r!gerat ion 
4623 SOUCIE 635.2188 
e 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTU. 
.Refrigerative Contracting and 
household repalrs. ~'Phene 63S. 
.S076 or 638.1231. (ctf! . . . . . . . .  
19. Help Wanted 
% 
WANTED; 
Applianoe 
Technition 
Required immediate ly .  
Exce l lent  company 
benef i ts ,  compet i t i ve  
sa lary .  App ly  to :  
Manapr at Sears 
4616 Lazelle 
636-6641 
"i'AX I DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
licence and police pei'mlt 
required• Contact manager, 
Terrace' Taxi ..635.2242. (cff. 
Wanted part time Assistant 
Health Care Planner, to assist 
two or three days weekly with 
Health Care Plannlng 
Research, report writing _and 
project monitoring. Ma II 
resumes to: Regional District 
of KItlmat.Stlklne, care of John 
Pausette, No. 9, 4644 Lazelle 
Ava, Terrace, kB.C. V0G 1S6 (C- 
22,1,4) 
Bar Manager wanted for small 
cocktail lounge in Smlthers. 
Reply to Box 1159, The Herald. 
(C-21,22,1) 
JOB PLANNER REQUIRED 
Must have • thorough 
knowledge of building trades 
and practices. Prefer iour- 
neyman carpenter wlth ex..  
parlance in planning. Will be 
required to purcheseand collect 
all materials for lobs. Also set- 
up a preventative malntonance 
program, schedule work, 
-est imate times and check 
progress to completion of work 
orders. 
Stead work excelleht con- 
ditlons, satisfying position. 
Salary $17,000.00 - $~.0,000.00 
depending on qualiflcatfons. 
Apply to: 
R. Ellis 
Building Superintendent 
School District No.80 
1515 Kingfisher Avenue, 
Kitlmat, B.C, 
V0C 1SS 
(C.22) 
ACCOUNTS CLERK 
TERRACE 
$961. $1,053 
The Provincial Ministry of 
Health requlres a person at 
Skeenavlew Lodge to handle 
voucherlng duties, and accounts 
payable; to assist in collodion 
and accounting for fees, attend 
to public enquiries and perform 
other related duties. 
Preferably, Secondary School 
Graduation and a minimum of 
three years' related clerical- 
bookkeeping experlence. 
An Isolation Allowance of 
$49.50 per month Is paid In 
addition to salary. 
Canadian citizens are given 
preference. 
Obtain appllcetions from the 
Government Agent, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace V8G 
1P$ and return to the Public 
Serv ice  Commiss ion ,  
Valleyvlew Lodge, ESSON- 
DALE V0M 1JOby July 13, 1977. 
COMPETITION NO. 77:1314 
(C-22) 
24. Situat ions Wanted 
WORK WA~I:ED 
Bulldozlng, basement dlgglng, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe wor.~, 
-eta-filling, post hole digging. 
Phone 
635:6782 
• (ctf) 
Will babysit in my home week 
days. 4255 B. Graham (P-22) 
32. Bicycles,  Motorcycles 
For Sale: Husquarna 250 Dirt 
Bike. 0600 or trade for car. 
Phone 635`2919 after 6 (P- 
21,22,1,2) 
For sale; one stove. Good 
condition. Phone 635.5365 after 
6. (ctf) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 
8 department total, re¢on. 
dltloned, very reliable type of 
machine. Wlnterland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St. Terrace; 
635.4636. (ctf) 
;For some real bacgai,,= h~ use¢~ 
women's and children's 
clothing, household !terns and 
~oys see the selection at P,e 
Kltimat Workshor) a! 660 W.; 
,Columbia St. at Riverlodqe.: 
.Open 9 to 4 wee~,. 
/Jays...donatinns wc, i~.~med. 
(ctf) 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY .- 
where you'll find "The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home." r
Corner of Halliwell & I~alum|~ 
"LoCke DH'V'e in-t~rrace.- Ope~ |
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Nk)n. to Sat.~| 
Closed Sundays. 635.2603. ,~1: 
For Sale: Approx. 12x1"6. Good 
quality carpet. Green and rust, 
Incl. underlay. Phone 
3241. (P.20,21,22) 
For Sale: One Jet unit tol" a 
?~..i)Evlnrude. Phone 635.74,t8. 
For Sale: Garrarp automatic 
turntable with shure, cart. m.  
For small family • must be 
employed. No heavy drinkers. 
Requirad reference. Phone 635- 
3694 after 7:30 p.m. (P- 
21,22,1,2,3) 
Near new 4 bedroom homq on 
qulot street, waL~ to wall car. 
petlng, fridga, stove, deep 
freeze and drapes. Further 
Information phone 635-6451. (C- 
3) 
Large 3 bedroom unturnished 
farm house on 1 acre of land at. 
4820 Lazelle Phone 635-2577 
(CTF) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom furnished 
house In Thernhlll Phone 635- 
5775 635-5874 (P-22,1) 
green house, c~lcken house; 
complete with chlckens, "large 
garden area,'small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit treas. Open to, 
all reasonable offers. Call 635-, 
betweon 7 and 10 p.m. and. 
:~ds... (sff;. 
FOR SALE:', 
3 bedroom modular; home, 
Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900 
Phone 635`3469 
o f  
679-3961 
'(ctf. Ju, JuJ) 
THE ANSWER TO THE 
HIGH CDST OF HOUSING 
Industrial router, llke new, best 
offer. 16'x x 32'1 x 10'h tent . . . .  
complete with mosquito screan ' 48. Suites for  Rent 
all around and liner for wlntor r 
insulation for 2 wood stoves. Is 
offer. Phone 635.3172. (C.1) 
Hay for Sale: Order now in the 
field or in the barn. Discount 
quantity (mixed hay - heavy 
bells) 847.3165 (C-19.1 man.) 
' Instant Printing 
and Photo Copying, 
10c Per Copy 
Totem Press & Stationery 
4550 A Lakelse Ave. 
Phone 635-7412. 
(CTF) 
For Sale:" Tent trailer for sale 
L150. Child's pony for sale $100 
638-1969 (P-21,22) 
For Sate top soil and sawdust. 
Call 635.2603. Ask for Kevln. 
(CTF) 
For Sale; weaner pigs. 635- 
26O3. (ctf) 
2" Relect lumber. $20 per 
thousand board ft. only. Price 
Skeerm Forest Products. (cff) 
Foreale12x36 IoeY shack'. Ol~m' 
to offer. Completely finished. phone venings m..Ol. (P. 
~.)  
New hay for sale: R. Perry, 
Woodcock, B.C. Mailing ad- 
dress: Box 99, Kltwanga. 
Phone 112.849-5404 (P- 
22,5,10,15,20,5,10,15,20)" 
"3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Ful l  basement, 1V= baths, half 
block from schools, S minute 
~Nalk from town.-Suitable "for 
fatal!los. $250 per month. 6- 
• month.lease. Apply 5ulto 108 
~4530. Scoff. . (cff) 
Olinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished St udi~ 
or  1 bedroom apartments. 
Security enterphone. Phone 
.au-lua="'''" . . 
• '. or 
• ~ 6S5-4321 
I 
KIL l ,S IDE  LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
,~le~plng rooms, housekeeping 
unlts, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non.drinkers only. 
Phone 635.~11. (cff) 
•':Suites for Rent i 
: 'Keystone  .Co u r~ ;| 
Apar tments .  Of f ice  No.~ 
,2.4611 Scoff. One, two.J, 
and  three  bedroom:~ 
'apartments .  J 
j 
For rent: In Thornhlll. One 
bedroom furnished apartment. 
$140 per month. Singles only. 
A beautiful Domfab home, 
completely packaged for $16,080 
delivered to your lot (a,embly 
optional). Exclusive Colorflt 
System. These luxurious homes 
Include solid oak kltchees, wall, 
to-wall carpets, sliding patio 
doors, mahogany Intm'lor tr im, 
Outstanding architecture. 
Savings and teatures that will 
delight you, Standards far  
exceed mlnlmum CMHC and 
NHA requirements. A 
reasonable lot available for 
$9,500 In the Thornhlll area. 
Send two dollars for our colour' 
brochure. 
Ed Carder, Authorized 
Dealer 
Mlnatrol Island, B.C. VOP 
1L0 
(p-22) . 
Excellent 3 bedroom, fireplace, 
largo fenced beckyerd, low 
taxes, clam to schools. Priced 
In 30's - quick sale - Phone 
McColIs 635.6131 (P.22,1,5) 
~:or Sale: 3 bedroom house with 
Fenced and landscaped with 
garden plot. Low taxes near 
school. Priced to sell at $26,S00. 
Phone 635.2806. (P.19,20,21,22) 
For Sate 3 bedroom pan.abode 
on 10 acres of land. 2 fireplaces,: 
w - w carpet, full basement and 
spiral staircase, skylight, 
carport. Land Is partially 
cleared. On pavement. Priced" 
to sell. $65,000. Phone 
645.4454 
after 6 p.m. 
Victorian settee and matching 
chairs, chest of drawers with 
mirror. Phone 638.1301) 
(C.20,21,22) 
For Sale: Portable electric 
typewriter. Excellent condition 
$175 Phone 635-3281. (C- 
22,I,2,3,4) 
For Sale: 10x50, 2 bedroom 
Own.A.Home Trailer. Set-up in 
trailer court $2,500 Phone 635. 
2482 (P.22) 
38 Wanted . Misc.  
Wanted, a rear end for 68 
Mercury I/= ton. Phone 638.0276. 
Phona 635.2065. (P.21,22,1) 5year old 2 bedroom: 960 sq. ft. 
homeo0 Kalum Lake Drive on 2 
2 Bedroom apt. with Trig. and acres. For more Informatloo 
stove, electric heat. Free 
• laundryfecllltles. No pets. 3145 call 635.7836. (C - 5) 
River Dn 635.6445 (CTF) ' 
51. Business Locat ions '  
For Rent: 3 bedroom basement 
sulto. Frldge and stove. On 
Davis St. Close to town. Wall to 
wall carpet. Available Ira. 
mediately 635.2360 (P.21,22) 
I I _ 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 .~, 
Terrace,  B.C. 
635.7056 ~n 
"New 1, 2ana .~ oearoom~01fi~s 
(ctf) 
Wanted; Teat'that sleeps 4 to 
6 pe0pl". Also camping 
equipment all In good condlto~. 
'phone 635-9323. (cff) 
Wanted to buy.  1800 c.c, 
Mazda or Courier engine or 
truck of same with good engine, 
635-2603. (ctf) 
39. Boats & Engines 
24' end 29' Plywood and 
Flbreglass flat.bottom river 
boars. One trailer. Motor with 
let aflatchment. Phone 635. 
for rent. Fridge, Sl;Qy~e, 
drapes, carpet, rec ~rb~a, 
sauna and pool table, ; w'i'th~ 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(ctf) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom fully 
furnished trai ler, :  washer, 
dryer, carpet throughout..,4347 
Kofoed Dr. $250 mon~.~;-No 
slnglee. Noanlmals. Phq~-J~35- 
2482. (P-22) 
For Rent: Furnished=~ine 
bedroom duplex at"=3936 
Mountelnvlew Ave Thor/~lll 
Phone 635.2577 (CTF) 41J. 
2 bedroom basement su te~,~rig 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
ieoosq, ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635.4636 
52. Wanted to Rent 
• Responsible couple requires 
furnished house for July and. 
August. References provided. 
Box 217 Terrace. (C.21,22) 
55. Property for  Sale 
For Sale lot size 132' x 319' at 
2907 Skeena St. Terrace. Write 
Harry Sldue, 16308 . 112 St., 
Edmonton;Alberto. (P- 17, 18, 
22, I,~ .. 5, 6, 10, 11) 
Beautiful treed, secluded 2 
acres with all year creek. Close 
to town. Must sea to appreciate. 
$17,900. Phone 635.7480. (p. 
13,16,21,4,9) 
3 bedroom house, and large 
storage building on large lot. 
Room for garden and animals. 
Asking $22,S00. Phone 635.7400. 
(P 17, 22, $, 10) 
9546 (C-1) 
63 Dials 98 4~door hard top. 1975 Chevelle Classic, 4 door, 
Excellent condition. $1000. auto, t i lt steering, tape" deck, 
View at 4718 Halllwell. Terrace Spa¢lel $3600. Caper Mth. Ent. 
(C-20,21,22,1,2) Ltd.,.3026 HWy. 16E, DL00605A 
(C-22) 
1975 Buick Skylark, hatchbacic, . . . . . . . . . . . .  
350 cu. In.; P.S., P.B., radial " $8. Mobi le  Homes 
tires, 13,000 miles, 53900. Phone 
635:6817afler6.(P-18,19,21,22) 12 x 68 Elmonfa. 3"•l~clroom, 
For sale: 1976 Ford 4x4. Fully' 
equipped. Phone 638.1744 after 
6 p.m. (P.21,22) 
1972 SlO Datsun automatic. 
~condltion. Radial summer and 
wlater fires. Radio, tape deck. 
Low mileage. Phone 635.5979. 
(C-19,21,22) 
:ED FOR 
1964 MercurY 7S0 TenOr 
dump truck in good running 
condition. 
For Sale, Wild Duck Motel. 
7 newly renovated units, 
laundry, office, storage space, 
also 2 bedroom house on 1 acre. 
Unlimited expansion, or 
retirement Income. $100,000. 
Phone 635.3242 or writ~ R.R.No. 
2 Terrace. (c.12,13,14,22,1,2) 
635-7838 
ctf 
197S Comet GT, 23,000 miles, 
mogs and radials; 655`4865 (P. 
19,20,21,22,1) 
1973 Datsun 1600 with various 
new parts, $1500. Phone 638.1426 
after 5:30 p.m. (P- 10, 19,20, 21, 
22) 
1973 Blazer, K35, PB, PS, 
hoav~;.duty equipment, radials, 
27,000 miles, good condition. 
Phone Mike or Dave. 635.3955, 
(P.20,2h22) 
1969 Ford V~ ton F100, V0, 
Standard, tapedeck, $975 OBO 
Phone 635-9356 •-afl~" S. (C" 
20,21,22) 
1970 Datsun 510 Sedan. A-I 
transportation. This. weakend.~ 
only $795. Copper Mountall) : 
EnterpriSes, 3026 Hwy. 1~ "E." 
I:PL00605A. (C.22) 
1961 ~.G.A. Roadster,'excellent 
cond. $1750 O.B.O. (C-22,1) 
1974 aids Royale, 4 door va, 
auto, PS, PB, air toad., power 
seat, Spedal 53350. Copper 
Mtn. Ent., 3026 Hwy. 16 E. 
3110. (P- 18, 19, 21, 22, 1, 3) 
12x63 3 Bedroom Safeway 
Manor • Excellent condition. 
Completely set up In quiet cool 
trailer park. Only $9,500 
Phone 635.2715. (C-16) 
For Sale: 197012'x47' 1 bedroom 
Knlght. Custom built. Un. 
furnlshed. Very well kept. 
Must be seen. Priced .to sell 
Phone 63S.2691. (P.22,S) 
separate utility room. Set up In 
local trailer court. Moving, 
must oath Make an offer 63S.: 
Salt. (C- 15,16, 17, 18,19, 20, 21,, For Sale 10x58 2 bedroom Own. 
22, 1.) A.Home trailer. Set up In 
trailer court $2,508 Phone 63S. 
For SaleG 10'xS0' Sierra 2 2482 (P.22) 
bedrooms. Fully furnished, with'. ' " • 
washer and dryer. Set up and , 66. Rec. Vehicles ' : ' .  ':, 
skirted in town. Phone 635.6759 . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
(1:)-20,21,22,1,2) "1972 Security C.amper 0' Ex. 
callent condition, large roof 
Frldga and stove. New living rack, 3 way frldgo, furnace. 
room carpet. 3 Iodroom. Also 1955 Crown Victoria with. 
$7500.00 Call 635.7486. (C-. with sun roof, for more In: 
19,20,21,:~2,1) formation Phone 638.1947 after" 
'6. (P-7) 
12'x56' Parkwood, on wheels. 2 
bedroom, carpeted, turnlshed. ' 11' Travel trailer sleeps four, 
W.uflllty room and shed. Well kept yard $10,500 open to offers fully equipped, 119.12 volts. $800 
635-6020. (C.1,2,3,4,5,6) firm. Phone 632.5734. (P-21,22); 
For rent July let, 2 bedroom 4 - 1977 Lelsurecraft Tent Trailers In stock. 1 with heater. 
suite. Frldge and stuve. Can.' Starting price $1595. Open this 
trallyloceted. Nopetsp63S.947k weekend. Copper Mountain 
(stf) Enterprises, 3026 Hwy 16E 
DLOa605A (C.22) 
CERTIFIED 
PRESCHOOL SUPERVISOR 
C0~ilmenclng sal~ember Tat, 1977 
to work with 
SPECIAL NEEDS CHILDREN 
Apply in writing before July lath 
Ms. Jennifer Davies 
Executive Diredor 
Child Development Centre 
172 3rd St. Kltimat, B.C. VOC 2H5 
LEASE OWN 
Before you b~v, ,~g~t~j~e advantegos a~:~ls rmtto  
own plan". A I I "~Y~ ~J~'"Apply to purchase: FIl'st and 
last month rent and drive away. O.A.C. 
77 .  F250 $125 per roD. 
76. EcenollneS114per roD. 
77 F100 V= ton. S108 per roD. 
also 
70 used cars and trucks to choose from. Call collect 298.4476. 
(C 13 
DL00605A (C.22) 
....................... =~ .. . . . .  .'. ~.~.*.~.....~.~.~=~.~......`.~.%:.~.%~.:~::::.<::~:.>:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::::....::~:i:;:;:~.~. ';:~:;:::~ ; : ~: :~:':':':~~i~3 •:~:1:;~:-;:::~:.:;`:i::::~:::!:::::;:::::::::~:~:~::.:~:.:~:~:.:~:~:~:.:~:.:~:~:;:;:~::::~::::::::.:..:~:~:~:~:;:~:~:~:.:.:i::~:;::~::::::~:::::;.:;-:~:;.:~:::-`:~:;:~:.:;:i::::::::::::::::::..~:;.::::~::~E:~:.~:::;~.- ~;~ ~:`'::-....::.-.-:..;:;~.--~..:;.-.:;-`;~;~;.;%.;~.~.~.~.%~.~.~.~..;..:~.:.%~.~. ....` . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . -  . . . . - . . . . - . . .o  , . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Come to Church 
iSALVATION 
•ARMY 
4637 Watsh 
Captain: 6ill Young 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Workshop 
7:30 Evening Services 
Mort. Coflage meeting 7:30 
Wed. Home league 7:30 
Sot. Youth group 7:30 
phone 
Captain or Mrs. Bill Young. 
ST. MATTIHEW'S 
CHURCH 
'Anglican Church of Canada 
4726 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Ray. La nce Stephens - 635-5855 
Church: 635.9019 
(;hurch Service 10 a.m. 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 
MENNONITE 
BRETHHEN 
¢NURCH 3265. (P.21,22,1) and stove. No pets. Only cell 
22' family cruiser, 108 Marc, Interested party. Steady 
CB, Sounder, hard.fop, bulk-worker635-5730 (C.22) 
head, low.hours. New con- For Rent: 2bedroomfownhouse Beautiful, treed, seculded 2 
dltlon. Priced to sell. Phone Prince Rupert 624-9357. (P- w-w carpet, fridge and stove, acreswlthallyear creek. Close 
Available July 1 Phone 635.2409 .totown. Must see to appreclato. 
(P-20,21,22,1) (P•22) $17,900. Phone635.7400. (P- 17, Family Worship Service: 104.5 
41. Mach inery  for  Sale Three bedroom house and 22, 5, 10) a.m. 
For Sale: 1969 Kenworth Dump large storage building on large truck, with steady lob. 14yard lot. Room for garden and 56. Business Opportun i ty  theSUndaYfall.Sch°°l wi l resume In 
heavy steel box; 44000 rear anlmsls. Asking $22,500. Phone 
ends. 335Cummlnsenglne. Has 635`7480. (p.13,16,21,4,9) 
had $9,000 work done on It In last 
12 months. Price $18,000 will 
consider late model pickup as 
part payment. Phone 635.2933. 
(P•16,18) 
57. Automobi les  
3406 Eby Street635•3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
75 ScetJt 2x4 with track-loc low 7:30 Evening Services 
mileage. Automatic, snowsand • Wednesday 7:30 p;m. 
radials, many extras. Asking 
$5100.00 . Phone 8425543 June 
29. (C-18, 21, ' 22) 
1956 Chev $ ton single axle truck 
with gravel box. Also 1 gravel 
box for single axle. Phone 635. 
3939 (C.22,1,2,3,4) 
43. Rooms for Rent 
For Sale 4 bedroom, near new 
housp, with rec room. Phone 
after 6 pro, 635.3559. (c• 
1,2,3,4,6,8,14,16,18,19,22) 
KNOX UNITED ZION BAPTIST 
CNURClHI CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. Car. Sparks & Keith 
Minister Rev• D.S. Lewis Pastor: Clyde Zimbelman 
Sunday School Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Under 12 11:00 a.m. 
Worship service 11:00 a.m. CHRISTIAN 
IEIFORMBD 
TIIHIIACli CHUNCIHI 
ALLIANCE 
CHURCH Sparks St. at Straume Ava. 
Rev. Arthur Helleman 635.2621 
Pastor Roy Taylor 
Sunday School - Terrace 10 a.m. 
• Sunday School - Remo2:30 p.m. 
Sunday 9:48 - Bible School 11:00 a.m. Worship Service 
11:00 a.m..  Morning Worship 
7:15 p.m. Evening Service 5:0(). p.m. Worship Service 
Wed. 7:30 p.m. - Bible Study & 
Prayer PINTICOSTAL 
TABERNACLE 
4647 Laselle Ave. 
PL  DS Pastor M• Kennedy 
V AN office 635.2434 Home 635.5336 
BAPTIST Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
CHURCH Mornl.g Worship 11:00 a,m. 
Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. 
Pastor D.K. Hale 635.9398 Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
• Cornerof Halliwell Youth Night Thurs. 7:30 p.m 
and N. Thomas 
SACRED HEAHT 
10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School PAIEISII 
11:00 .a.m. Morning Worship 4830 Straume Ave.Terrace 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 8:30 a.m. 
Study 11:30 a.m. 
Weds. 10:15 a.m. 
0:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies 7:30 p.m. 
"You are Welcome at 
Uplands" CHRIST 
LUTHnRAN 
CHURCH OF ODD CHUHCN 
086 River Drive 
Tef~'.~, B.C. Cor. Sparks St, 8. Park Ave. 
. . . . .  Rev. Roll Nesterud 635.5882 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Morning Service at le a.m. 
2 Bedroom house on cement 
foundation with unfinished. 
extentlon. On one acre. Low 
taxes. Close to town. Phone 635. 
7586. (P.16) 
1 bedroom for rent, with kitchen 
facilities, forgentleman. Phone 
635.5893. (P.22,1) 
, I  
EVANGELICAL 
IFHEi CNURCll 
Car. Park Ave. a,d Sparks St. 
Rev. W.H. Tatum 
3302 Spa rks Street 635.5115 
9:45 Sunday School 
i1:00 Morning Workshop 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezors, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
~_(Ctf) -,~ 
/,,o:den Rule: Odd lobs for the 
;,~less. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
~.~lum. (ctf) 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. "Your Friendly Family 
Prayer and Bible Study Sunday School 10a.m. Church" 
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JoAnne looks at Terrace summers and students 
That's once a week that there is 
something to do. 
Besides, if they went every day, the 
novelty would wear ~,ff, and then where 
would you be? I ~now where they 
would be, they would have the worst 
case of water-wrinkled skin ever seen. 
A millimeter of precipitation a day 
plus a two.hour swim. 
How much can a kid take? 
All right, we've covered swimming. 
There are movies, you say to yourself 
in a moment of absolute genius. 
H you ignore the ones that have too 
much sex, too much violence, or too 
much horror, you're left with about 
four a month. And the kids don't 
always like the tame, inoffemive 
variety of shows, They like a little zip 
in their cinema viewing, just like 
adults. 
There has got to be something else to 
By JOANNE AMES enougn'~.be cat~ght unprepared for the 
Herald StaffWriter season of sun and froltc, too bad. 
As we all know, Terrace is famous 
School is out for the summer, for it's fabulous summer weather. 
The momentary joy that he children From June first te September the third, 
and adolescents feel as they rush out blessings from the skies pour down 
into the freedom of summer fades upon us. 
quickly. ' Drench us. 
It pours for the whole time. 
"Once you're out, "what is there to Well, bear up folks. Hand the kids an 
do?" ' thi umbrella nd a pair of gumboots each, 
Please say 's with a maddenln~ and there will be no problem. . 
whine in your voice toyour parent(s) at Except hat klds don't like the rain 
least hree times an hour, daily, fur the any more than adults do. And kids 
next two month. • can'tafford togo to the swimming pool 
Parents, please exercise patience, at the rather exorbitant prices they 
If you were wise, you would have eha~e for entry every day of the week. 
signed your child's name onto one of There isn't a chance of that happening, 
the blossoming lists for swimming thongh, because there is only one day of 
lessons, hocke~ school, or a summer publig_ swimming a week. 
school course m drama. Well, so tl~y go to the pool once a 
For those of you who ~were foolish .week. . • " 
do. Something for free.  change. 
Aha! The trail up Terrace mountain. What a change, you think to yourself. 
All they need is a bag lunch. And a You've heard all these stories about 
packet of waterproof matches in case• drugs and booze being passed around, 
they get lost. And two cans of ora fige not to mention the social diseases. 
dri/~k each. And mosquito repellam, a No way you're giving your kids a 
hanky, a hat in case the sun comes out chance to be exposed to that. You can't 
(aperson.couldget sunstroke), a pair bring yourself to even suggest it, and 
of dry socks, andtwo extra desserts in when they ask, you say the word "no" 
case thekid nextdoor doesn't have one. before you can consider. 
And the dog. ' You could let them go fishing, if 
"We can't Ieave him at home." they're interested. Chances are that 
They get home and you ask how was they don't really know how to fish 
the hike, and they look at you blankly because you didn't get around to 
andsay, "we went o Joey's place"• Or teaching them, or else they hate worms 
they tell you that it was raining and and baiting hooks. 
miserable and they were bored, and Or they don't like sitting around in 
there's nothing to do here anyway, the rain on the crummy river bank. 
The last resort ... you could let them By now you think I'm being cynical 
go to a rock concert, and stupid about summer, and the 
They only come along once a month, weather, and the activities available in 
but for the teenagers it would be a town. 
• NUPTIAL BELLS RING IN JUNE 
Leonard Ramsey weds Laurie Raedeke 
The bride wore a layered Commiss ioner  of 
• cotton dtesB.with, a flower marriages Ken Booth 
pa, ttem a~. ~or$ butteh'ly officiated, 
The best man was J~: 
mesves to  me ceremony Essay. Mrs. Beverly 
which took place at = p,m. in Bry .s~n of Kitimat served as 
the Terraee prov|acial maid of lmnour, wearing a 
building, long blue smocked dress 
' . ' • . . . . L  
with short sleeves and an 
empire waist• 
The mother of the bride is 
White and yellow freesias, 
daisies, baby's breath, amd 
corn flowers adorned the 
wedding of Laurie Ruth 
Raedeke to Leonard 
Edward (Ted) Ramsey in 
Terrace on Friday, Jtme 
3rd. 
Mr. and Mrs.  Ronald 
Ramsay of Hinton, Alberta. 
Guests at the wedding 
included the bride's mother; 
LEADING STUDENTS HONORED 
Skeena Jr.., Secondary awards 
ATHLETIC AWARDS 
School Team Awards: 
Jim Palahicky 
Badminton: 
Jim Chow Floor Hockey: 
Lance Henderson Rob Do=i • 
Gaye Kawinsky Dan I , l nds t rom • 
Janet Parry ".~ 
Julia Skarra ~,  ,~,,a , .C~rb~or"  
Basketball: Jan Mumm : 
Mike Mclntyre Warren CA~lerl~rg 
David Metzmeier Laurie Barry 
Candy Guerreiro Denise Garneau • • 
Lisa Checkley Shelly Konkin 
Bonnie Ware 
Colin (~mtene M A~ard: - 
Cross Country: 
Wayne Canary ' ~¢t~ke~(~rson " ; i 
~oll~d'McGhae; ~'"':~" ........ .g~ ~'* :  ~'' : '/." ': 
CheeHba~ng" ..... ;" ........ .... ' " ...... : .......... ' ..... ~' Heather Chec'kley ' Most Outstanding M~le.- 
Cheryl Flury Honoerable Mentlm: 
Soccer: 
Myron Crown 
Martin Sterner 
Robert Kawinsky 
Track and Field: 
Robert Kawinsky 
Lee MacDonald 
Lance Henderson 
Wayne Canary 
Jill Harris 
Pam Shaw 
Kathy Brewer 
Kelly Ommpouxl. .. 
PROGRESS AWARDS 
Grade 8: 
Harold VonPentz 
Ctndie Harvey -
Grade 9: 
Les Reinhnrdt 
Tin• Morlook 
DILIGENCE" AW. .~.  ' 
Grade S: 
L#,~lm Mason 
Karen Ward 
Grade 9: 
LaudoBotelbe 
Francis Woods 
Elizabeth Ou'l~ 
Jean Gall~'ldt~ 
Volleyball: 
David Metzmeier , 
Jamie Harvey 
Richard Klein 
June Wide•an 
Joy Wideman 
Lisa Checkley 
Erin Williams 
Wrestling: 
Jose Gonealves 
t 
Grade 10: 
Barry Quash 
John Woods 
BAND AWARDS " 
Lester Clark Memorial 
Award: 
Mest  Improved 
Instrumentalist: 
Larry Bell . . . . . . .  
Terrace Photo Supply 
Best ImtrameataUst: 
Rhonda Beaelanak 
Skeena Band Parent s 
Association: 
CiU~easklp 
Rick Bro~wer 
68. Legal 
! 
Social Studies: 
Grade 8: 
Barbara Thomas 
Bruno Hidber 
crrizENsmP AW~DS: 
Large Blocks . 
Kathy Brewer 
Sumn Harris 
Small Blocks 
Barb Johnson 
Shelly Konkin 
SUB Sc  AW S ! :'./'; 
English" ' ' "~:'~": ..... ~ ": • , ', ;:; , , ::,.; 
• Grade 9: 
Kathy Webb 
• Sam Reiraer 
Grade 1@: 
Elizabeth Troeistra 
Kathy Brewer 
Home Economics: 
H.E,: 
Leta Coesett 
Rata Cossett • - . .  
!iLOrdtt~"1~'i6t:~ . . . . . . .  ~ .... '" 
Shelly Caulien 
L~nn qmckenbush 
Tish Lanen 
C.T.: 
Sabrina Lehmann 
F,N,: 
Maria Barbosa 
Monica Dlrnback 
Elsie Troelstra 
C.F.S.: 
Pa~y Gowe 
Audrey Black 
Walter Fricke 
C.C.: 
Joy Sutherland 
Jean Euverman 
Industrial Education: 
M.W.: 
Mike Smyth 
Typing: 
Grade 9: 
Angle Valdez 
Haren Frnese 
Grade I0: 
Stephen Ross 
Art: 
Grade S: 
• Cindy Kroeker 
Let• Cossett 
Grade 9: 
Glenn Wang 
Astrid Froeb 
Grade IO: 
Darcy Mallet 
Lenerd Linntrom 
Band: 
Grade 8: 
Ken Brower 
Grade 9: 
Suzanne Urbanczyk 
Tracy Shannon 
Grade 10: 
Chris llalvorsen 
Rick .Braam 
i Music: 
• iGrade 8: 
Brenda Stach 
Grade 8; . : " . .  i Guaiter Rego 
Rachel LeFrane Gwen Haagen 
Darla Birch ' ~ F. Car~e~ro 
Victor Cote Grade 9: 
,Astrid Froeb 
Grade D: .. .. .: Wayne Canar'y 
Susan Harris .~ 
Mrs. Laverne Roedeke of " g randmother ,  Mrs.  
Dawson Creek, who were a Elizabeth Young, sister 
long navy blue gown. Melanie and brothers Derek 
.The groom's parents are and Grant all. of Dawson 
Creek. The bride's nephew, 
Warren Russell of Prince 
George also attended along 
with an uncle and aunt from 
Delta., 
The wedding reception 
was held at the Schnitzel 
House. 
The bride and groom plan 
to take a trip later in the 
summer to visit their 
families in Dawson Creek 
and Hinton. 
They wiU be residing at 
3931 Paquette Avenue in 
Terrace• Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Ramsey (Photo by Ken's photo 
studio). ,. 
French: 
Grade S: 
Shannon Ippel 
Grade 10' 
Angelita Valdez 
Math: 
Grade 8: 
Barbara Thomas 
Grade 9: 
Julie Lorette 
Grade 10}: 
Science 
Grade 8: 
Paul Scales 
Theatre Arts: 
ACROSS TH 
Well, I am cynical. 
Someone who was visiting Terrace 
for the first time said to me "You know, 
I wouldn't say this to everyone here, 
but there is really nothing to d, here for 
most kids." "" 
The playground program is a 
possibility for younger kids...two - 
weeks of plastercine and relay races. 
If your kids are interested bi the arts, 
'there's the summer school. 
If they're interested in hockey, and 
you have the money to pay the fees, -" 
they can go to that for'a few weeks. 
But until W e can come up vith a few ~ 
more ideas, plans, and x~oney to " 
implement them, a lot of kids really * 
will have "nothing to do". :' 
A lot of adults here find t~ey have 
"nothing to do", either. 
Even if the rain stops. 
And there's a whole .sm'.~mer of ; 
freedom gone. Getting back so school 
is almost a relief for everyone. 
i 
Tenders 'call for School 
District No. 93. Nlshga prop~ 
Renovations to Board Offloo, 
New Alyansh B.C. 
General . fenders "arv 
requested from ¢ontreotora for 
r~ovatlons and alternation to 
the existing old two class day 
roomsl Talt Street, Now 
Alyansh. 
Plans available at School 
District No. 92 offices, 
Lakelse ~, Terrace~ 6.C. Pl~a 
635-9101, 
The date for lenders to De 
submittal has been extended to 
July 5, 1977 
Jo.n G McMym0e 
5ec, Treuurm" 
of School' DIMrl~trNo. 92 
4S~,,Lakelu Ave.' 
Terra:e, B.C. 
, 
• MONUMENTS :. 
MARKER.' 
GRAVE COVERS , :. 
CEMETERY LET'FERING 
Author i zed  Memor ia l  ~ . :onsu l tan l  
MacKay's : • 
Funera l  Serv ices  ! 
Ltd. 
4626 Davis Avanue, 
Terrace 
Phone 635-2444 " 
AND 
/ 00ME " /  ......... VEZ 
23' Prowler Travel Tra i ler  
{Same as 77 model) 
Near new immaculate con. 
dillon. 
• Tandem axles 
• Lots of room 
• 2 way refrigerator & freezer 
• 2 dinnettes 
• Sleeps up to 7 people 
Large holding tank 
. Hot water 
- 12 volt & 110 volt system 
• 4 Burner stove w-oven and 
hood . 
• Lots of storage areas , 
- Closet 
,u;u Bath'" including shower and 
• Furnace w.wall thermostat 
• Easy towing 
Price aS,S00 
Phone 635.7254 and aak for 
George or call 635.5~86 after 6 
p.m. (C-22,1,2) 
Grade S: 
Heather Avison 
Grade g & 10: 
Shirley Taylor 
Tony Pavao 
Tony Falcao 
HONOUR ROLL 
Grade 8: 
Yvorme Nielsen 
Grade 9: 
Dale Solowoniuk 
Jauro Cervo 
Dale MacDonald 
Laura Quast 
Rick Brouwer 
Renet Anne Brack 
Grade 10: 
~i  k Brouwer 
Ben McGhee 
Ranet'A~me 
Antonio Pavao. • 
Steven Ross 
Grade 8: 
Leta Cossett 
Darla Birch 
Grade 9: 
Sam Reamer 
David Mostad ' 
Kathryn Dunster ' 
Martin Sterner 
Lenard Lindstrom 
OUTSTANDING CITIZEN: 
Anita Wirtl / 
Outstanding Student: 
Arthur Hale Trophy 
PRE-EMPLOYMENT 
GRADS: 
Quentin Wright 
Wayn.e Quash 
SPECIAL 
PRESENTATIONS: 
Canteen Club to School: 
Pare Shaw 
6REAJP ALONE, 8U1"-- ,<~',~ 
| AT PEREIRA HOME CENTRE :' 
B,. Cross over the bridge to the Service Centre, then Pereira's practical prices. We have furniture for BB 
I~ turn r ight for top.quality home furnishings at every room in your home. • 
" SAVE UP TO Ino/ jo,E28,h : IU /O  to JULY 9th :  
Setof3tablesNo.721 _q~O OR a. 
Reg. 641.95 NOW VeVS~ : .  
BB lw~thlY,o:~igshwtlYelS::arOUnd table 1§0 ,00  Bookcase No.671 Aglndt 
B_. 1 only, mismatched end table Reg. 70.60 Now -N ,m~ 
B NOt407 Reg. •.95 Now 29 .~,  Cedar Chest No.629 B 
Sln~nons tel) quality S4" box springs Reg. 2 , . ,  ,ow 188.00 | 
i: " meffress Reg. 360.00 Now IH .H  Bar Stereo No.614 495." ! 
.. Simmons top quality 39" box spring Reg. 680.00 Now. , : Reg. 3oo•o0 ,o*  160.00 OccasionaIReg. 302.95 chairSNow N0.328 228 .~ B 
.m i ~mons  top quality 60" box spring 230 ,00  Choirs No.101 
&. mattress Reg. 420.00 Now Reg. 12.95 Now 8 ,~ : 
• Hassocks IS 
• Chesterfield plus chair No.760 ~.~ All 
l} Reg. 799.00 NOW 699.00 Reg. 13•90 NOW 
All CIL ¢ma/off J- 
• Chesterfield plus chair No.579 1070 Regular price : i  ~'~ *:"7 ~ ~3L00 paints i Reg.~ 9 5.95 Now • All ceiling light off mm i 
• Ch~terfield plus chair No.520 fixtures 20percent 20% regulaI price _m 
m :R~J. 939•95 NOW 796.96  All table off : 
• 16% regular price B;  i lamps . -Chesterfield plus chair Ho.675 
"  eg. lo •,0 .ow 777,76 ; i. ,• ~ Plqmbing off ' 
• a0% regular price m: • ~es'terfleld plus chair No.678 supplies 
~1 ~g '  660.00 Now 699,9S  Electric power 9 off : 
: Chesterfield plus chair No.766 • tools .6% regular price .m 
m. Reg. 981.95 Now 136.98  Some hardware • 
Sofa bed deluxe No.577 & ¢maping supplies 30% regular price • 
i Reg. 763.98 NOW 599.95 §99,$§ Wiring supplies" B 
14-2wire for lights & plugs per fO,)t 8 0 B 
Fireplace glass door plus screen 
Reg. 14W§ plugs • switch., = 220.00 Now Ivory each  451 l .  
m AI ICB radios f r idge~ve & accessories 30% off Regular price Inglls Appliance Sale - 
m ranges, washers & dryers upt'o 20% B 
31}% off 
Regular" price 
B_. All mirrors, medicine ,. 
cabinets, picture frames 
Set of 3 tables No.594 Remember . We Service What We Sell B. 
: .., 299,95 BARGAINS! | ; • MANY MORE FIRST SERVED! B . 
• at these prices there'l be a small charge for deliveries • ... • 
• Drop in and visit our showroom - you'll be pleasently surprlsedl I~ 
: WE ACCEPT • 
la OPEN 9AM-  6 PM ~¢~¢e ~u ~¢¢y glve ~¢~ra  a t~y III 
• OPEN A CONVENIENT m a ~-  A - -  • ,  
• BUDGET TERM ACCOtlNT ~141ba ln~,  U ~ ~,~, ~ I r l lA -~t lA  • 
• SUBJECT TO CREDII w~ ~ t ,- ; ~ • 
. APPROVAL ' " r ' "  ' E 
= 707 COMMERCIAL ,  SERVICE CEN~i~: ,  ~,,,,,,'~,~ '•  
' i l l l l l l l  m i l l  l l imb am • l  i l l  IIIn i l l l l l l i l a  l i l P  S a l lHa la l  aaS i l l  I I I I I l l t I I I I IN IN I I I INMIB .  
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FEDERAL CONVENTION STARTS TODA.Y  I [ 1977 " 
NDP -labor en,,orift may soon be evident i P--IN   @EO.@E, 
. Fe~IerNaNIPNEeG D(eCmPo)crats an undercurrent ,former leader David Lewis ' i E X  H I B  1 T I  O N  
open a four-day pre-election 
policy conference here 
today that could further 
expose the party's trained 
relations with its traditional 
OWer base, organized 
her. 
The purpose of the 
meeting is to fashion an 
election platform and grid 
Ed Broadbent with policies 
for his first campaign as 
party leader. 
But there is speculation 
that differences between the 
party and organized labor 
over threeway economic 
planning by business, labor 
and government may create 
Leaders on both sides 
deny any split exists, and 
Julien Major,  executive 
vice-president of the 
Canadian Labor Congress, 
is expected to steer clear of 
the controversy when he 
introduces Broadbent in a 
convention-opening speech 
today• 
But the NDP has become 
increasingly suspicious of 
big-labor attempts to join 
business and government in 
an economic planning cabal. 
Broadbent advisers say 
such three-way planning 
undermines the political 
system by taking power to 
make decisions away from 
elected representatives. 
They've takefi care to spell 
out their position in 
background papers  
prepared for the conference. 
PREPARE PLATFORMS 
While the party's 
relationship with organized 
labor is expected to be an 
underlying issue, the 
anticipated crowd of 1,-000 
delegates wil l  spend the 
bulk of the four days 
drawing up platforms for 
the next general election. 
The conference comes at 
the end of a two-year NDP 
effort to strip policies down 
to basics, then rebuild them 
to suit the times and 
Broadbent, who replaced 
is expected to be reflected proposals and government 
in the summer of 1975. during policy discussions, methods of tackling 
One result of this Convention organizers unemployment--and he  
says he expects no trouble 
when delegates review his reappraisal has been a have drawn up an 8S-page heawer party emphasis on booklet of resolutions 
planning by governments, centred on a han~ul of leadership. 
and a move away fron concerns - - federa l -  He says he plans to set a 
former sweeping NDP calls prov inc ia l  re lat ions ,  "pre-election"tone to the 
for nationalization of unemployment, t rans - t  meeting in his opening 
industry, farmland and por ta t ion ,  hous ing ,  speech, and warn par~ 
transportation systems, agr icu l tu re  ~ which faithful that the next 
Nationalization, party Broadbent says he hopes general election could come 
background papers ay, is can be translated into clear, as early as this fall. . 
just one tool at the disposal practical election planks. Although the bulk of me 
of government. The party STATURE IMPROVES convention will be devoted 
does not ob eo, to ,  ,t  .o.dbe.t . , =  '- the ='s '  
does not consider it a party has risen latdy--he's ho.~. to 
panacea for what it led par l iamentary  add a little sparkle wzth a 
considers the sins of opposition to recent RCMP "mult icu l ture revue" 
capitalism either. " break-in controversies, featuring various ethnic 
This pragmatic approach northern gas pipeline pe~ormers on the night of. 
• " July 1. 
SAY PROFESSORS Arctic gas pipeline w r o n g  Last chance to get your hands on ,76 Ma,da S0, Coupe.
but nstruc on !s !!kely $2995'! C O  . . . .  
CALGARY (CP) - -  decisfon by Sept. 1, and , en e shortage in the mid-1980s," 
Construction of a natural Pratt said there is a strong Alaskan Highway to connect he said. 
division of opinion in the with existing pipelines in 
Trudeau cabinet regarding 
"So the question is what is 
more disastrous--to err on 
the side of too much gas or 
too little?" 
John Richards, an 
economist at the University 
of Alberta, said ff Canada 
Great economy, great comfort, 
great looks, great price. Hurry! 
• See your participating dealer todS~ 
wants to take the report of 
lVlr. Justice Thomas Berger 
of the British Columbia 
Supreme Court seriously, 
- money to help the longterm 
development of a native 
economy would he a much 
• ,, ~ptoOLOc~lncf~aThtatxe?~toe: pcr~u~aet~l/on,//cen,e, a~d 
greater asset han building 
one massive project such as 
a pipeline. 
government, recommended 
gas pipeline in nort~rn 
Canada now would be a 
serious mistake, two options before them. 
Alberta economists aid Pratt said the cabinet 
during a discussion • would likely agree on an 
sponsgred by a southern Arctic Gas compsomise 
group opposed to any imme- designed to bring oil 
dJate pzpeline construction, companies upporting the 
But Larry Pratt, a rival Foothills Pipelines 
political science professor Ltd. proposal into the 
at the University of Alberta, coalition behind the Arctic 
said there "is more than Gas proposal. 
even money" off" the federal Foothills, owned by 
government approving Alberta Gas Trunk Lines 
some version of the Ltd. of Calgary and 
Canadian Arctic Gas Ltd. Westcoast Transmission 
version for a pipeline Ltd. ofVancouver,proposes 
through the Mackenzie to build a gas pipeline that 
Valley. would parallel the Alyeska 
Prime Minister Trudeau oil pipeline from Prudhoe 
has vromised a pipeline Bay, Alaska to Fairbanks, 
i ~  Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch No. 13 
Terrace (Pacific) 
By MaryAnn "Burdett 
Inclement weather conditions resulted in the 
cancellation f the Legion Picnic last Sunday. The 
picnic is to be held this Sunday July 3, 1977 at the 
Lions Park. Passes will still be required for 
entrance. 
The draw for the beef and pork is to be held at the 
Branch on Saturday evening. If by any chance you 
have neglected to turn in your tickets please do so 
immediately. 
Although the formal picnic (if one may call such 
event formal) was an • cancelled, about fifty hardy 
individuals gathered and enjoyed a day of. 
commradship. Refreshments were pooled and 
much fun was had, including the occasional dip in 
the lake, in some cases somewhat unexpected. 
One new camper unit was suitably christened 
and proven worthy of future use. Games and 
contests were held, perhaps not the usual ones and 
without prizes but with a good deal of hilarity. 
Sausage imported from Winnipeg and barbequed 
was the winner of the taste treats for the day. 
Comrade R. Campbell's eldest son C.W. was the 
undisputed winner of the "Keep the teenage girls 
giggling" contest. 
Comrades J. Granger and P. Sorensen tied for 
top honours in the "drenching" contest. Mrs. G. 
Campbell placed first in the fastest descent on an 
obstacle course and Mrs. M. Koelemy was first in 
the slide descent. 
Comrade Burdetts youngest daughter, Michelle, 
was way out in front in the race to see who could 
return the most' sand to their home. All nonsense 
aside it was a good day and a fine example of the 
comradeship enjoyed by members of Branch No.13 
whether at an organized function or a spur of the 
mement happening. 
Although summer stand down is in progress the 
executive will still be continuing their work and 
meetings to keep the Branch in operation. These 
are  people who give much time from their lives in 
the interest of the Royal Canadian Legion and 
Branch No.13 in particular. 
We may not always agree 100 percent with all 
these good people but we recognize the work they 
do and the time it takes. This week's alute is to our, 
Past President, Comrade J im Switzer, who has 
given hours without number in the works of the 
Legion Have a happy holiday J im and Pat, see you 
when you return. 
See you all at Lions Park on Sunday at the picnic. 
nor theastern  Br i t ish 
Columbia nd northwestern 
Alberta. n 
Robert MoRse, an 
economist from the 
University of Calgary, said 
he believes there willbe no 
Canadian demand for 
northern gas before the 
1990s. 
CAN MEET NEEDS? 
"Existing supplies can 
meet our domestic and 
existing export agreements 
at least until then," McRae 
said. 
Ray  Wi lk inson ,  
exploration manager for 
Imperial Oil Ltd.'s 
operations in the Mackenzie 
Delta and Beaufort Sea, dis- 
agreed, n
"That's fine, but the fact 
is almost every major 
forecast calls for a .gas 
Seeyour 
Mazda 
dealer: 
SKEENA AUTO METAL SHOP LTO, 
III :=~l,: _ ¢~'~. ~ ' ~  ,~,,~',;'~ "T , '~ , -~ , 
Berger, in the first volume • ' ~_  
of his report to the federal . . . . . . . .  .,,. ___._,.. ~ . .~- -~-~ . . . . . . . .  
allowing construction of a t " - - " "  "~-' 
pipeline through the_ ~ ~ : , - .~  , . ~ ,_ .~ 
Mackenzie Delta and ~ ¢,~Y~ 
recommended that no ~ .  , _ ~ , , ~ . .  ,. . 
pipeline be built across " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -  
northern Yukon. " . • 
Anopen   
Western Express 
on draw. 
WESTERN CANADA LOTTERY FOUNDATION 
Our slogan for the introduction of the new Western 
Express prize structure is 
"WE PUT MORE WIN IN WINSDAY", 
As advertised,- all prizes will be determined by the drawing of 
five winning numbers. For the July 13th draw, the Western 
Express contains the following winning, tickets:. • 
5 x $1oo,ooo.o0 
145 x $1,000.00 
1200 x $100.00 
12150 x $25.00 
While the security features of the July 13th ticket and 
the numbering system on the front of the ticket are correct, 
the information provided on the back of the ticket outlines the 
earlier prize structure and riot the correct (improved) one. 
The Western Canada Lottery Foundation wishes to assure 
all ticket buyers on the July 13th draw that the new prize 
structure is in effect regardless of the information provided 
on the back of the ticket. 
Watch the televised raw on the evening of Wednesday, 
July 13th. The winning numbers will be published in this 
newspaper July 14th. 
Wishing you good luck and hoping it's your turn to win. 
THE WESTERN CANADA LOTTERY FOUNDATION 
! 
mmmmmm 
Aug 
EXHIBITION PARK 
PRINCE GEORGE B.C. 
I1, 12, 13, g 14, 1977 
FOR INFORMATION 
g PRIZE LIST EVENTS 
BOX 955 
PRINCE GEORGE B.C. 
563-8805, 
mazda 
\ 
The following Is the correct wording 
fo r  the back of the July 13 ticket: 
This ticket is issued by the Western Canada Lottery 
Foundation as the official agent of the provincial govern- 
ments of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British 
Columbia and the Yukon Territory and is sold subject o 
the "Regulations Respecting Bearer Lottery Tickets" 
established by the Western Canada Lottery Foundation. 
ONLY if this is a winning ticket cut the stub along the 
dotted line and send it by Registered Mail or deliver i t ' ln  
person to the Western Canada Lottery, Number I Lake- 
view Square, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 3H8. 
YOU MUST CLAIM YOUR PRIZE WITHIN ONE YEAR 
FROM DRAWING DATE. 
FILL IN THIS STUB 
N,me 
Street 
City Province 
Postal Code Telephone 
SEND THIS PART 
KEEP THIS PART 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES 
On the drawing date shown on the face of this ticket or 
as soon as possible thereafter, the Western Canada 
Lottery Foundation will cause five TICKET NUMBERS, 
five SERIES NUMBERS to be drawn at random and these 
shall determine the prize winners. This ticket may win 
'only one prize in connection with any ticket number 
as follows: 
$100,000 -- FIRST Prize If both the TICKET' num- 
ber and the SERIES hum- 
$100,000 -- SECOND Prize berdrawn foranyof these 
$100,000 -- THIRD Prize prizes are identical to the 
$100,000 -- FOURTH Prize ticket number and the 
series number on this 
$100,000 -- FIFTH Prize ticket• " 
$1,000 
If the ticket number drawn for any of the 
five prizes is identical to the ticket num- 
ber on this ticket. 
$100 
If the last four digits of the ticket number 
drawn for any of the five prizes are identi- 
cal to and in the same order as the last 
four digits of the ticket number on this 
ticket. 
If the last three digits of the ticket number 
drawn for any of the five prizes are identi- 
cal to and in the same order as the last 
three digits of the ticket number on this 
. .  ,. 
, ' , * .  
i: 
• ? . 
i 
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The old Catholic Church in Terrace has been torn down, 
and the grounds aretobe the site of the new Clover lawn 
shopping centre. The church and school are now located 
• across the streei from Caledenla Senior Secondary in 
Terrace. (photo from the Ed Kenney collection). 
AS SEEN IN 1927, 
The challenge of the north 
THE CHALLENGE the Skeena. A way to the of the local electors. Mr. 
OF THE NORTH north of Edmonton for Tolmie was accompanied on
Since ConfederaUon fertile P~c.e River Valley ~ the trip by Mrs. Tolmie ~vho 
the wilderness frontier of ~ !  is making her. first trip 
Canada has enUrely shifted, .-through the northern 
Then the prairies, which interior. • 
now sends a substantial , The Conservative leader 
representation to the house had intended calling at 
of commons, .w~e known Hazelton and New Hazelton 
onlyto Inlliana, ~ fur traders • enroute •to Telkwa on 
missionaries, and a few Sunday and Monday, but 
exporers. The first task of owing to a sink hole near 
the newly formed Canadian Bulkley Canyon on the 
government was to arrange C.N.R. the party were 
for a transcontinental unable to get through UnUI 
railway to link up the infant Monday night and as a 
settlement in British ' ! public meeting was 
Columbia; and as astute scheduled for Smithers.that • 
men as Edward Blake night he had to go through as 
argued earnestly against he had to make Williams 
the folly of wasting money in Lake by July 1. 
laying a railway across uch 
permanently uninhabitable Mr. and Mrs. Fulton and 
areas as the southern parts family arrived from Prince 
of the present provinces of Rupert on Saturday and left• 
Manitoba, Saskatchewan immediately for their 
and Alberta. As late as 1874 summer home at Lakeise 
Sir William Butler wrote a Lake. ' • 
forbidding description of the 
site of the present city of Miss Elderkin le f t  
Prince Albert to prove that Monday for Vancouver for 
Europeans could never live the summer. , 
therethe. ' • ryear rohnO:, H.G. Olson of Smithers, of 
The wealth and the Hanson Lumber & 
habitability of the southern Timber Co., was in town on 
prairiesl are now common business at. the end of the 
knowledge. Today the push week. , ' 
is north. Northern Quebec 
and Northern Ontario have Mrs. John McRae of 
attracted miners and Prince Rupert and Miss 
farmers. Settlers are McRue of Smithers spent 
raising vegetables, grains last week end in town the 
and Cattle and even fruits ~.~ta of Mas MeRae at  
e * • . 
Tretheway. 
He ~o!lclted m(mt of the 
response," he sa~. 
' P,&)ss's .collection of 19 
scrap books, with'business 
cards neatly taped in place, 
stands about, 2½ feat high 
and weighs more than'40 
pounds .  
He has cards from 
PA@E t TH!  TOIOIIMAM, lhurscby, June 30, W/7, 
COLLECT~ON TOTALS 9, 000 • ,¢ 
. . . . . .  ,~¢ " .;, ,'; ,,, "',..', :," 
Th is lad :  sav.es.. " . . . . . . .  c a i r n +  " I, + "g " card  . . . .  ... ' " " 
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) -- Kelth Norton, Jolm Turner, The only business persons cards from mveral ciLia, steel, three-dimensional 
About 9,000 corporate Robert Bouraua and Jean he hus trouble with are from One series show a marts graphics, magnetized 
presidents and heads of l)rapeau. He hus cards from the U.S.S.R. "Russians career in Richmond, Ca~. mat/mdal, felt, photoMapmc 
state Imve Idt their calling New York mayer Abraham aren't in competitive The first in the series reads l~_l)er, x-ray pajl~r a~_d self- 
cards with 13-ycarold Ro~s Bcame, the late Chicago business, so they,, don't Nathanlel (Nat) Bates, adhasivemamrialwlthpeel- 
mayor Richard Daley, usually have cards. ' eooncilman. The next loses off hackin@. 
Senator Wilbur Mins and In the four years ince he its folksiness--the Nat Russ's + oldest card comes 
cards by mall and, at his Senator Wayne Hayes, to started his c0,ectlon, Rose disappears and now .it's from a California hotel that 
request, moet came back has written to every city in Nathaniel Bates, vlce- was advertising rooms for 
autographed. "A few people name a few. All major Unions are Canada_ with a population of mayor. The final one reads 11 to $3 a night in 19~8. 
don't sign them or don't represented and so are more than 5,000 pers_ous ana Nathaniel Bates, mayor. _ A steck-brokerageflrm in 
send cards because they say hahdreds of corporations-- will do the same In the U.S.; The cards come from all Toronto had Rms checked 
they're too expensive, but I such as Bell Canada, so far he has covered the over the world. All are the before they sent him an 
get about a 80-to 90-percent Canadian National Rail- states from A to C. some size, but some are autographed card because 
ways, Canadian Pacific Ltd. CAREER TRACED made of cardboard, plastic, an expert forger could have 
and banks. He has received updated leatlmr, wood, aluminum, had a heyday. 
Eng land ,  F rance ,  Spa in ,  
Japan, Sweden, Finland, 
Cuba, Singapore, Brazil, 
Russia, Memco, the Ba- 
haman, Lebanon, the United 
States and Canada. 
"Most people think it's a 
strange hobby," he says, 
"But I think it's 
fascinating." 
He receives about 300 
cards a weak, but with a 
goal of  100,000 he has a long 
way to go. 
NOTEWORTHY RESPOND 
Ross has signed cards 
from former prime minister 
John Diefenbaker, Joe 
Clark, Flora MacDonald. 
V-.- P pT E 'I'ER  
' .~  Hidden somewhere in the ads 
in the entertainment section 
are two Terrace phone numbers. 
'.Find them, and if one is yours you've won. 
Pick up your tickets at the Herald office, 
~ .  3212 Kalurn St. 
Trauma of unemployment hits 
• executive level people 
EDMONTON (CP) -- For says  management  being productive. He is successful within a 
an executive cast adrift consultant Jim Colwell of H.: suddenly dislocated. He is company--they've never 
from a'corporate ship the V.ChapmanandAssooiates. certainly unprepared had to go out and look for a 
search for a new job can Colwell is the Alberta emotionally." job." 
result in a psychological manager of a national firm Fraser said the average Peter Harcourt of Dunhill 
crisP. The trauma begins which finds jobs for waiting period for many Personnel Consultants aid 
with an abrupt shift from execatives, a role which corporate jobs is six jobs for executives often 
the fast-paced corridors of involves playing counsellor, months. If an executive require relooation--andthet 
~.wer to sudden, forced conscience and friend to the looking for a job were able involves problems in selling 
£emure. fired executive, to realize that it takes that and buying houses and 
"It can be just like a mar- "Sometimes it's the best long and maintain his self- strains on their families. 
riage breaking up, thing that +can happen to confidence it would be 
particularly if the situation him," Colwell said in an easier for him. Also to he considered is 
m not of his own making," interview. 'It can be a new Peter Arabchuk of whether an executive should 
Canada Manpower said" a take a pay reduction to land 
common problem is that a job, Fraser said. 
many executives don't know Age is a factor, too. While 
how to look for jobs. many companies prefer 
"They haven't been in a senior men, in times of !figh 
jobhunting situation," unemployment  older 
Arabchuk said. "All too executives might find it 
often, people have become difficult to get jobs. 
- -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  - -  
~JHOWING AT 8 P.M. 
JUNE 29 - JULY 2 
crack at life." 
Allen Fraser of another 
employment .firm, A. W. 
Fraser, said. the biggest 
problem a fired executive 
has is with himself. • 
"Here's a man who for + 
many ears has been used to 
THE OASSANDRA QOSSING .+ 
JULY 3.5 Mature 
FRITZ THE OAT 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Plus 
THE NINE LIVES+OF FRITZ THE OAT 
JULY  2 
• .:- THE LITTLEST HORSE THIEVES 
P.M. NIGHTLY 
1 . 9 P.M. ONLY ON SUNDAY' 
Fresh B.C. Fruit Finale I Atlantic 
• lo t te ry  
29 - JULY 2 
THE LITTLEST HORSE THIEVES 
FRESH B.C. " " 
FRUITFINALE 
. "  ' , • 
Colorful, light "and', fruit, beginning and ending 
nutritious! - The ' perfect. ". with • B.C.. cherries;, topping 
answer for the busy hostess:: with whipped cream where 
looking, for an' attractiv~,;; des!red .Serve . .with 
dessert. . + " .: chocolate ;.: lady fingers. 
3 cups ~esh B.C. cherriesi?i. Serves 6. 
'pitted. " " : • :'. 
l cup:fresh green seedless For a full.:,eolour 16 
helping 
HALIFAX (~CP) - -  
• l~eereation Minister Garnet 
Brown of Nova Scotia says 
the establishment of the 
Atlantic Lottery last De~. 
cemher has reversed a ~50- 
million annual drain that 
out-ofprovince lotteries once 
were siphoning ~om the . 
Atlantic provinces. 
. "We have totally reversed 
that flow and the money is 
working to provide public 
services in all four Atlantic 
provinces," he said. 
Brown; Nova 'Scotia's 
minister respansible for the 
lottery, said between -$~... 
million and ~0 million has 
been leaving the province to . . . .  
the out-of-town lotteries." 
Finance department ' 'offi . . . .  
cinis now predict that the .  
Atlantic Lottery will provide ~ 
revenue of $I0 to $19. million 
a year to Nova Scotia. 
Lottery profits are divided.. 
up amongthe  four prov inces" .  : 
m ProPor t ionto  the  number . .  . 
of tidiets soldin each. . . /  I 
. . and  " [ | grape¢ ~ . . . . .  . .page home preserv ing gu ide 
IR IEMVl I IMM~O A Ig  I IB IMMI I=.  Vamp RMUl I I I  [ I " l '  cup .eanta lo f ipe  ba l l s  : : , " send .2S  cents t0 :  
. aU I I~NIUn IO ur  N INNlg  NAg fUUN I I .il2 .pint.'.whipping. eream,i". ' Sunshine Meals * ' ". 
. . . .  . . . . . . .  ' "  ' I I  "wh ipped '::" ' " " " ~/ BC Tree-Fru i t sL id  I 
' . ~ .  - • . " . ,  ' " -, ; "  '~ I I '  ';':. . . . . .  .":,;'"..'. : : . . . . . . .  - :" ."  , "  - .+,","" '": : + to  a l l  c i t ies+wi th  amln l~ i im"] : : , ? : . , : . , : : "  . 
' " , . . . . . .  . ' " ~ " .............. ~ " + "";+~'": ' :""' '";:'" " " I popu la t ion  o f  60 ,0001 . . . . . .  ~/i.. + ~: . . .  
. . .' / L+ I  ,. ' , : ,  • 
Irmt i vmmi~ 11wndw,  JuneM, ~ P44M Ib 
family ..and their swans 
Hmld  maffWdter on the odd winter weather notimportant. Wire ever has ' ' ' "  
The Turners admire to kee_p the meat f~ .  the sddll to do a job does it. 
In l ite summer, ~ are Wizen Susan was a baby, 
e.who live in cities and almost vegetarian, ea .flng Trudy tended the livestock 
• produce from theft ga~e~, and Jack spent a lot of time 
and "the occasional in the house. They cope with 
extraordinary things: " . chicken" or some fish. All three are very well- 
standing on hard pavement, FYuits and vegetables are read, and the house has a 
waiting in line for things, preserved for winter use by large l ibrary. Susan's 
and pollution, canning. • education, carried out b~" 
The Turners feed a flock The whole Turner family correspondence, goes much 
of more than 400 swans is in "the best of health" further in reality than her 
every day for three to three according to Ruth McVeigh. grade eight certif icate 
and a half months in the Trudy has only been in the because, she has read so. 
winter. ..The walk to the hospital once; to deliver her extensively. " L 
feeding site on Lonesome daughter Susan. "fhe family seldom leaves . . . . .  o - 
Lake is Smiles. All of them are cautious Fogswamp, and do not have 
They have missed two or on the farm, taking no many visitors. Some are not 
threedays. In twenty ears, chances with life and limb welcome because they are 
They don't consider when they work because of careless. They leave farm 
themselves extraordinary. ~.hedistance to medical help. gates open, allowing 
Trudy Turner is the In  the case of broken livestock to wander. Or they 
daughter of Ralph Edwards, bones and sprains, Trudy light a fire far away from a 
the man called the "Crusoe herself could probably do a water source not realizing it 
of Lonesome Lake". He certain amount of could mean disaster for the 
began feeding swans when "doctoring". She is Turners ff it ever got out of 
he f irst started vetr inar ian  to a l l  the hand. There are no fire 
homesteading in the area. animals on the farm. engines to come and put the 
He became well.known for Family income is derived blaze out. 
his work with the birds at from the sale of articles to People who leave litter 
the isolated lake. outdoor and sports behind are not appreciated 
His daughter, Trudy, magazines. Over the last either. If they must bring 
raised wooas-wise decided five years, their income has garbage in they should take 
to stay in the area. She been about 1,700.00 it back out with them. 
married in 1957, to Jack  T . annually. They are not Susan .Turner may leave 
urner, a man tro.m becoming millionaires in a Fogswamptolivein a town. 
-Vancouver Island wag hurry If she does, the farm at 
wanteda self-sufficientlife- Tru'dy Turner  has "a  LonesomeLakemay havae l r~ ,~-~- . , -=~'~ . . . . . . .  
style. . marvelous way with have to change hands, or 
Trudyhas written a boelc words",  Ruth McVeigh change direction. Trua'.,.y Turner about he twenty.-pzus years says. The book she has - With the increasing 
she has spent on net  written reflects that talent, development in nearby 
property, i, . .Ca l leo  The family is very close, Tweedsmuir Park, ehan..ges Daughter of Ralph Edwards, "Crusoe of Lonesome Lake" 
"Fogswamp , d~e the and there is a great deal of may come sooner man 812 Ruth M.McVeigh 
homestead she and her warmth and humor between anyone anticipates. Togeta  
husband have built, it them They live in a look at things as they are - - - 
recounts the good and bad 'liberated' household, where now, you.  can read 
Umes they have had ana , , ' . . . . .  male and female roles are Fogswamp. 
meir unusual way ot me. 
They walk 19 miles and . • .. 
boat 10 to get to a neighbor's . 
~ace to pick up thek marl. 
That's one way . . . . :  . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
They go grocery shopping 
supplies must be packed 
eflh-er by horse or backpack • 
in to the farm. For that 
reason, the Turners are 
very  resourceful, makinf[ 2 3&6 4 9 
much of their furniture aria ~ vo~.~._~ ~:00 .~ rm~R. It00M 4D :;[,~AME STREET 
recycling ever~hing. ' 
They raise their own beef, ~:30 x,~s, ,s  vo~. 
and chickens. They fish a :w.-;~--~.,~m,~im " ' ,Fn0Em.y.G,~n'. • . 10:00 " ;J~NC~.':.::='~.. ; -~:- -~JF- ' J"~ 
lot, and  they  have  a large " " • ' . . . .  ...~uE,..Vl ~-"  ---- • 
vegetab le  garden ,  f ru i t  .momrl, O~'ms~*.~s ~Loussm,  10:30 ~RNmO~ " .  - 
trees, and rhubarb plants, i.-..,.-.-~'-'nm'."r~ r,~,,,~_, s'mzm- 11:00 m~s"r =MPRmfONS' ~., W!  ~"  
The cattle are fed on grain ~,co&~s~u~ , ~" 11:30 ~ ,ou~s. ... ; ~t t~ ' rmy 
the Turners . raise ,mu.wmOo~es  ~0S~t.F.~S,OW 12:00 .I~O~NI~-- '.et.eCTalC.¢O. ' 
WORDS~IlrH Ikemselves. ~ .~.  N~vs  12:30 ~ ,  ' " 
As. Ruth McVeigh, who ~t.S)mNOoO~ 1:00 .~ov,~, :m~t~.~ S~OAC . . . .  
helped edit the book says, 
"T~ey use a lot of energy -~o~s or~n~v~.~ro~w 1:30 ~a/~owr; 
just plain surviving," ~ .WOML~ . • ~ IN 114E F J '  2 :00 ~MAKIN@ "M'O'SIC 
The Turner's diet depends eo~ o~ N,e~r 2:30 .'AU~ HAM,- ~ " ' :e~e~o . • su~.  
TERFLIES on the season of the year. I~ ~ = o.a~-t ~= .vm~= 3:00 eoo~__,,,_~_'r 
late winter, it is almost -,,~0,u~m,~m~', ~ ~,=mwcoogs 3:30 . j~muwv.o  sow~soo~w' 
entirely protein, in the form "si~s~e Srki, e f  of beef. )"r,'s 'Yoo~ o~o~c~ 4:00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The beef they butcher in H0~aM~XV "-4:30 -Ct~. stows.' ,
the fall will not keep when' .~m~v ,OmTM~.. ' ,a.~m~m . . . . . .  $:00. :  ~V~RQeNOr, IM,.STeR ~OOSRS 
• the weather turns warm,. .,N~vs" .ww~swu= ,, S :30  'm-eCTR'C~CO. 
because the Turners depend - Noun~.~s, 6:00 !~-~s me~ 
• .. NaC NSWS ~ *n 6 :30  , i~S'OPON A O.ASSt¢ 
AN IDEAL HUSBAND iSp .AWI .ETONI~f l "  "~..mlh~L-~.,L~e~=~-'" 7:00 ' .~?~ND...OU).COUmlt~' " 
Paulette Goddard, Michael N~lrCH ~ 7:30 'FISH ' LEHRER m=P~l 
WIIdlng. Satire on British hlgh 
s~lety and marital affairs. ,,NOW' .MAY14AIm ER~JI$0N 8:00 ~ MYSTIRY MOVIE ~ Oi~.~;; IJNE 
Based on Oscar WIIde's play, 8:30 - i - - '~_%- ...... 
i 
A TOUCH OF CLASS ,,ATouch ef Class" r.AN~A DRY PAGEANT 9:00  MOVII= -A~nlnlhe~;;; ,  
.Glenda Jackson, In her ~:30 MAa.IMR .... 
Academy Award winning , 
performance,  ,portrays a ' , 10:00 ~m~NEWA~sk,~cS" , .. 
spunky, sophisticated Br i t i sh .  10=30 ' AMBItlC4~ 
divorcee who meets a well.to. : . ' ,~  - ,N~vs- l l :0q  ~ 
.;ml~. dO, and happi ly ,  marr ied,  
American (Gmrge'Segal) and ~"~._O~tt_:~ :-- _. 11:30 . 
agrees to 8week-lon0 fl ing In i i~u .y~m~lZ lnU= I~:00 N LMIIIHOW-" . 
Spain,.on the ~xldlflon ~h~ "~:~__'_'_'" -= '~ ' :=. : : _ ' ; : ' .A  ' '  ' ' 
thd 's  I I I  the~ Is to It. But on " , - - r - -  , ,, 
fl~Ir , return to London they ~ m ~ . .  . '  
d iscover  that  love has In- 
• ~ n ~ i d ~  i / n i i 
'~ .v I r ;  %{ %, , ,  .. i , **~, ~. . ,  l ,  .~% ,~ ~ ~.  , , .  , .  % l . t . t .~ . ,  %%. ,  *.% L • %l ,~e. t , l  t . * . , . t ,  l .  t I t , t .  e. I t I ~ i , . i  • I I t t * t i • I i e I ~F  I t  e e l i  e l  e te l l l e l  tt ° e l i l t  I te  I I ' l l l l toe  t | l *e  I I l l  t l i l t  ;e l i  e l l  I l e t  e l  I t  I I I  I I t  l i t  i t  
REGINA NIGHTMARE, 
Hostage lucky to ,,be alive 
REGINA (CP) " " I t  was 
one of these things that 
n in life," said Conrad 
Fii~er, reflecting on the 12 
hours he spent as a hostage 
at the Regina Correctional 
Centre. "You;just ake it as 
things come. 
Fischer, 59, said luck was 
the big factor in his eventual 
escape, unhurt, from the 
four prisoners holding him 
in a cell block. 
Interviewed in hospital 
Wednesday, he paid tribute. 
to'o~er guards and officials 
at the centre. 
"They're the real 
celebrities. The guys stayed 
up all night working and 
p~uning. They're the ones 
Who should take the credit. 
There were a lot of people 
pulling for me." 
Fischer was sent to 
hospital for. observation. 
He is an employee of 
Metropolitan Investigation 
and Fecurity Ltd., a firm 
which supplies security 
offleers to supplement He considered locking jurisdiction of local, 
regular guards e l /he jail. himself in:a cell since tl~ anmorities. ~. 
LIKE A BABYSITTER prisoners did not have keys llADNlllM WORRIED " 
Describing his job as "an to the individual cells. But "That really worried 
ag~r.andized babysitter," he he rejected the idea because me-- seeing them 
sazd his duties include ~ the prisoners, armed with 'demanding things that the 
watching prisoners liable to knives, one mounted on a local prison authorities had 
hurt themselves and stick, could have jabbed at no control over," Fischer 
performing minor taks.s him throngh the bars. said. 
Fischer said the incident "Once they got hold of me, Fischer said- he, 
hegan when he hears ounds they put a knife to my threst repeatedly .told the four 
of a struggle from an and told me to do what I was prisoners ne was more 
adjo'ming cell block; told. I figured It would he valuable to them alive than 
At first he thought i was a better if I did just that." :dead. ' -  ' 
struggle between prisoners Fiecher was tied to a chair He said they told him: 
but soon recognized the and then tied with torn bed- "You're our ticket out of 
voice of guard Conrad Wold sheets to the bars of a cell here, so take it easy and you 
calling for help. c o n t a i n i n g T e r r y v:on't get hurt." 
• Fischercouldnothelphim Southwind, a prisoner who • F i scher ' s  e f fo r ts  
because he did not have a made a statement later to convinced his captors to let 
key to the door linking the the news media on solitary him lie on a mattress in the 
two sections, confinement in federal cell block corridur."About 
Using Wohl's keys, three .prisons. the same time, a prison 
prisoners tried to open the ABound around the chest, doctor ~ gave the prisoner! 
door. Fischer tried holding neck, feet and hands, small quantities e ta  drug 
it shut but decided they Fischer said he felt "pretty they had requested. 
would eventually force it helpless." Gradually, three of the 
open and gave up the • prisoners drop~e d off to 
attempt. The prisoners demanded sleep, including Terry 
" "I figured I was maybe changes to Section 231of the Southwind, whom Fischer 
125 Air Condi~iomd Suite & Rooms With Vim better off if I didn't fight it Federal Penitentiaries Act, credited with keeping the 
Color W, Telephone, ~ & Shower, Ell-. ' too much." an act outside the ether three from hurting 
ilion;, Coffee Shop, l)ining Room, Nightly Idm. ' " 
Entertainment, 6inqmt & Muting Roomi ' The fourth prisoner, a 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available ~ ~ ' m  1 higher man, took longer to 
. . W~2-1831 FRE~I~E PARKING ~ I  KNIFE AT drown. , 
TOLL FREE Rlurlitiom-- [ ' Stock Upon Summer 1 I I I2~IOG~I-~IO . He eventually lay down 
• . reading t off # I beside Fisehei" on the 
(Csnsd ien  Owned & Operstld 1 All' Children's Books 10 percen mattress and held a knife to 
| .- Al l  Teen Books 10 percent off - i Fischer's ~ide. , Pretending to sleep, 
" I I~  MGR.TEDPRYSTAY. I -A l l  Fiction Books 10 percent off IFiseher saw a, guard 
I 1755 Osvie watching througha doorway 
English Bay at Slanley Pink Bin Gtop ) I SOMETHING / n and signalled him that three GOOD of the prisoners were ~mlenp, atOurOoor end TaktYouAnl~vl~reln I / 
The City For The I~ic.Of A Bus Ticket I • 4517 Lazelle Ave. / Inching away from the man beside him, Fischer. / soon learned that the fourth,. 
June 29 & 30 -July 2 man was asleep also. 
• ~, Fischer rose and crept to 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , the door, which was 
immediately opened by the 
• Would he go back to work 
' at the centre? • 
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M m.(c...~cs 
'REA, C,H iNO OUT" 
idkN-'~,ON " " 
:$gSAME'STRE~. 
"-M/~'S~T E R R OG.ER$ I 
.e-scTq,c,co., 
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i 
wdm. st. v~. 
I i i  
MAtIMMPIMCM 11HeATMn!: 
ram,he s~M 
IOM'  
"I'd prefer not to. To have 
one experience like this is 
enough. You lie there and 
start to think about your 
famflyand what will happen 
to them if something 
heppens to me." 
THE SECRET OF MONTE 
CRISTO 
Rory Calhoun, Patrlcla Bredln, 
John Gregson, lan Hunter. 19th 
Century: Adventurer and 
beautiful woman he has sworn 
to protect after her father has 
been ki l led embark on a 
treasure hunt with oth'ers who 
hold parts of a treasure map off 
the coast of . Italy. 
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Your horoscope in the days ahead 
Fr iday  Saturday 
ARIES 
to 
You Ix'up Ideas easily, see 
benefits 'to be IP~ed where 
others only note the obsta~.lea. 
Use your instincta NOW -- and 
go fonmrdt 
 Auxus 
PISCE8 ~lg~:~" (Apr. 21 to May 21) 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) " '~ .  A day calling for good 
seine new trends in the Judgment. Don't sell any new 
making. Study carebdly and be idea short, and do look for good 
sure to check all ~otm,  opportunities which may not be 
before accepting. Romance and immediately o b~ioua. 
travel fevered. 
(Mur. ~1 to Air. 23) ~ (jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ~-/~-~ 
A first-rate period for in- ldized influeaces. You may 
ventiwneu and br ln~ out encounter some frustrating 
dormant talents. Put your aitumtions during the a,n~, but 
strength behind unusual rite tide will turn in your fawr 
projects, b.t on~ 1~ thoy,m'e lat~inthods~, 
tru~ mxtim4dle, 
TAURUS ~ 
( Apr. Sl to May 31) 
An original idea could be 
develop~ eventually turned to 
profit. Aleng these lines, it's a 
good period for pushing your 
(May 22 ~ June sl) 
Careful :exploraUon of of- 
fering~ andsoundly directed 
.ima~inaUun needed now. Don't 
mix business and personal 
affairs. 
(June 22 to July 23) 
You can take giant steps 
toward advancement ow --  ff 
you have the ambition and 
know-bow. Don't launch into 
uscharted seas, however. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Others as~ oh.~-,'vina, so~e 
following your example. Your 
• host ~eet forwurdt Stre~ vital 
points, but no exaggerating or 
cutting cerners too close! 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Excessive spending could 
prove disastro~ now. Don't 
speculate or indulge in ex- 
Iravegmt whims, and watch 
the budget even when muldng 
minor purchases. 
(Sept. st to Oct. 23) 
Don't let your curiosity get 
the better of you -- espee/aIly in
a romantic situation. Too many 
questions will only yield evasive 
al~qWers, 
scoRPio 
(OcL 24.to Nov. 22) 
A day of mixed influences. Be 
careful in your approaches. 
Othemmay read more into your 
w~ and aeflons than you 
intend. 
s orrr,  s - 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 91) 
A long-pending domestic 
problem can be solved now, so 
devote the early part of the day 
to this task. Then you can feel 
freer to go on to more 
sUmulating interests. 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Some tension i dicated. Avoid 
highly strung or neurotic 
persons, and keep out of 
situations which could 
needlessly involve you in 
others' problems. 
ahould move brinkly and you 
with them. Don't scatter 
e.orlins, however. 
S Grrr s 
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21) 
Several chances to ¢11o ewm 
hotter than usual. ' l~e  a& 
concerns also governed by 
r~ l ly  anpedz 
AQUARIUS :q~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
A gnod day for h'yin~ to push 
through auulque prograno. You 
will get hoeidn~ b~es thoso in 
vantage of all warthwbfle ep- emtherity--D'your approach is 
pertuulties. A good period in diefecenlteL 
Wh to o= new 
• und ideas. (Feb. 20 toMur..20) 
CAPRICORN ~.~ YOU ~uld ~erstep limfla ~ow 
(Dec. 22 toJan. 20) if too strong a desire for a 
• GEMINI ,~ ]0 [~ An excellent day for maktog coHaln attaJment causes you 
(May 22 toAune21) , -  travel plans, whether for to press beyond reasonable 
Nmmall~, you are not easily pleasure or business. Famll~ beund~ies. • . . . . . .  
deceived, but be especially alert . . .... .- 
TARGET ZEl~O 
Richard Conte, Peggie Castle, 
Chuck Conners, Char les  
Brons~n. Explosive story of a 
Ileutmant attempting to teed 
his men, during the Korean 
War, to a strategic hill and love 
he finds on the way. 
THE GREAT WALDO PEP- 
PER 
Robert Redford stars as an 
American fighter pilot who 
meets his primary adversary, a 
former German" ace, in • 
chance encounter years after 
World War I ...with 6o Svenson, 
Be Brundln, Susan Sarandon, 
Edward Herrmann and Margot 
Kidder. Directed by George 
Roy Hill. 
• PAPER CHASE 
Stars Timothy Bottoms, Lind. 
say Wagner. Examines the 
'repressive cloistered world of 
first year st~dents.at Harvard 
• ,.La. w,SchoOI. ' " 
Drinking 
drivers 
now or you COULI) fall fur some 
such ~eenmship. 
• ( J~e ~- to July ~) . 
Some strain in key 
assoclatioos indicated. Probe 
deeply to find the cause, the 
hotter to cope with it af- 
feetively. In any ease, keep 
fined ( j .  to Aug..) - - - - -  
CHICHESTER, England 
(CP) - -  Drinking drivers in 
Sussex town are being 
fined &l a point--in 
Canadian funds about 
$1.80--in a recent campaign 
by magistrates. 
Stanley Roth, 70, 
magistrates' chairman, 
says "we are concemed 
about the persistence with 
which drL,~-driving offend- 
ers are coming before the 
court." 
So it's going to cost more. 
Ha driver has 81 milligrams 
of alcohol in each 100 
milliUtres of blood--just one 
over the legal maxhnum-- 
he's fined &81. 
It goes all the way up to 
&400, the legal maximum 
fine,. 
Avoid tendencies toward 
haste, emotionalism. Study 
proffered plans, proposals. New 
advances indicated, but don't 
lose interest in current projects. 
(Aug. ~ to sept. 23) 
~h{)re up 1Bagging produ~- 
tivit~, revise the format of 
programs which seem to get 
nowhere. A change of pace, 
direotion,, momentum ay be 
the answer. 
(Sept. ~ to-oct. 23) 
Especially favored now: Job 
and finandal interests. Com- 
petition may be keen but, where 
~ulmve the know.how, don't be 
afraidto get into the race. 
 omo.. 
(GeL 24 to Nov. 22) 
Man b~uences in,cats an 
extremely active day. Things 
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ON CANADA'S FUTURE 
Thinkers seek a new solution 
TORONTO (CP) -- A final plenary session" that rights to be included in  a MUST BE FREE Ernest Watkins of 
determination to reject the workshop chairman found; new const i tu t ion - -a  "It simply must become a Calgary, speaking to Hood's 
current political sys~m and several corns.on areas, of constitution that should be a basic commitment that proposal, said there is no 
seek a third option for concern xrom me mo~ [na.n Canada Act, not a British Canadians be free to problem in Western Canada 
Canadians was the centrul 400 delegates, ouc me North AmericaAct. express themselves in either with the French and English 
theme Wednesday for mainnfocus was on Suchanact should contain English or French,• lan~ages. 
deletates to ~e Destiny rewritiag the Confederation a restructuring of. the Robarts said. "By  in t roduc ing  
Canada conference, agreement, f ederalgovernmentpowers, Delegates to the final compulsory French in our 
Richard Simeon of He said there was a eliminating areas that plenary session also schobls, you would force' 
Kingston, Ont., said in a definite emphasis on the overlap with other suggested that Parliament Alberta out of Can- 
report to the  conference's need for civil and linguistic governments levels of select a citizens' committee, federation," he said. 
• • - - .  | j~r/sdiction in an effortto with guidance from the Another Alberta delegate. 
better serve Canad ians . .  provinces, thatwouldhevea said he wished to apologize 
NEEDS SPECIAL STATUS. one-ynar mandate to make for Watklns's remarks  so  
.. A new constitution should recommendat ions  pn delegates would not think all "~ ~"~"~' t u ~ . : Down ~.~~~ reco~nizethat Quebec needs changes to the constitution. Albertans were against 
specml status and Perhaps Su~ a committee should biliaguulism. 
' consideration should De be seJected immediately "We want to be total 
~;~. . ,W ~,tengeo P reOooteOownor . ~ given te a reorganization of wRl].halftheraembersfro.m Canadians," he said to a 
;;..T~r~P'~ and Feathers. Comlnenml qu l l .  thai ~'r~S~W ' ~Eu3ada into more equitable Queoee and half from me round of applause. 
• eliminate blankets, l~dspre..ds, top sheets " re~lons ,  Simeon said. rest of Canada, with equal Premier William Davis, 
and make bedmaklng s 10  second chorel Simply • year ~o; .nd 
,iuhtweightsSnpfortherntofyourllfel Claude Ryan, editor-in- representat ion  from attending the plenary 
WriteForFmSrochu~e: chief of Le Devok, told francopnones and one session following a brief 
The Eu|opnn Eiderdown Shop, Fm:toP~ Mail Older Olvlt|on. de legates  earlier in the day En~.hepeaking afternoon ceremony 
4.701 KIn~wmy St., Surn~by, s.c. VSH 2G6 that ff Quebecers have to canamana. " welcoming a group of 
• SendTo: ................ : ........................................... choose now between the A bid-by Ian Hood of runners attempting to Jog 
Addrms ........................................ -. .  ................. constitutional status quo  Toronto, on behalf of his across Canada ~rom British 
• City . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pr0v . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Code ..; ...... - ma sovereignty for Queb~, workshop group, to have the Columbia, said he hoped the 
"TheContinen~lOuil~mOPillowSp~ci#ie~" they w'.dl.. . vote in majority for f in-lple.n~ses~'onvomon conference would not end 
and wll Factory • seParauon as proposed by a reso~.uuon ma( any here. • ~ u r l  Oirk:t IO YOU 
mM~MMMMMmMMM~~ the P a r t iQuebeeo is  constituuonal amendments "In view of certain recent 
~ government, ensue_ ther~h~ of ~mglish news stories, it is not beyond 
Ryan, in a speecm anu.~re~mia~guages~a~, the realmofpessibil ity ty 
entirely in French, said a provmces was rme~ om o~ that the -ovemmenis of 
referendum on Quebec's order by Ian Macdonald, Canada an~ the provinces 
future should have a t~rd president of York may establish be~es that 
option. ' with the Ontario n 'nm. - -~. in t~ l ink ' I~ha~n I and Salt Water Fishini Tackle I quebeeers would over- "UnivenRy and a co-best wo~,ld -rovide .n  
I ~ . . . . ~ . . .  ~, . . . . . .  :. i whelmiagly be in favor of government of the .~,; ;  . . '~ ;~, ,~ ~nd."t'~'m ,"-; 
I ~ ~ u t : u ~  " ~,guumquI, l. accepting a renewed coherence. . I~ ,-'~i'd . . . . . . . .  ~.- - '  
I ~ ~ , , ; ~  . .Di,,hm~k,," I association with Canada GATHER INFORMATION . . . . . . .  - 
/ - "~"'"" - ' " " " " " ' "  I under a federation which Macdonald nsid it was not 
I r , . . . . . , _ _ . . _ . . . ,~ ,__  ~.__ , , __  I comider's Quehec's culture the purpose of the STORY OFTHREE LOVES 
I rly ly lag & It00. DUll01ng ~)uppll05 I and unique personality, the conference to pass Pier Angell, Kirk Douglas, 
I . _ . _ . ' _ _ I Montreal editor said. resolutions in a formal Leslie Carm, James Meson, 
I ~ouven i rs  & Local Crafts I Former Ontario pren~ter manner Farley Granger, Moire 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . .  . I John Roberts told delagat~s , ,w~ "u,~n~- tn onthA~ , Shearer, Ethel Barrymore, Zsa 
~-e.' ' . . .^",'~"~.'.  --,~,o~:..~,-~, 7.sa Cobor and Rlcky Nel ,,~0n. 
l ,  ~ . r  nr ic~s ~re fa i r  ~1 it 'is time Canadians get : . . : v : . . .n , :v ,  . . . . .  - - : , ,uS -  Trio of short stories: ballet 
I "'. "=.  ""  ":-~, -~;_ lfi" I "'serious about language su!~es~Ona-;L'nm ~.. o.my a impresario who fir, dE end loses 
I . bnop ~ ~ompare I rights because t l~ is clear]y ~. 'L ' lm.4"e  wiU aerie Ioveinonenlgm; a governess 
I , , ,  ~ ,= . ~ - . - .  I amatter of justice and plain final solutions reached who falls In love with her 
human dignity." here." charge;  and a c i rcus aer ia l i s t  
tomm who ret i re to the sa fe ty  of 
their new.foued love. Co. 
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directed by Vlncante Mlnnelll 
and G. Relnhardt. 
THE CADAVER IN THE 
CLUTTER 
Chief Lenigan and Rabbi Small 
(Art Carney and Bruce 
Solomon) try to get the truth 
from a recluse (George Cobel) 
who has become the focal point 
of local curleaity when his niece 
is accused of slaying his equally 
eccmtrlc Mother. Janis Paise 
and Janet IVtargolln (=.star. 
Virginia Mayo, Anne Schedeen 
and Guy Stockwell are featured. 
HOWTO BREAK UP A HAPPY  
DIVORCE 
Stars Barbara Eden, Hal 
, Linden, Peter Bonerz. Divorcee 
decides to win back her ex- 
husband. 
IT'SA MAD,/~AD, MAD, MAD 
WORLD 
Stars Spencer Tracy, Milton 
Berle, Sid Caesar, Buddy 
Hackett, Ethel Merman, Dick 
Shawn. A dying motorist 
reveals to the occupants of four 
other cars where $350,000 Is 
• buried and starts a mad 
scramble across mountains, 
deserts and down coasto to 
.reach the treasure f irst.  
THE SPELL 
World Premiere Movie stars 
Lee Grant, James Olsen, SUsan 
Myers, Barbara Bostock and 
Lella Goldenl. Grant stars as 
concerned mother of an ~0ees, 
embittered 15 year old with the 
abilityto bring Illness, and even 
death, to those who ridicule her. 
THE LADY IN THE 'CAR 
Samantha Eggar, Oliver Reed, 
John McErery. Directed by 
Anatole Lltvak. Advertising" 
. executive trim to frame his 
, secretary for a. murder com. 
mltted by his wlfe...from 
, ~t i~ ,  ~.4~'p ,  nqy#, ...... 
- - . . ,  
The heat of 
the moment 
By BILL SMILEY 
This was supposed to be a 
probing inquiry into what 
laws Canadians break most, 
and why they break them. 
But it's too danged hot. 
What a countryl Just a few 
" weeks ago, you could get free 
ice-cubes from those 10-foot 
icicles hanging from your 
roof. Today the refrigerator 
can't keep up with the de- 
mand for them. 
That horrible heat wave 
we've experienced coincided 
with a visit from The Boys. 
The combination practically 
put Gran and I on our knees, 
and we're just now recover- 
ing gingerly from an ordeal 
that would have put us in our 
graves, had we been 10 years 
older. 
It's not that we can't stand 
the heat. And goodness 
knows, The Boys are a treat. 
But because you can stand 
driving doesn't mean you 
want to drive 800 miles a 
day. And because you enjoy 
ice cream doesn't mean you 
want to eat nothing else for 
two weeks. 
Mother of The Boys, our 
Kim, was in the process of 
writing the last of her univer- 
sity essays and thought she'd 
pop up home, have a visit, 
get some free baby-sitting 
and finish her essays. A nice 
thought. 
But The Boys had other 
ideas. After being cooped up 
iq a city apartment for thc 
winter,' they wanted some ac- 
tion, and there's always 
action at Grandad's, at "the 
big house," as it's known. 
Little Balind, the younger, 
was supposed to be quiet and 
convalescent after a serious 
illness. Little Ba!ind, after 
about.one day, was as quiet 
and convalescent as a Mack 
truck with Dr; Jekyll's alter 
ego at the wheel. 
After about hree days, he 
had pulled a lamp over on 
himself, put a permanent 
gouge in the coffee table; 
knocked over the fire • screen 
(twice), fallen off a bed on 
his face, lost a knob .off the 
TV set, sprinkled a can of 
talcum powder over the en- 
tire upstairs with a trium- 
STATE FAIR 
Pat Boone, Bobby Darin, 
Pamela Tiffin, Ann Margret, 
Tom Ewell, Alice Faye, Wally 
Cox. Dlredod by Jose Ferrer 
with music by Richard Rogers, 
lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein 
II. At the Texas State Fair Pop 
.enters his prize pig, Morn enters 
net Iulcy mince pie, their son 
enters .the car races. Nothing 
seems m go right, but all ends 
well with daughter finding 
romance. 
DARK VICTORY 
Elizabeth Montgomery stars as 
a successful TV talk.show 
producer who experiences love 
and a new zest for life only after 
she learns that she has a fatal 
brain tumor. Anthony Hopkins 
¢o.stars as the doctor who 
dlsgnoses her c0nditlen and 
falls In love with her...wlth 
Mlchele Lee, Janet MacLachlan 
and Michael Lerner. The 
Charles Cohen script I s  a 
modernized and substantially 
different version .of the 1932 
Broadway play by George 
Emerson Brewer Jr. and 
Bertram Bloch which became a 
1939 Wal'ner Brothers movie 
starring Bette Davis and 
Gonrgo Brent. • 
IN SEARCH OF AMERICA 
Stars Vera Mills, Carl Betz, 
Jeff Frldges, Ruth McDevift. A 
family searches fo r  con. 
temporary values In today's 
~a,~, .movlng world. 
l I l l l l l i l l l l l l l  i i i  l l~  ~ l l t  l l l l l l l t  I~  
phant grin, and smashed 
several dishes by hurling 
them to the floor from his 
high chair, his signal that the 
meal was over. 
Of course," after his 
illness h'e had practically no 
appetite, so feeding him was 
no problem. It only took the 
three of us adults, one cook- 
ing, one shovelling it in, and 
one cleaning up the debris, to 
stave off his hunger. 
He'd start off with a 
banana to keep him from 
perishing while you were 
cooking his bacon and eggs. 
Then it was a scramble to get 
his toast and honey ready 
while the eggs were van. 
ishing. Licks off the honey, 
hurls toast on the floor, 
stands up in his high chair 
and wipes hands on Gran's 
newly-decorated wall. Then 
out of "the chair and on to 
Grandad's knee for a few 
more bites of egg or muffin 
or whatever. This would go 
on all :day, punctuated by 
apples, cookies, swigs of 
apple ju~e and bits of cheese 
tO k¢.e~ his stoma(:h from 
rumbhng. " 
I made the mistake of 
sticking my little finger in his 
mouth once. Thought he was 
gelling some more teeth and 
that I'd give the gums a little 
rub to ease the I~ain, He dam' 
near took the end right off 
my finger. That kid is a 
natural for the wrestling ring 
or the football field. 
No such problem with the 
other guy, Nikov, He is a 
dainty eater, can feed him. 
self, and sits up at table, 
propped on a fat book. No 
problem at all. Except hat he 
won't eat. Meal time is a 
game. If he gets wieners and 
beans, he wants milk on it, 
then it's too cold. If you're 
out of eggs, he want! 
scrambled e~s. if you have 
apple Juice and fresh grape. 
fruit, the only thing he can 
stomach is orange juice. He 
can make a half-hour 
ceremony out of eating one 
strand of spaghetti. 
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There's no malice in it. He  
just enjoys manipulating. 
three fairly int::lligent adults, 
like three puppets, one cajol; 
ing, one threatening, and one 
furious. We tookturns. 
Occassionally Whisked of: 
to bed without any dinner, 
he'd be quiet for a few 
minutes, then paddle down. 
stairs and say he wanted hit 
supper. But he wanted 
chicken, and you'd had stew. 
At first they were a little 
peeved that Grandad had to 
go off to work every morn- 
ing. The old oue wanted me 
to take him to the car ~'ash, 
one of our favorite e~ur- 
sions. The little one ~ just 
wanted me tO take him and 
yelled. So I 4nstituted "Kiss 
Time." I lined the whole 
gang up, wife, daughter, two 
grandboys, got them to 
pucker up and went dowu the 
line with a kiss" f6r each. Very 
popular outine. You have to 
be crafty with kids. 
For a few days, the 
weather was cold, and all 
they could do was make the 
inside of the house look as 
though Attila and his Huns 
had just laid waste a village.. 
Then the heat wave struck. 
Their mother is one of those 
new-fangled ones whothink 
that children should be al- 
lowed to express their creat- 
ive faculties regardless. The 
Boys poured into the back 
yard like the Samcens pour- 
ing into Spain, and 'created. 
I'll say one thing for them. 
They didn't set fire to the 
stoop, or the .fence. They 
couldn't have. They dis- 
covered Grandad's hose, and" 
where to turn it on. Every- 
thing was so wet after a few 
minutes, you couldn't have 
stated a fire with gasoline. 
I'd come home from work, 
a,d there'd he two naked 
lots, maklng, mud from 
head Io tin:, watering each 
other, their mother, the lawn 
furniture and any stray 
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"to clean up. That, along with 
two hours at feeding time, 
and about two hours at bath 
and story time, and an hour 
to recuperate, took a fair 
chunk out of the day. 
Now they're gone and ! 
miss them terribly. Nobody 
tO run over, jump on my ar- 
thritic foot and butt me in the 
stomach. Nobody to make 
me read the longest fairy 
story in the entire hook. ! can 
hardly wait to see them 
again• Maybe Chrislmas? 
For a day? 
The Argyle $~ndicale I.td. 
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at TIME CLEANERS LTD.ll 
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HALIFAX (CP) --  
Improved methods and 
better organization of labor 
have caused substantla~ 
changes in blueberry 
farming in Nova Scotia, a 
Cumber land County 
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blueberry farmer said. 
Gary Chapman, former 
president of the Nov~, Scotia 
B lueber ry  Growers  
Association, said "Planning 
is becoming more important 
in blueberry farming, both 
in marketing and harvest- 
Chapman said growers 
now are more confident and 
are-able to wait until the 
berries are ready for 
picking so that a better 
quality and price is realized. 
More than 70 per..cent of 
these in the association use 
the farm labor pool, he said. 
The association first 
became involved with the 
l i n  1974 when growers  
an emergency meeting 
during a potentially 
disastrous harvest. _ 
The crop was late, schools 
were starting early, there 
was a lot of rain and an 
early frost. These factors 
combined to focus the need 
for better organization. 
Chapman said he is 
considering expanding his 
operation, partly because he" 
can depend on the pool's 
ability to help recruit 
pickers. 
As many as 3,500 people 
work on the crop in Nova 
Scotia annually. It is 
harvested from mid-August 
until the end of September. 
The average crop of about 
nine million pounds is worth 
t2 .5  mi l l i on .  
"The necessity of skilled 
pickers cannotbe stressed 
too much," said Chapman. 
"If a field is harvested with 
sloppy or impropr picking, 
25 per cent of the crop can be 
left on the field." 
The farm labor pool 
operates on a yesr-round 
basis to help farmers locate 
and train .permanent 
employees as well as find 
workers for peak periods of 
planting and harvesting. 
THE RAINS OF RANCHIPUR 
Turner, Richard Burton, 
Michael" Rennle, Fred Mac- 
Murray, Joan Caulfleld, 
Eugenle Leontovlch, Medge 
Kennedy. D]rected by Jean 
Negulesce. Rich and corrupt 
woman, married to English 
nobleman falls in love with 
brilliant doctor, raised by the 
Maharlnl, while In Rsnchlpur. 
Her sincere great love, which 
she must give up, brings an 
understanding future for herself 
and her husband. 
VOYAGE OF THE YES 
Stars Oesl Arnaz, Jr., Mike 
Evans, Beverly Garland. Two 
teenagers embark upon a sea 
Iouney that finds them battling 
the forces of nature. 
THIS ISLAND EARTH 
Stars BErt Roberts, Faith 
Domergue, Rex Ream. Two 
American scientists are caught 
In a battle between two planets. 
Younger 
derelicts 
today 
] i .M[ ,n; ' ,~ (c9)  - -  Recent 
studies in this hbtodc port 
city have shaken the 
foundations of some of the 
established thoughts of 
some social scientists, 
A Dalheusie University 
sociology department study 
has found that more than 
half of the 0o-7 people. 
labelled by Halifax au- 
thorities as derelicts were 
under the age of 30 . .  
It had previously been as- 
sumed that almost all of 
them would be older. 
An over-dependence on 
handouts ,  h i sh  
unemployment and heavy 
use of  illicit narcotics were 
~aced as the main reasons 
for the problem.. ; 
Another study found that 
of a sample of 100 hi~h- 
school students under the 
lcen~tl dr ink ins age, 88 per 
said they had been. 
drunk at least once. and 
more' than half said they' 
were drunk at least once a 
month. : 
The majority said they oh,, 
tained their liquor from 
retail liquor outlets run by 
the province, taverns, 
beverage rooms and 
]oun~es. • 
Research to determine 
that kind of informaUon is 
important in helpin8 to 
understand and deal with 
community problems, 
David Leitch, the man who 
eoordinated the studios, 
~ '~e "foot-work" b done 
by students from Leitch's 
c lass  who,  in order to. 
qualify_ for a course credit, 
must do volunteer work for 
eight,  months with a 
eommunity Service,: Usually 
the IS-hour Help Line cowl- 
sen'ioe. 
Few organizations have 
either the t/me or the money 
to do the kind of work the 
students are doins, Leitch 
said. 
FOUR CLOWNS 
Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, 
Charley Chase and Buster 
Keafon. In producer Robert 
Youngsfon's compilation from 
the film Careers of four very 
funny men...thanks to Hal 
Roach Studios and Leopold 
Friedman and Raymond 
Rohauer. 
, ATLANTIS ,  THE LOST 
CONTINENT 
Stars Anthony Hall, Joyce 
Taylor. Young Greek fisher- 
man, In love with daughter of 
the King of Atlantis whose life 
he saved, agrees to help her 
search for the lost city. 
TWO GENTLEMEN SHARING 
Stars Robin Phillips, Judy 
Geeson. A white advertising 
executive and a black lawyer 
share an apartment In london 
and have many mutual In- 
terests, but their lives ere 
complicated by the lack • of 
tolerance in others. 
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LA MAURICIE NATIONAL PARK 
Paradise for the canoeist 
, Finding La Maurlcis 
National Park, about 64 Ion 
(40 miles) north of Trois 
~vieres, Quebed,Quehec, 
may involve a verbal 
inquiry or two but the 
reward is worth the effort. 
Whether you speak French 
or English, you will find the 
residents of Trois Rivieres 
or Shawiniga n ready to aid 
and direct you. La 
Maur/cie is a relatively new 
(1970) park. It's rapid 
development has coincided 
with the rebirth of the very 
interest hat, for nomadic 
Indians, made the Mattawin 
and St. Maurice Rivers the 
natura l  wataerwater  
highway between the St. 
, Lawrence valley and the 
interior. La Mauricie is a 
canoeist's park. Park 
~atura l i s t ,  Bernard 
Jolicoeur, obtained a fine 
quality canoe from the 
rental service located on 
Lake Wapizagonke and we 
paddled off in the warm 
morning sun. Our first stop 
was at hthe ancient Indian 
pictographs on the high 
cliffs across the narrow 
lake, where we shot a few 
pictures after wetting the 
pictographs down to bring 
the colors out. The ochre 
designs are very old and 
their origin is 
uimertain. La Mauricie 
encompasses an impressive 
array of heavily forested 
mountains rolling back from • 
river valleys and '  
interconnected lakes. The, 
park marks the transitional 
zone between the southern 
deciduous forests and the 
boreal conifers extending 
down from the north. The 
resulting I intermix includes 
36 speczes of trees and 
. corresponding assortment 
el,fauna. The initial 
onslaught of timber cutters 
stripped the area of the 
white pine climax forest. 
They were followed by the 
f'tr harvesters for pulp ~ind 
paper. The region then 
became the vast private 
preserve of a hunting and 
,fishing club which accounts 
• for the almost ~otal recovery 
and rngrowth of the existing 
mixed forest today. We 
paddled by small sandy 
beaches and the 'civilized' 
facilities of the narrow lakes 
and entered the narrow and 
meandering Shawinigan 
River. We viewed an active 
'beaver house and pulled in 
at the weathered wood and 
sometimes hard pressed to from the footpath and device for preparing hot under the stars for a talk on 
keep abreast of w.hat's..on remarked how toads are food. Campsites withinthe astronomy. Chief 
snow ~rom one week to tne born as tiny replicas of the park (no other naturalist, Giiles Ouellette 
next. We eventually eft adult and do not undergo a. accommodation) are laid states that plans are under 
the !abe and canoed up a metamorphic transition like out in tree-shaded grounds "study to introduce nature 
winaing narrow stream the taducle and frog. He and are equipped with fire- tours on croas-oountry skis 
until we encountered a .demonstrated the flr¢i~lace'and picnic table, so visitors can enjoy the 
small falls. Here weUjq~l~Vc~eature's defens~q~l,d~cl tent site and with park during the winter 
beached, our cano~...a.nd m~.~.~d~m b~y . ,~ . "  ir~..~l~qq3~, acces~,~..~lmunal  months. La Mauricie is 
switcnea to a mKzng milky, corroswe liquid tnac water supply a~ltl modern, primarily identified as a 
trail. The trail paralleled exudes from pads on the well 'mamiained public canoeist's park. The three . . . .  
the mountain stream and toadstoad's back forcing a washrooms. The park or four day camping, canoe 
eventually veered, off wouldbe predator to spit visitor may well begin his trip along the interior 
mrough heavy forest ana him out . . . . . . . .  stay by teurin~ the nature waterways of the park 
ascended a hi h rid e ' Tne trail enoea c ~,,~o,.,,,,t~,,o ,  ~,~,,,~ .~,...~ "g "g  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, . . . . . . . . . .  s ,,,,~.,,~ including a little trout 
overloekin the a 10~ty vmwpoln~ ,o,.,,,,~, . . . .  ..~ . . . .  .~ 
valley "~ndian ,qne" overlooking a beautiful ~,~,,"~,'~|b~t~Ua~re~en~" a fishing (provincial fishing • ,. ~" ~" , • e . . . . . . . . .  r license required) is still the 
announced Bernard  ~s land-s tudded lake ,.,,..,.,oe'° . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  overviewoxmep~" tnnexperience of - 
Jollcoour as he sto ed to sheltered by forested ,,.,,~n~,, ,,d ,,t,,,,,,oH,,o 
examine the unusual looking moumaum. we ~uncneo at. activities "" " " Further details and 
plant. He explained how the the moaern ano , weu " A guicled nature informative literature can 
whito, waxy, mnshroom-like quipped picnic grounds, tour by canoes may be be obtained on SLaLa 
groWth with the distinctive We relied on the Snack bar_. scheduled followed by. .a Mauricie and other national 
pipe-bewl head, is devoid of for our  vittles . and ledlecture and sdae parks in Canada by 
cholchiorophyll and feeds on vebeverage, but each picnic presentation at the contacting SParkParks 
decaying vegetation. Next, table is eqiequipped with a i communal tent theater at Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, 
be retrieved a Small toad metal hibachi style cooking night or, perhaps, a hike K1A 0H4. 
t~ 
THREA TENS FARMLAND 
Desert .continues to grow 
timbered spillway of an old 
loggingdsm. The ancient CAIRO (AP) -- Millions of research director of the and an additional 30,000to in the wind's direction. Each 
structure still helps to sand dunes are moving Smithaonian Institution's 40,00Oacres is lost annually falls back repeating the 
maintain suitp~le water across Egyp.t's Western NationalAira~d Space Mu- to urban sprawl, Egyptian motion. Over days and 
levels and re'/b~ins andan desert and will cover more eeum in Washington. and American agronomists months you almost come to 
important artil~ct depicting than 280 miles of fertile Nile "The dunes are moving at say. believe the dunes are living 
the human history of the Valley farmland in 20 years an average of 100 feet ayear Although the movement of things marching along and 
river Below'the dam, the unless omething is done to over the major part o f  the the desert sands is well reproducing as they go." 
Shawinigan narrows to a stop them, says Farouk el western desert," he said. known to nomadic Bedouin Egyptian gronomisis say 
turbulent ribbon of white Baz, an Egyptian-born "One has smothered a tribesmen, its threat to the dune takeover can be 
water sparkling between American geologist, whole village in the Kbarga farmland has been overcome either by creating 
walls of green forest. A He said he noted the Oasis there. Another is ~nyp~t? unnoticed by the windbreaks--planting 
c o n t e m p I a t i v e s p o t shifting dunes in on-the-spot smack in the middle of a authorities, millions of trees to protect 
particularly suited for a spot studies earlier this month, road built in 1963 leading to "It is .a  motion you the fertile soft-- or by 
of fly fishing towards day's He also compared the an adjacent oasis, observe ff you live there," planting SlmCiai types of 
end. We retraced our rou5 topography shown in aerial Egypt, now experiencing said el Baz ,  who criss- trees with huge roots that 
and shore-cn, .~! by rocky photographs of the. region a serious population uressed the desert from the would fix the dune into 
cliffs. .Naturalist, taken in1953 and that shown explosion, has only 65 Mediterranean coast to the place. 
JolicoruJolicoeur, in pictures' taken two years square feet of farmland per Dakhla Oasis about 300 EIBaz saidAlgerta, which 
commented on the geology ago by the joint United person, miles inland, is faced with the same 
and identiified shoreline States-Sovietspacemdssinn. ARABLE LAND RUINED "Wizm a medium.~ desert infringement of its 
veevegetation. Much of the The dines, often 20 to 30 It now is confronted by an sand 'grain is blown by a farmland, ishoping to plant 
parkflura may bloom and festhigh, are clollng in on -agricultural crisis because strop_ wind it falls bacl~., to. 90billion trees in the next 20 
fade in a relatively short Nile Valley between Cairo waterlogging hsa ruined 20 earth like a bomb seaomg ~m~. to create a wind- 
cycle so park naturallsts are and Asalut, said el Baz, per cenCot flae arable land: thowmxbofotherparfl¢les 
" - -  - L  
SIMPLISTIC SOLUTiO IS 
Priso ners say their jail fine 
KINGSTON, Ont. (C]P) - -  The Elizabeth Fry fec~ prisoners, sponsor prison dollars, she said. not rehabilitate women but 
Prisoners at the Prlaoufor says it wants the activities and offers public The committee said it it does not make them 
Women and the ~.iizabeth government to become education service. The would like to see another worse. 
Fry Society of Kingston more involved in long4erm • society also prepares briefs major prison for women in The Elizabeth Fry Society' 
have critidzed a report .planning for the ~ for and recommendations for Western Canada and supports -the report's 
recommending that the women, government s udy, community correctional recommendations for 
pex~itenttary beclosed. Jane Graves Nelson, Members of the prisoner centres and rehabilitation extended use of community 
The recommendation that prestdent ofthe society, said tommitteeat the prison said centres for drug addicts residential cantres for 
the only women's federal t b • r e p o r t ' s they disagreed with the thro.ughout the country, female ofie~len. 
pri~son in Canada be closed recommendation has a recommendation that Society ~.~,'orker Sandra 
within three years was simplkUc solution to the p r o v i n c e s a s s u m e, Mrs. Nelson said Prison Vellone ~i~,"the funds are 
made in March, in a report problems of a federal responsibility for all female For Women could serve as there fo~"~ale programs 
to federal soUaitor-g~eral female offender, offenders bassinet he idea the maximum security andweUiinkfundsshouldbe 
Francis Fox by a national Thasociety, established in was unrealistic, inslitution in Canada for made available for 
aevisory committee on the Kingston in 1949, is a "We'd llke to see federal women, but faciliUes for females." 
female offender, volunteer group involved in institutions in different medium and minimum 
The report suggested the in-prison service and after- provinces, ff they all had the security risks must also be Because of "the low 
federal government b,~Id prison care for female s a m e p r o g r a m s,  provided in other parts of number of female offenders, 
smaller prisons for women offenders. Nrs. Nelson said opport~n/fles andgood staff the country, they are a low priority in the 
in each region of the  the society "accepts Ir'ainin~as we havehere," male-oriented federal 
country, or the provinces referrals for any female in Sandy, a member of the REHABILITATION prison system, she said. 
should assume respcnsi- conflict with the law." commcttee, said. LACKING "We contend that's dis- 
bility for all female SUPPLY SERVICES But establishing and She said she did not crimination. There should 
offenders, regardless of the She said society workers maintaining such a system consider Prison for Women be equal opportunities for 
length of sentences, also advise parolees, visit would cost millions of a good place because it does women." 
DINING 
ENrERTAINMEN? 
.OO.OO. 624"2621 or624-3359 DINING ROOM 
& DRIVE. IN  h!  IWt. W. M 6~h St. 
"PROBABLY THE BEST" 
CHA R-BROIL ED STEA KS 
4736 Lakolso Ave. Terrace 
" ]~ I~. '~E~ FEATURE 
Char-Broiled Steak $'2.99 
Including: BAKED POTATO 
CHOICE OF SALADS and 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
King-Size Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
Steak & Shrimp Combo $ 4.39 
• Jumbo Shrimp Dinner $ 2.99 
Chopped Beef Dinner • ! 1.59 
• " *. "*P~icf= SUm=CT TC~'~i~AkO= WiT"C~UT'.OT'¢= '. ~,' 
' ' :" .I/* i " 
Chop Suey Garden 
Restaurant 
FREE HOME DELIVERY 
WITHIN TOWN LIMITS 
DISCOUNT ON 
10% P,CK.UP ORDERS 
Breakfast OPEN 
~ hnet~b a;9~u~;9~F~V$~X DAY 9llOqlnidlntmrd ~1~Nt , .  
' ,~  h:. 7AM TIL I I  PNI 
Take Out 
638-1946 
. .WE MAKE 
'~i~ ~, LOT OF THINGS BE.-'rTER 
:~;i!l  Bruce & Dabble 
=.1 ' , . ; j  Carruthers 
IA .~,  Owners 
ID ~ 4343"LAKELSE AVENUE 
635-7100 
TAKE OUT ORDERS WELCOME • 
LAKELSE 
HOTEL  
is THE place for 
Wedding Receptions 
Private Parties 
Banquets 
4430 GREIG AVE. TERRACE Lakelse Hotel will cater your 
~sa~[ J Ja~ Imm Mol~els gathering with buffet dinners 
• expertly prepared. Dancing 
WILLIAMS LIKE .space is available and there is 
Located ~n the •main street plenty of parking near the 
between Hwy. 97 and the city. private entrance. 
banquet room to seat 100. 
Heated indoor pool. . Phone  638-8141 
564 Oliver S~ee ~ ~ 1 4~20 Lake lse  Avenue I 
Businessman's 
m 
Lunch I 
at Noon in the Dining Room I 
~:"  NEARTLAIID F AVOUIIITE i 
~' HEARTLAND FRIED CHICKEN: I RESTAURANT 
A real tempter served with | • 
betlered-vegetable, french fried . | <~N|I~JEI~F. & CANADIAN FOOD 
potatees,, and cranberry sauce. I . . . . . .  " 
~,  • l r j l l l~  q J r  a ' I lO am to ! arll MonDay • :~aluroav 
I • • , , . o ,o  lOpmSunds,, 
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CONSUMERS' GROUP OPPOSES 
Something-for-nothing coupons 
MONTREAL (CP) -- At' 
though the number of some- 
thing-for-nothing coupons 
used by Canadian 
consumers in an effort to 
reduce their food bills is 
soaring, the Quebec branch 
of the Consumers 
Association of Canada 
(CAC) wants them out- 
lawed. 
The Quebec CAC recently 
Clean both your carpets and 
upholstery with Steamex, 
Do It Yourself and Save! 
Ste;~rnex Carpet Cleaner Rental machine, with six 
power jets, gets the dirt others don't. 
And now we've added a new upholstery attachment 
and its own specially-formulated solution...so you can 
clean your carpets and upholstery the easy, money- 
saving Steamex way. 
®,~, . ,~ . . . . -~ , .p .c . , ,  3223 Emerson 
recommended that a l l  
coupons, and premiums be 
banned in forthcoming 
prov inc ia l  Consumer  
protection legislation. 
The consumer group says 
"such promotions cost all 
consumers money because 
manufacturers must include 
their expense in grocery 
prices. 
"Collectively, we are all 
losers," said Lise Pokier, 
CAC director and University 
of Montreal social work 
student who conducted a 
two-year study on the 
subject. 
Her  o rgan izat ion  
identified nine different 
types of coupons or 
premiums it wants banned. 
To date only "gift" 
premiums contained, in 
packages or cereal and 
other products have been 
outlawed. This type of offer 
constitutes only 14 per cent 
of the total premiums nowln 
circulation, Mrs. Poirier 
said in an interview. 
The CAC also condemns 
lucky draws which are 
coupons in a product 
offering cents off the 
purchase price of a 
subsequent purchase; trial 
offers which are refunds 
offered upon receipt of a 
label; combined product 
selling which is one 
packaged with another at a 
hi~.r  price than for the 
original alone; and service 
an example 
g buy the carpet and get 
flee installation. 
The Quebec UAU 
recommendation is being 
l~resented .to the national 
~AC annual meeting this 
month in GuelPh, Ont . .  
Meanwhile, ~n increasing 
number of manufacturers 
are using coupons to 
promote-their products. A
total of 280 Canadian 
grocery firms issued cou- 
pons last year, compared 
with 150 a decade ago. 
More than 1,2 "billion 
coupons were distributed in 
Canada last year--an 
increase of 20 per cent from 
1975. 
TRIPLE PRODUCTION 
Irrigation plans by Jordan 
AMMAN (Reuter) -- 
Jordan plans to triple the 
amount of  irrigated 
farmland in the Jordan 
valley over the next five 
years. 
• One aim is to help com- 
pensate the kingdom for the 
loss of a quarter of its 
cerealgrowing area and 
four-fifths of its fruit 
orchards in the 1967 Arab- 
Israeli war. Another aim is 
to attract people back to the 
land from the towns of 
Amman, Irbid and Zarga. 
The plans fall short of the 
old Yarhouk River scheme, 
which was dashed by the 
1967 war when Israel 
occupied file west bank of 
the Jordan River and the 
Syrian Golan Heights. • 
The main part of the 
scheme is to build a dam 
farther up the Yarmouk 
River, away from the Golan 
Heights and Israeli lines. 
In 1967 work already had 
begun on the Mukhziba 
Dam, which was part of a 
project to irrigate S00,000 
acres on both banks of the 
Jordan. 
But when the Iaraelis cap- 
tared the heights on the 
Syrian side of the frontier 
river in 1967, construction o . 
the dam stripped. 
WANTS ANOTHER DAM 
Now Jordan wants to build 
the upper dam at Magarin. 
• When it is completed the 
planners are optimistic that 
89,-OOO acres of rich Jordan 
Valley earth will be 
irrigated by 1982, more than 
three times the present 
area.  
The Magarin project still 
is in its infancy, and experts 
say they have not finished 
the $1-mlllion feasibility 
study on it, which is being 
financed by the United 
States. 
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